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1

INTRODUCTION

Tell me, and I will forget
Show me, and I may remember
Involve me, and I will understand
Confucius, BC 450

In the second half of the nineties a new trend in Dutch development cooperation emerged.
Besides giving money to established development organisations, many Dutch citizens
decided to start their own development intervention in the South (Schulpen, 2007). Their
organisations are called Private Initiatives (PIs).
Bouzoubaa and Brok (2005) estimated that there are between 6,000 and 15,000 Dutch PIs
active in development cooperation. This group consists of a wide variety of organisations, like
trade unions, companies, schools, migrants’ organisations and active groups of citizens
(Develtere & Stessens, 2006). Although Dutch PIs are very diverse, most of them are small in
terms of number of employees/volunteers as well as in annual budget (Brok & Bouzoubaa,
2005; Kinsbergen, 2009). Despite this limited budget, 75% of the PIs has an annual budget of
less than €50,000, the large number of PIs makes that they form an important new channel in
Dutch development cooperation (Schulpen, 2007; Kinsbergen, 2009).
Moreover, PIs appeal to the sentiment of the Dutch population. They are therefore the most
discussed type of development cooperation (Schulpen, 2007; Schulpen, 2008). PIs’ concrete
development interventions (e.g. building schools for children or setting up a clinic for HIV/Aids
infected persons) supplement the abstract development interventions of the traditional
development channels1 (e.g. lobbying for ‘good governance’ or empowerment programmes)
that are difficult to show to the general public and therefore not appealing (Paardekoper,
2006; Bodelier & Vossen, 2007). This is the reason why the Dutch Ministry of Development
Cooperation sees PIs as important means to increase support for development cooperation
among the Dutch population (Samsom, 2006; Koenders, 2009). Although the goal of PIs
themselves is to contribute to sustainable poverty reduction, their contribution to support for
development cooperation underlines their importance (Schulpen, 2007; Westra, 2008).
PIs have been at the centre of attention in the development debate for a while. Politicians,
journalists as well as researchers praise and criticise the activities of PIs and speculate what
the impact of their interventions is. Optimists state that the concrete development
interventions of PIs complement the work of established development organisations; while
pessimists talk about PIs as ‘do it yourself’ organisations that are not professional and that do
not contribute to sustainable poverty reduction (van der Heij, 2006; van de Wiel, 2007). Many
people thus have an opinion about this new channel in development cooperation. However,
the real contribution of PIs to sustainable poverty reduction is unknown, since only few
researches on PIs have been conducted (van de Wiel, 2007; Vermaas, 2007) There is thus a
lot more to explore about PIs and their development interventions. This research makes a
contribution: it generates knowledge on PIs and therefore contributes to the current debate on
their effectiveness and efficiency.
1.1
Aim and scope of the research
In previous researches on PIs basic knowledge and characteristics of PIs came to the fore.
Who are they? What are they doing? How do they implement their projects? How is the
cooperation with their local partners? Can they be seen and judged as development
organisations? These were questions that these studies tried to answer (Bouzoubaa & Brok,
2005; Kinsbergen, 2006; Kinsbergen, 2007; Schulpen, 2007; Westra, 2008; Looij 2008a;
Kinsbergen, 2009). They thus mainly focused on the PIs themselves and the relation with
their local partners in the South.

1

The traditional channels in development cooperation are the bilateral, the multilateral and the civilateral channel (see Chapter 2
for more information)
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However, to contribute to sustainable poverty reduction and to become sustainable over time,
the development interventions of PIs should be embedded in the receiving society (Westra,
2008). A successful intervention should not only meet the needs of the beneficiaries, it should
also link up with existing institutional structures; local norms, values, habits and religious
believes and it should fit in the local economy. Previous research on PIs did not put much
attention to these aspects. That is why this research looks beyond the relation between the PI
and its local partner; it takes into account how the receiving society assesses the
development interventions of PIs and their local partners.
Besides the PIs and their local partners there are other stakeholders involved in the
development interventions. The beneficiaries are one of the most important stakeholders
since the development intervention aims to meet their needs (Kinsbergen, 2006). The
development intervention also has to be accepted by other actors in the field, like the local
government and other development organisations, to become sustainable (Schulpen, 2007).
Therefore, the aim of this research is:
To provide insight in the way the joint development intervention of Dutch PIs and their local
partners is embedded in society.
Due to time and cost constraints, it is impossible to research this for all Dutch PIs. Therefore
this research focuses on PIs that are active in India. This country is chosen because most
Dutch PIs, approximately 13%, are active there (Schulpen, 2007; Linkis, 2008; IS, 2009). In
addition, most research on Dutch PIs is done in African countries (e.g. Schulpen, 2007; Looij,
2008a; Westra, 2008, Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008). It is therefore interesting to look at another
continent.
1.2
Scientific and social relevance
Despite the exponential growth of PIs since the mid-nineties, knowledge about this new
channel in development cooperation is limited. Schulpen (2007) noticed that PIs in Ghana
and Malawi are working in ‘splendid isolation’ and are setting up parallel structures in the
receiving societies, but he did not investigate this in detail. Kinsbergen (2006) researched the
participation of beneficiaries in the development intervention of the PIs. However, she did not
take into account other stakeholders. This research will mainly focus on the receiving society
and the context in which the development intervention takes place. It thus contributes to the
recent (scientific) debate on whether PIs are able to reduce poverty in a sustainable way.
Another aspect that makes this research interesting is that it takes into account those PIs that
are only sponsored by private funding. Looij (2008a, p. 90) already mentioned this as a field
of further research, since all previous researches only focused on PIs that receive funds from
Dutch development organisations. In this research it will be investigated whether the
embeddedness of development interventions of PIs that receive funds from private donors
differ from those that receive funds from development organisations.
Besides a scientific relevance, this research also has societal relevance. A better
understanding of how the development interventions of PIs and their partners are embedded
in society will provide insight in what is already going well and what can be improved. This will
make PIs and their partners aware on the state of art of their development interventions and it
will give them handles to improve the intervention. This will lead to better services for the
beneficiaries that fit in the local context. Ultimately, this will lead to more sustainable poverty
reduction.
1.3
Outline
The remainder of this Thesis has six chapters. In the next two chapters a theoretical
framework is presented. Chapter Two provides more background information on PIs. It
discusses the position of PIs in the Dutch development field, their donors and the motives
and goals of the founders to start a PI. It also gives a classification of PIs, discusses their
activities and introduces their local partners.
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In Chapter Three the concept embeddedness and the factors that influence this are
elaborated upon. First a definition of embeddedness for this research is given. This is based
on academic literature as well as interviews with employees of seven Dutch development
organisations. Second, the processes that define embeddedness as well as intervening
factors that indirectly influence embeddedness are discussed.
The fourth chapter concerns the methodology of this research. It provides a conceptual
model, the eight research questions and it explains how the concepts used in this research
are measured. Furthermore, it gives a more detailed rationale for choosing the research area,
it provides an overview of the methods that are used and finally makes some remarks on the
reliability, validity and generalisability of the results.
The fifth and sixth chapters present the results of the questionnaire and the fieldwork in India.
Chapter Five gives an overview of characteristics of PIs that are active in India, based on the
questionnaire, and introduces the eleven cases. Chapter Six shows how these eleven cases
are embedded. It looks at the processes that define embeddedness and how the intervening
factors influence this.
In the seventh chapter concluding remarks are made. It also provides a discussion,
recommendations and ideas for further research.
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2

DUTCH PRIVATE INITIATIVES

As the introduction showed, the work of PIs is heavily debated. On the one hand, PIs
contribute to sustainable poverty reduction and they are important actors to increase support
for development cooperation among the Dutch population (Kinsbergen, 2007; Linkis, 2008;
Koenders, 2009). PIs are thus seen as ‘billboards for development cooperation’ (Westra,
2008, p. 61). They receive a lot of attention in the media and even have their own magazine
and digital TV-channel (Schulpen, 2008). Others criticise PIs heavily. They are blamed for
making the same mistakes as traditional development actors did in the past, including donordriven development interventions, a paternalistic attitude and not being able to create
sustainable development on a higher scale (Schulpen, 2007). Brok and Bouzoubaa (2005)
also conclude that PIs are not able to broaden the support for development cooperation in the
Netherlands; they only strengthen it.
Nevertheless, knowledge on PIs is still in its infancy. Therefore, this chapter will give an
overview on what is already known about them. It will first place them in the Dutch
development cooperation field. Secondly, some information on funding, motives and goals of
PIs is provided. Then, a classicisation of PIs and a definition of PIs in this research is made.
Finally, some information on the activities of PIs and their partners is given.
2.1
The fourth channel in development cooperation
PIs in the field of international cooperation are not a new phenomenon, but the number of PIs
grew exponentially since the mid nineties. Almost 50% of today’s PIs are founded in the past
decade (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005; Develtere & Stessens, 2006a). Since between 6,000 and
15,000 Dutch PIs are active in international cooperation, one can speak of a new channel in
development cooperation (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005).
For a long time, the development cooperation field consisted of three (traditional) channels:
the bilateral channel, the multilateral channel and the civilateral channel. Because of the
explosive growth of PIs, Schulpen (2007) and Develtere & Stessens (2006; 2006a) argue that
a fourth channel in the development cooperation field emerged2. This private initiative
channel is very diverse and consists of organisations such as missionaries, volunteers, trade
unions, health insurance organisations, private companies, schools, migrants’ organisations
and active groups of citizens (Develtere & Stessens, 2006).
Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the four channels of international cooperation and their
recipients3. The traditional channels receive, in contrast to PIs, direct funding from the Dutch
government (Schulpen, 2007). The bilateral channel consists of the Dutch government, which
channels money, goods and services directly to governments or NGOs in developing
countries. In the multilateral channel governments’ money, goods and services are channeled
to international organisations, such as the United Nations agencies, the World Bank and the
IMF. These organisations in their turn channel the received money, goods or services to
government or NGOs in developing countries. The civilateral channel consists of co-financing
organisations and thematic co-financing organisations, which are approved by the
government. They also channel their received government funding and money from back
donors4 to governments and NGOs in developing countries (Degnbol-Martinussen &
Engberg-Pedersen, 2005; Brok & Bouzoubaa, 2005; Develtere & Stessens, 2006).
Although the boundary between the PI channel and the civilateral channel could be fuzzy in
some cases, there are some important differences. The civilateral channel consists of
organisations which have a long history in development cooperation; they are bigger in terms
of income and number of employees than the PIs. Moreover, they receive direct government
funding (Brok & Bouzoubaa, 2005).
2

Develtere and Stessens (2006 & 2006a) talk about pillar instead of channel.
There are also other classifications of development channels. However, in this research the classification of Figure 2.1 is most
convenient, because it clearly displays the donors of PIs.
4
Back donors are people, organisations or companies that (financially) support an organisation.
3
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PIs are not funded by the bilateral channel directly, some of them receive funding via the front
offices of the civilateral channel. Besides this, the civilateral channel as well as the PI channel
receives funding from back donors (section 2.2). The PI channel is the only channel that
supports individuals in developing countries. Besides supporting these individuals, PIs
support a broad range of local NGOs (e.g. local churches that are active in development
activities) in developing countries (Schulpen, 2007; Looij, 2008). PIs are therefore, just as
traditional NGOs were in the eighties and nineties, considered as spokesman for the poor
and vulnerable. Because of their direct contacts with the poor and the provision of services
that the traditional donors not provide, they create broad public legitimacy (Nancy &
Yontcheva, 2006; Schulpen, 2007). Develtere & Stessens (2006) call PIs ‘philanthropists with
guts.’5 Most of them try to solve complex problems with very vulnerable groups of people and
by making (partly) use of private sources.
Figure 2.1: The four channels in the Dutch development cooperation field
Multilateral
Channel

Bilateral
Channel

Civilateral
Channel
(NGOs)

Private
initiatives
channel

Front
offices

Back donors:
citizens.
schools,
companies,
churches,
etc.

Dutch
society

Society of
developing
country

government

Local NGOs

Individuals

Source: Schulpen, 2007, edited by Meerts, 2008

All channels can be considered as part of the non-profit sector, but there is an important
difference between the bilateral and the multilateral channel on the one hand and the
civilateral and the PI channel on the other hand. The former two channels are chained directly
to the welfare state. The latter two channels depend on citizens and their values and
interests. These channels are therefore part of the civil society6.
The civil society comprises organisations and institutions that are founded by citizens and
which exceeds individual interests (van Berkum, 2002). In addition, these organisations are
independent from the government. Although the civilateral and PI channel partly depend on
government funding, which decreases their independence, the most recent trend of the
government is to decrease funding for NGOs (Koenders, 2009). This is in line with the
funding for PIs; their indirect government funding (via the font offices) has a maximum of 50%
of their expenses (de Baaij & Boekenstein, 2006; Linkis, 2008a). Most definitions of civil
society put emphasis on the voluntary base of the organisations. This is partly true for
development organisations; most PIs work on a voluntary base. Co-financing agencies and
thematic co-financing agencies, however, have professionalized and work mainly with paid
employees. Nevertheless, this research considers these organisations as part of the civil
5

Translated from durf-filantropen
The civil society also consists of organisations which are not involved in development cooperation per se. Examples of these
types of organisations are: trade unions, consumer organisations, women’s groups etc.
6
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society too, because they are founded by citizens and exceed individual interests (Brok &
Bouzoubaa, 2005).
2.2
Funding for Dutch PIs
All PIs receive funding from their back donors. These donors differ widely. Almost all PIs
receive funding from family and friends of the founders (Man & Hemert, 2006). Other PIs
attract schools, churches or companies. When, for example, a company starts a PI part of the
profit can go the PI.
PIs can also get indirect funding from the government.7 In 1970, The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs founded the NCDO8 to broaden and strengthen the support for development
cooperation among the Dutch population (NCDO, 2008). This organisation receives part of
the government’s budget for development cooperation. Since 1994 it has a special program,
KPA9, where PIs can apply for funds (NCDO, 2007). Since 2003 funding for PIs is enlarged:
the co-financing agencies Cordaid, ICCO10, Hivos, Oxfam Novib and Plan Nederland11
established a front office where PIs can apply for funding. They thus channel part of their
received government funding to PIs (Sikkema et al, 2006; Kinsbergen, 2007). Together with
the NCDO12 they formed Linkis platform13, a website where PIs can get information about
subsidies, assistance and which contains an overview of projects of PIs (Linkis, 2008).
Despite this communal platform, all organisations have their own structure and their own
criteria for subsidies to PIs.
Since most of the front offices are funded by the Dutch government, they request that the PIs
obtain the role of creators of public support for development cooperation (Westra, 2008). This
benefits the Dutch government as well as the front offices, because public support is vital for
their own existence (Westra, 2008). Therefore, the criteria for the project applications were
kept low. This increased the tension between on the one hand subsidizing PIs for the benefit
of social basis and on the other hand the high quality criteria placed on development
organisations. In the end, low quality projects will eventually damage the social support for
development (Sikkema et al, 2006; Westra, 2008). Most front offices now have stricter
conditions for the project proposals of PIs.
Besides the front offices of the co-financing agencies, some thematic co-financing agencies
have front offices where PIs can apply for funding. An example is Seva Network Foundation;
an organisation inspired by Hindu values that tries to increase awareness on development
cooperation among migrants and that wants to reduce poverty in India and Hindu Diaspora
countries (Seva Network Foundation, 2008).
PIs can also receive funding from a development organisation that only receives private
funds. An example is Wilde Ganzen. They have a front office for PIs, financed with funding
from private donors. Moreover, they do not have the Dutch PI as their contract partner, but
their local partner in the South (Kinsbergen, 2007; Wilde Ganzen, 2008).
The funding the PI receives from the front-offices, thematic co-financing agencies and other
development organisations is co-financing. This means that this funding is at the utmost 50%
of the total funding of the development intervention. The rest of the funding should come from
other back donors or donors in the South. The local partner of the PI might receive funding
from other sources (e.g. local government, international donors etc), which are spent on the
development intervention. However, in most cases the Dutch PI is the most important donor
for the development intervention. Not only money is channelled from the PI to their local
partner, they also share knowledge, skills and vision (Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008).
7

This is going to change in 2010. Then PIs can only receive indirect government funding for activities that contribute to social
support for development cooperation in the Netherlands (Koenders, 2009).
8
NCDO stands for Nationaal Comité voor Duurzame Ontwikkeling (National Comité for Sustainable Development)
9
KPA stands for kleinschalige plaatselijke activiteiten (small scale local activities)
10
This front office is called Impulsis. Within this front office, ICCO cooperates with Edukans and Kerk in Actie.
11
Plan Nederland closed its front office in 2006 (Linkis, 2006)
12
The NCDO stopped with the Linkis initiative at the end of 2006 (Linkis, 2006)
13
Linkis stands for laagdrempelige initiatieven en kenniscentrum voor internationale samenwerking (low threshold initiatives and
knowledge centre for international cooperation).
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2.3
Motives to start a PI
The exponential increase of the number of PIs has several causes. It is important to make a
difference in societal developments, on macro and meso level, and personal motives to start
a PI. Generally, the trigger to start a PI has to be found within the founders themselves
(Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008)
Nowadays, people are confronted with poverty more directly than in the past. This is caused
by globalisation and increasing communication and transport possibilities, which make it
easier for individuals to have contact with people abroad (Context, 2007). The number of
North-South relations grew explosively and many people are directly confronted with poverty.
For many PI founders, this confrontation formed a trigger to start a PI (Sikkema et al., 2006;
Schulpen, 2007; Looij, 2008).
On national level, a process of socialization of the Dutch society created space for PIs. Since
the eighties, and in line with neoliberal ideas, state interference decreased and
decentralisation became important (Salamon, 1994). Traditional religious and socio-political
barriers in the Netherlands broke down and individualism grew (Westra, 2008). The vacuum
created by the withdrawal of the state was filled with organisations in the civil society
(Parthos, 2008). Although the government’s budget for development cooperation declined,
the government spent more money on NGOs and PIs. They put emphasis on the personal
responsibility of citizens to contribute to development cooperation and they created subsidy
mechanisms (e.g. the front offices) for the citizens who take this responsibility (Bouzoubaa &
Brok, 2005; Schulpen, 2007).
In line with the socialization of the Dutch society, the support for development cooperation
among Dutch citizens changed. Most Dutch people believe in the principle of cooperation;
after the tsunami the Dutch population gave 13 billion dollars to the tsunami victims (Bodelier
& Vossen, 2007; Parthos, 2008). However, there is less trust that development cooperation is
used effectively (Commissie draagvlak en effectiviteit ontwikkelingssamenwerking, 2006;
Westra, 2008). Especially traditional actors in the development cooperation field have been
criticised: they make too many overhead costs, their transparency is not sufficient, they do
not spend their money effectively and they are bureaucratic (Berendsen, 2005; de Valk, 2005;
Motivaction, 2006; Paardekooper, 2006; Koenders, 2009). In addition, the high salaries of the
board or directors of some traditional development organisations eroded their reliability
(Context, 2007; Partos, 2008). Those critics caused that a growing group of people became
more demanding towards development organisations. They want to be better informed what
the results of their donations are (Westra, 2008). Some donors even take a step further: they
personally want to be involved in international cooperation. These active people are the
founders of PIs (Man & Hemert, 2006; Sikkema et al., 2006). Subsequently, PI founders do
not always receive support for their ideas from traditional development organisations and
therefore decide to start an own organisation (Man & Hemert, 2006).
Besides societal development, founders of PIs have personal motives to start their
organisation. According to Kinsbergen (2009) many PIs started after the founders visited a
developing country. Some PI founders even come from a developing country. They act out of
a feeling of solidarity, feel responsible or see it as their duty to help people in need (Easterly,
2006). Some founders got a direct request for help (Kinsbergen, 2009). These feelings of
solidarity, responsibility and duty are often strengthened by religious beliefs. About one third
of the PIs started because of religious conviction and almost half of the PI fouders see
themselves as religious (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005; Schulpen, 2007; Kinsbergen, 2009).
Although all PIs start because of moral motives, a minority of the PI founders wants to
develop themselves (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005; Schulpen, 2007). The PI helps them to
broaden their life experience and creates challenges in their life (Vossen, 2008).
2.4
Goals of PIs
Most PIs have a two folded goal. By means of their development interventions PIs want
improve the life circumstances of people in developing countries and reduce poverty. In
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addition, many PIs, especially those that receive indirect government funding, aim to broaden
the social support for development cooperation among the Dutch population (Brok &
Bouzoubaa, 2005; Schulpen, 2007).
There is a discussion going on whether PIs can be seen as development organisation or as
organisations that create public support for development cooperation. Develtere and
Stessens (2006) argue that PIs have a unique ‘raison d’être’ that differs from other NGOs
because they originated out of the globalization era. ‘This means that they have another
frame of reference, other values and norms, uses another language and apply other methods
of cooperation’ (Develtere & Stessens, 2006, p. 4). PIs are not experts in the development
field; they discover how development works ‘en course de route’ (Develtere & Stessens,
2006, p. 35). They do not want to follow traditional actors; they have their own plans. In line
with this thinking, the Dutch government sees PIs as creators of public support for
development cooperation.
Schulpen (2007) acknowledges that PIs contribute to public support for development
cooperation, but his research departs from the perspective that PIs are development
organisations since they strive for a better world with less poverty. They are part of the
development sector, because they are financed by traditional development organisations.
Hence, they can be judged using the same yard stick derived from the traditional
development organisations sector. Westra (2008) adds that although PIs do not aim at broad
development processes, they have the responsibility to embed their intervention locally and
ensure future effects. So even though they are small, PIs are development organisations.
Local stakeholders also view PIs as development organisations (Westra, 2008). ‘The goal of
creating a social basis is subordinate to the goal of contribution to poverty reduction’ (Westra,
2008, p. 65)
This research is in line with Schulpens and Westra’s ideas. They see PIs as development
organisations that aim at sustainable poverty reduction and acknowledge that front offices,
indirectly prompted by the Dutch government, also view PIs as creators of public support for
development cooperation. All PIs that get funding from the government via the front offices
have to meet certain criteria. One of these is that the PI should inform the Dutch population
about what they do (Sikkema et al, 2006; Linkis, 2008).
The two goals of PIs can cause some tensions: most PIs want to put most of their effort and
money in their development intervention itself, but they have to inform the Dutch population
about what they are doing (Sikkema et al, 2006; Linkis, 2008). This research focuses on the
first goal of PIs: their contribution to sustainable poverty reduction.
2.5
Classification and characteristics
Beerendsen and Broere (2004) made an attempt to classify PIs. They distinguished two
groups: those who do not have development cooperation as their key task and those who do.
85% of all these organisations have development cooperation as their key task (Kinsbergen,
2009). Table 2.1 shows that the first group can be split into four types of organisations. Most
of them already existed before they started a development intervention, but they are now also
active in the development cooperation field (Brok & Bouzoubaa, 2005). Examples are: a
Dutch fire-brigade that provides materials (e.g. gas masks, suits) to a fire-brigade in Kenya or
a migrants’ organisation that is set up to look after the interests of Philippines in the
Netherlands and that also builds school for street children in Manila. Brok & Bouzoubaa
(2005) made a similar classification of PIs. They distinguished five types of organisations
which do not have development cooperation as their key task. Table 2.1 includes their
classification.
For this research the group that has development cooperation as their key task, active
(groups) of citizens who strive for a better world, is important. Their organisations are set up
specifically to fulfil that task and they can therefore be seen as development organisations14.
PIs in this research are defined as ‘citizens who, often organized in (small) groups, are
14

Although PIs can be seen as development organisations, they are not included in the civilateral channel, because they do not
receive direct funding from the Dutch government (section 2.1).
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intervening directly or via another organisation in developing countries to strive for a better
world’’15 (Schulpen, 2007, p. 8).
Table 2.1: Classification of PIs
Key task
Development cooperation is not key task

Development cooperation is key task

Type of organisation
(semi) government organisations (e.g. schools)
Not-for-profit institutions (e.g. religious
institutions, service clubs, networks)
Migrants’ organisations
Private companies and banks
Active (groups of) citizens

Source: Beerendsen & Broere, 2004; Brok & Bouzoubaa, 2005

These PIs, the active citizens, can be further classified into six types (Table 2.2). Important to
notice in this classification is that the categories are not mutually exclusive. For instance, type
6 PIs are probably also involved in fundraising activities and might use volunteers. In addition,
people and organisations may switch from one type to another over time. An example of this
is a volunteer who is working in a certain country and then decides to start up his own
organisation (Schulpen, 2007).
Table 2.2: A taxonomy of PIs
Type
1 (political) lobby groups

2

Fundraising activities
(in cash and/or materials)

3

Philanthropists and
Charitable foundations

4

Volunteers

5

Individual sponsoring

6

Development organisations

Description
Private citizens (in the Netherlands or abroad) who try
to influence international policy with regard to
developing countries and international cooperation (e.g.
anti-globalists).
Private citizens who set up fund raising activities for
development interventions supported and/or
implemented by others (e.g. traditional NGOs or PIs of
type 6).
Wealthy private citizen active in the good goal sector
often with their own organisation and programmes (e.g.
Breukhoven foundation).
Private citizen who work as temporary development
workers in a developing country (or with a development
organisation).
Private citizens who (financially) support a specific
individual or family in a developing country.
Private citizens who are directly linked (for funding,
expertise and/or implementation) to concrete
development interventions in developing countries
which cover more than one individual or family.

Source: Schulpen, 2007

When one looks at PIs that support local organisations in a developing country, especially
type 3 and 6 PIs come to the fore. Type 3 initiatives are wealthy citizens who are active in the
good goal sector. Type 6 organisations are citizens who are involved in concrete
development interventions. Most of them are officially registered as foundation (stichting). For
this research, type 6 organisations are most interesting, because they have a foundation in
the Netherlands and support projects in the South in which other actors in society are
involved. Hence, the PIs incorporated in this research are type 6 PIs.
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When this research from now on refers to PIs, only the (groups of) active citizens are meant.
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Westra (2008) refines the type 6 PI. She categorises these PIs based on type of funding, role
of the Dutch initiator, registration of the organisation on the North or South and cooperation
with the local partner (Table 2.3).
Table 2.3: Categorization of type 6 ‘development PIs’
Type
Description
Funding source
- Dutch public or philanthropists
- NCDO/Front offices/other thematic co-financing
organisations
- Southern sources
Role of the Dutch initiator - Fundraising for a project in the South (implemented by local
partner)
- Implementing projects in the South
Registration of the
- In the North
organisation
- In the South
Cooperation with local
- Through an existing local NGO
partner
- Alongside existing NGO
- Establishing an own organisation (mirror organisation)
Source: Westra, 2008

Even though this research focuses on type 6 development PIs, this is still a very diverse
group. However, there are some characteristics that most PIs share. They are small scale
organisations with a small number of employees/volunteers and a small budget. 50% of the
PIs have an annual budget that is smaller than €20,000 and 90% have a budget below
€150,000. This money is mainly derived from individual gifts and donations. In addition, the
majority of PIs are run by volunteers. This is 88% according to Kinsbergen (2009). They
spend about 37 hours per month on their activities in development cooperation (Kinsbergen,
2009). Subsequently, more than 50% of these people are older than 50 years. Most PIs work
in education and health, this does not differ from the field were traditional actors of
development cooperation work in (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005; Linkis, 2005; Develtere &
Stessens, 2006; Linkis, 2006; Linkis, 2008; Kinsbergen 2009). 36% of the PIs are active in
Sub-Saharan Africa, 25% in Asia and 15% in Latin-America. Popular countries where PIs
development interventions take place include: India, Kenya, Ghana, Romania, Indonesia,
South Africa, Uganda, Gambia and Nepal (Kinsbergen, 2009). This is in line with traditional
actors in development cooperation (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005).
2.6
Activities of PIs
The activities of PIs differ widely (e.g. micro finance projects, building children’s homes,
supporting schools, agricultural projects). However, a distinction can be made. On the one
hand, most PIs focus on the provision of basic services. Schulpen (2007) calls these
interventions ‘brick-and-mortar’ activities. They are relatively small, temporary and aim to
change structures on micro level. On the other hand, some PIs are involved in more complex
interventions, such as microfinance. These activities are larger and permanent (Schulpen,
2007).
Sikkema et al (2006) make the same division. When one looks at the professionalization of
PIs, two categories can be distinguished. On the one hand, they distinguish small-scale and
temporary organisations that exist because of their development intervention. These
organisations do not feel the need to professionalize. When their project stops or is handed
over the local population, the PIs will dissolve. On the other hand, there are PIs that have a
more permanent structure. Their complex interventions flow out of brick-and-mortar activities.
These PIs are almost too big for subsidies from the front offices, but too small to become a
thematic co-financing agency (Sikkema et al., 2006). Nevertheless, this division is not always
very clear (Westra, 2008). Some PIs tend to move into more complex interventions over time,
some do not.
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In general one can state that PIs are trying to find solutions for problems with which they do
not have experience with when they start their organisation. They initiate new working
methods that are not used in the traditional channels of development cooperation and they
learn by trial-and-error (Develtere & Stessens, 2006; Looij, 2008). However, most PIs do not
implement the development intervention by themselves; they often have a local partner in the
country of the development intervention.
2.7 Dutch PIs and their partners
The start of the cooperation between the PI and its partner varies. The initiative to start a PI is
often initiated by the PI itself, although they often get a direct request for help (Kinsbergen,
2006; Man & Hemert, 2006; Kinsbergen, 2007). This request can come from an organisation,
that want some support or funding for their development interventions, or from individuals
(Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008). Most of the time, these persons become the partners of the PI.
The local partners of PIs are very diverse too (Kinsbergen, 2006; Kinsbergen, 2007;
Schulpen, 2007). As is stated above, some PIs work with and through already existing
organisations. These organisations have their own network and have a lot of knowledge on
development cooperation. Nevertheless, most PIs have established an organisation
themselves: a mirror-organisation. These mirror organisations vary considerably in size. In
some cases, the mirror organisation consists of only one or two individuals who form the
board and are the implementers at the same time. Here, it is often one person who
implements the development intervention (Sikkema et al., 2006). In other cases, the mirror
organisation has a control function and the implementation is in the hands of the target group
(Schulpen, 2007). Most mirror organisations do not have a broad network and often do not
know exactly what other similar actors in society are doing. Few PIs do not have an
organisation as partner but work with individuals or even have whole communities as partner.
These PIs sometimes send Dutch volunteers to the country of their intervention to set up and
monitor their projects (Kinsbergen, 2007; Schulpen, 2007).
In general, PIs and their local partner have a much closer contact with each other than
traditional actors in development cooperation have. These contacts can often be described as
friendship, especially when a PI works with an individual. Trust is the fundament of the
relationship between the PI and its partner (Kinsbergen, 2007; Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008).
This is not without problems: reliance on individuals can become a problem in the long run. If
something happens to the contact person, the continuation of the project is in danger (Looij,
2008) Cultural differences can cause problems. For instance, some partners of PIs do not
understand the need for monitoring and evaluation (Schulpen, 2007). Schulpen (2007) also
concluded that capacity building of their partner is not a priority of PIs, although it is seen as
an important element in sustainable poverty reduction. Finally, when PIs starts helping
specific individuals and later includes more people, the former might become susceptive and
try to boycott further help (Schulpen, 2007). Cooperation based on friendship and building
upon individuals can thus be an obstacle to achieve the goal, sustainable poverty reduction,
of a PIs’ development intervention.
When one looks at the division of tasks between the PI and its local partner, there is a wide
variety. In most development interventions of PIs, the PI supports the intervention financially
and gives advices (Develtere & Stessens, 2006). Some PIs leave the implementation of their
development intervention to their local partner; others implement the intervention together
with their partner (Develtere & Stessens, 2006; Kinsbergen, 2006; Schulpen, 2007). Westra
(2008) concluded that a large part of the roles and responsibilities are in the hands of the PI.
Most PIs in her research were initiator of the development intervention as well as donor and
applicant for funding. They also gave advice to their local partner. The local partners were the
main implementers of the development intervention. Hence, the final decision making about
the content and budget of the development intervention is in hands of the Dutch PI. This is in
line with the other research (Kinsbergen, 2006; Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008). Kinsbergen (2006)
argued that most development interventions are built on local requests or ideas, PIs heavily
influence the design and implementation of the intervention. They have the money, and thus
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the power, and are very enthusiastic about the development intervention. They see it as their
‘baby’ and therefore want to design it to their wishes.
2.8
Cooperation with other actors in society
Cooperation with other actors in society is extremely important for development work, since it
creates synergy and lead to a more sustainable intervention. An isolated position is thus not
advisable (Looij, 2008a). However, research showed that most PIs still work in isolation. They
are hardly aware of other organisations that are working in their field (Sikkema et al., 2006;
Schulpen, 2007). Especially when a PI sets up a mirror organisation, instead of cooperation
with already existing local organisations, diversification of the local development area
increases (Schulpen, 2007). These organisations do not have a strong network and much
development experience as already existing organisations have (Kinsbergen, 2007). ‘Most
PIs do not seem to have a clear view or understanding of the civil society in which they
participate. For many PIs the relationship seems to be more the outcome of chance than of a
deliberate policy’ (Schulpen, 2007, p. 38).
Other actors in the field, such as the local government, also lack in-dept information on PIs.
Only few of these actors seem to be aware of PIs and their work. They do not know the
number of PIs, the sectors they work in or the type of activities they implement. This lack of
knowledge kills any possibility of reaching a combined added value, since creating a strong
network and cooperation with other actors requires interaction and information exchange
(Schulpen, 2007).
This lack of cooperation between PIs and other actors in society is not only because they do
not know each other. Research from Flanders showed that about 25% of the PIs do not want
to cooperate with other organisations. They know what they want and they are afraid that
cooperation with other actors might distract them (Develtere & Stessens, 2006). Setting up
their own mirror organisation strengthens the possibility of ‘planting their own flag’ (Schulpen,
2007, p. 38). This isolated position threatens the sustainability of the development
intervention of these PIs.
Although they form a very diverse group, most PIs are small scale organisations in terms of
employees/volunteers and budget. This research defines PIs as (groups of) citizens who are
directly linked to development interventions in developing countries which cover more than
one individual or family. PIs’ activities as well as their local partner vary widely and that they
do not involve stakeholders in their development intervention. The next chapter will therefore
give some more insight in stakeholders’ participation and other aspects of embeddedness.
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3 EMBEDDEDNESS OF DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTIONS OF PIS
This research focuses on the contribution of PIs to poverty reduction in a sustainable way. It
is therefore important that the PIs’ development intervention is embedded in society, because
embedded interventions are more sustainable over time (Schulpen, 2007; Westra, 2008).
What exactly is embeddedness and why is it so important? This chapter will provide insight in
this matter. First, the concept of embeddedness will be discussed and a definition of
embeddedness in this research will be given. Subsequently, the four processes that define
embeddedness are discussed and five intervening factors that indirectly shape
embeddedness are elaborated upon.
3.1
The concept of embeddedness
Embeddedness is a complex concept, which is used in multiple disciplines to explain the
behaviour of organisations and to measure their successfulness (Granovetter, 1985; Westra,
2008). This section looks at embeddedness from a theoretical perspective. Literature on
economic theories as well as results from development research will be reviewed. After that,
the meaning of embeddedness in development practice will be discussed. An overview will be
given of what embeddedness means to the front offices, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde
Ganzen; which are important donors of PIs. Then, all this information is combined into the
definition of embeddedness for this research. Finally, the importance of embeddedness is
discussed.
3.1.1 Theories on embeddedness
The concept of embeddedness is mainly used in institutional economics to describe the
behaviour of firms. Already in the sixties, Polanyi (1968) stressed that social structure plays a
significant role in economic behaviour. Religion and the government, for example, are
important factors that shape economic processes.
The sociologist Granovetter further developed the concept. He stated that the social
environment influences the behaviour of firms. Economic exchanges are not carried out
between strangers but rather by individuals involved in long-term relationships. Ongoing
relationships shape actors’ expectations and opportunities in ways that differ from the
economic logic of the market. Trust and social networks are important for the successfulness
of firms. Economic relations between individuals or firms are embedded in social networks
(Granovetter, 1985). According to Granovetter, embeddedness is ’the process through which
a person, organisation or company integrates in a given society on a social, political,
economical or cultural level’ (Granovetter in Westra, 2008, p.14).
Social networks thus play an important role in embeddedness. These networks exist of ties
between people or organisations. According to Uzzi (1997; 2000), it is the quality and
structure of ties between people or firms that define the way firms are embedded. These ties
form a continuum: ranging from arm length ties to embedded ties (Uzzi, 2000; Putnam, 2007).
Arm length ties are associated with formal and impersonal relationships. In these
relationships the information that is exchanged only relates to the product or service that is
bought or sold. If these kinds of ties are ongoing, it is believed to be more a matter of selfinterest behaviour than commitment or altruistic behaviour. Moreover, in arm length
relationships the partners are not involved in the rest of each other products or services.
Information is only exchanged on a specific subject (Uzzi, 1997). For instance, a PI needs a
permit to build a school and therefore needs to go to the municipality. To get the permit,
people from the PI and the municipality will discuss some technical details, but the
municipality does not get involved in the rest of the project (e.g. which children are going to
the school, how are teachers recruited).
At the other end of the continuum are embedded ties. These are close and informal
relationships, based on friendship. Uzzi (2000) defines three interrelated features that define
embedded ties: trust, fine grained information transfer and joint problem solving
arrangements. Trust promotes voluntary, non-obligating exchanges of assets and services
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between actors. This leads to an extension of benefits of the transacting partners. Local
actors will make an extra effort in successfully exchanging assets or services when they trust
the PI and its partner. Fine grained information transfer includes knowledge that will boost the
development interventions efficiency and adaptation to the environment. In embedded ties,
community leaders will give, for example, crucial information on the structure of their
community, which makes it easier for the PI and its local partner to adapt their development
intervention to the community’s needs. To get this kind of information in arm length ties will be
difficult, because there the information that is exchanged is only about the exchanged product
or service. Organisations that are linked through embedded ties also work out problems
jointly. Giving feedback is more common in these ties than in arm length ties. It enables the
PIs and their partners to work through problems, learn from their mistakes and adapt their
development intervention more to people’s needs (Uzzi, 2000; Looij, 2008).
Granovetter and Uzzi’s ideas on embeddedness can be partly applied to PIs; there are some
challenges. Granovetters as well as Uzzi’s research focused on for-profit organisations and
they therefore focused on economic exchange. PIs are non-profit in nature and are therefore
fundamentally different than for-profit firms. Another challenge consists of the context in
which the research is done. Both Granovetters and Uzzi’s research is conducted in a western
context16, which is completely different compared to the context in this research. These
challenges should be kept in mind by using parts of Granovetter and Uzzi’s theories in this
research. Their definitions of embeddedness cannot be copied directly into this research.
Nevertheless, Granovetters and Uzzi’s ideas are valuable for the analysis of PIs. Previous
researches on PIs showed that the relationships between PIs and their local partners have
some aspects that are comparable to Uzzi’s description of ties. For instance, trust is very
important in the relationship between the PI and its local partner (Kinsbergen, 2007,
Schulpen, 2007; Westra, 2008, Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008). In addition, Westra’s research
showed that the relations of PIs have ‘professional’ and ‘informal’ features. In professional
relations everything goes in accordance with guidelines and is committed down in contracts,
just as Uzzi describes the arm-length ties. In informal relationships trust is very important;
again same as in Uzzi’s embedded ties. This suggests that parts of Granovetters and Uzzi’s
theories on embeddedness can be used on PIs.
Because the nature of PIs is fundamentally different from the nature of the firms Granovetter
and Uzzi researched, their definition of embeddedness should be adapted. According to
Westra (2008), who interviewed local stakeholders to define embeddedness, ‘embeddedness
contains […] working with local people, rootedness in the local institutional setting, connecting
to the local needs and demands and financial independence’ (Westra, 2008, p. 54). The local
setting is thus important. An intervention needs to be designed and implemented in
consultation with the PI’s local partner and other stakeholders (Westra, 2008).
Westra states that the embeddedness of a development intervention is enhanced by
integrating it in local institutional structures and entrepreneurship. Integration of the
development intervention in institutional structures can be accomplished by working through
existing partners or establish and register a new organisation. Furthermore, cooperation with
the local government and local NGOs is important to increase embeddedness. A
development intervention should comply with the policy of the local government to be
sustainable on the long term. Entrepreneurship means that income generating aspects are
added to the development intervention (Westra, 2008).
Embedded development interventions take into account the local etiquettes, habits, needs
and demands. It also needs to be integrated within the country’s specific administration
(Martens et al, 2002; Campbell, 2004). When a development intervention is embedded,
economies of scale occur because of the cooperation with other actors (Büscher, 2006). This
all leads to a development intervention that is sustainable over time.
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3.1.2 Embeddedness in practice
The Dutch front offices: Cordaid, Impulsis, Hivos, NCDO and Oxfam Novib and the NGOs
Wilde Ganzen and Seva Network Foundation are important donors for PIs (section 2.2).
Although most of them cooperate in the Linkis platform, they all have their own conditions for
the project proposals of the PIs. Nevertheless, according to the research of Sikkema et al
(2006), they all put emphasis on local embeddedness of the development intervention. It is
therefore interesting to look at how these organisations define embeddedness17.
As came to the fore during the interviews by phone, the seven organisations do not have a
concise definition of embeddedness. They all stress that the development intervention of the
PI has to fit in the local context and meet the needs of the beneficiaries to become
embedded. Therefore, the PI should have a capable partner who is owner of the development
intervention. Some go even further and stress that participation with the local government,
entrepreneurs and other NGOs is needed to create a fully embedded development
intervention. Impulsis, Cordaid and Wilde Ganzen also stress that the development
intervention should be synchronized with the local policy (Table 3.1). The goal of an
embedded development intervention, according to these seven organisations, is that it
becomes sustainable over time.
Table 3.1: Elements of embeddedness, according to seven Dutch NGOs
Cordaid
Impulsis Hivos NCDO Oxfam Seva
Novib
Network
Fit local context
X
X
X
X
X
X
Fit beneficiaries
X
X
X
X
X
X
needs
Local partner
X
X
X
X
capacity
Ownership
X
X
X
X
X
partner
Participation of
X
X
+/X
X
other actors
Intervention fits
X
X
government
policy

Wilde
Ganzen
X
X
X
X
X
X

Source: interview by phone with Cordaid, Impulsis, Hivos, NCDO, Oxfam Novib, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen,
2008

How do the NGOs assess these elements of embeddedness? On the application form, which
the PI has to fill in to get funding from one of the Dutch NGOs, the PI has to describe the
context of the development intervention. The person who reads the project proposal first
decides whether the proposal is realistic and whether the described context corresponds with
their information on the country. When they have doubts, they ask their country specialist or
they mail their counterpart in the concerning country to check the information of the project
proposal. For instance: when the income of people in a certain area in India is derived
through cattle-breeding but a PI wants to set up a development intervention which promotes
agriculture, one can doubt whether the development intervention will fit the local context. In
addition, the seven Dutch NGOs require that the development intervention has to fit the
beneficiaries’ needs. This means that the beneficiaries need to be involved in the intervention
or that the local partner can represent the beneficiaries. According to Seva Network
foundation, beneficiaries should be involved in the design phase as well as the
implementation phase of the development intervention.
To accomplish a development intervention that fit the local context and that meets the needs
of the beneficiaries, the seven NGOs check several aspects. They all check the local partner
17

The front offices, Wilde Ganzen and Seva Network Foundation were called and asked to explain how they check the project
proposals of PIs on embeddedness in local structures. See appendix 1 for the names of the employees.
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of the PI18. It is important that this organisation is registered. Impulsis states that the PI has to
fill in information on their local partner on the application form. This is a mean to find out how
much the PI knows of their partner. Hivos adds that they search for information on the local
partner on Internet or visit their website. When the organisations still have doubts about the
local partner, most of them ask their counterpart to trace the organisation19. Moreover, as
Oxfam Novib stresses, the local partner’s experience with development interventions is
important. Wilde Ganzen, Seva Network Foundation, Cordaid and Impulsis also put emphasis
on the capacity and expertise of the local partner. However, the NCDO gives the PI a lot of
freedom to find a partner. They do not interfere in the relation between the PI and its partner.
They only want to know whether the local partner is registered. The NCDO and Oxfam Novib
check the history of the relationship of the PI and their partner, the frequency of their
communication and the division of tasks. Seva Network Foundation stresses that it is
important that the PI and its local partner have a good communication. They should call and
mail frequently and the development intervention should be visited by the PI. Photos of the
development intervention are important means to check its progress.
Subsequently, it is checked who has ownership over the development intervention. Wilde
Ganzen, Impulsis, Cordaid, the NCDO, Oxfam Novib and Seva Network Foundation require
that the local partner is ‘owner’ of the intervention. This means that they are responsible for
the design, implementation, monitoring & evaluation and follow-up of the intervention. To
measure ownership the organisations ask who takes most decisions and thus has the
decision making power.
Some of the seven organisations have the criterion that the PI and its local partner have to
cooperate with the local government, entrepreneurs or other NGOs that are active in the field.
For Impulsis, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen this is an important criterion. They
cooperate with a lot of actors on meso level so they try to link the local partner of PIs, which
work mostly on micro level, to these actors. The local partners can make use of the networks
of the actors on meso level and these actors give workshops on, for example, capacity
building. In this way the development intervention of the PI and its local partner fits in the
local context. Impulsis does a stakeholder analysis to check whether the PI knows all
important stakeholders. They define important stakeholders in the development intervention
and then they check whether these are involved.
The development intervention of the PI and its local partner should be in line with the local
policy on that subject. Synchronisation with local government policy is not always possible for
the PI, for instance when it supports a minority that is discriminated by the government. Even
in these cases, embeddedness is still possible through cooperation with other actors, like
local NGOs. Hivos only checks educational development interventions on cooperation with
the local government since education is a government task. Involvement of the government
can be accomplished by exchanging information or by making joint decisions on the
development intervention.
3.1.3 Embeddedness in this research
To give a suitable definition of embeddedness for this research, the above literature on
embeddedness and the criteria of the seven Dutch development organisations are combined.
Institutional economics showed that embeddedness is the process through which an
organisation integrates in a society on a social, political, economical or cultural level and that
ties between people or organisations play an important role in this process (Granovetter,
1985; Uzzi, 2000). Westra’s (2008) results showed that working with local people, rootedness
in the local institutional setting, connecting to the local needs and financial independence
contribute to embeddedness. In addition, the front offices, Seva Network Foundation and
Wilde Ganzen put emphasis on integration in the local context, meeting the beneficiaries’
needs, the capacity of the local partner, local ownership, participation with all involved
stakeholders, and synchronization with local policy.
18
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In contrast to the other front offices, Wilde Ganzen’s contact partner is not the PI but the local partner.
The NCDO does not have counterparts in developing countries. Hence, they are not able to check the local partner.
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These definitions show that both academic thinkers and development practitioners put
emphasis on the local context on an institutional, social, cultural, economic level and the
needs of the beneficiaries. Therefore in this research an embedded development intervention
is defined as:
A development intervention that meets the needs of the beneficiaries and that fits in the local
institutional, socio-cultural and economic-geographic setting.
Academics as well as development practitioners stated that in an embedded development
intervention: 1) the PI and its local partner are capable of creating and implementing a
development intervention, 2) ownership is in the hands of the local partner, 3) local
stakeholders, like the beneficiaries, staff members of the local partner, the government and
other NGOs, participate in the development intervention and 4) the intervention is rooted in
the local setting. These four processes thus define the way the development intervention is
embedded.
Embeddedness can be seen as a continuum. On the one hand, for instance, there are PIs
that only cooperate with their local partner without involving other stakeholders, like
beneficiaries, the local government and other NGOs. Ownership of these development
interventions is in the hands of the PI (Schulpen, 2007). These development interventions
are, according to the definition of this research, not strongly embedded. On the other hand,
some PIs and their local partner cooperate with multiple stakeholders, for instance
beneficiaries and the local government, who have decision making power (Schulpen, 2007).
These development interventions are better embedded. Hence, the way how PIs’
interventions are embedded differ widely. Now it will be explained why the embeddedness of
a development intervention is so important.
3.1.4 The importance of embeddedness
Research from Schulpen (2007) showed that most PIs still work in splendid isolation. He
states that the relationship between PIs and their partners on the one hand and other actors
in society (e.g. governments, other NGOs) on the other hand is often extremely weak. PIs
seem to be unaware what other actors are doing and what policies there are (Box 3.1).
Box 3.1: Schulpens conclusions versus the criteria of the NGOs
Although all front offices, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen state that they take embeddedness into
account when they submit or reject the project proposals of PIs, the research from Schulpen (2007) showed
that most PIs still work isolated. How is this possible?
Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen state that embeddedness is a process. It is logical that a
development intervention is not embedded from the start; it needs to grow. In addition, Impulsis stresses that
the urge for embeddedness rises when the project is being implemented and the PI wants to withdraw.
According to Cordaid, embeddedness is more difficult to achieve than most PIs think beforehand. They can
state that they are going to cooperate with other organisations, but in practice this is not so easy to achieve.
In most project proposals the applicant is the PI. Since the front offices and Seva Network Foundation do not
have enough financial means to conduct research on the embeddedness of the PI’s development intervention,
they assume that the PI knows what the context of the development intervention is. When there is no reason to
assume that the PI’s development intervention is not going to be successful, the project proposal of the PI is
accepted and the PI receives funding. However, this could lead to an unsuccessful development intervention,
because the PI might misinterpret the context. When there is direct contact with the local partner, as Wilde
Ganzen has, the embeddedness of the development intervention could be checked more thoroughly.
Oxfam Novib and Hivos also stress that it is important to give young organisations a chance to contribute to a
better world. Having them to meet too many criteria will disappoint them and restrain them from continuing.
This will decrease the support for development cooperation. Impulsis stresses that a development intervention
does not need to be perfect in the beginning; there is room for learning. Hivos adds that it is important that
Dutch citizens learn how difficult development cooperation is. (Source: interview by phone with Cordaid,
Impulsis, Hivos, NCDO, Oxfam Novib, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen, 2008).

Since the goal of PIs is to contribute to sustainable poverty reduction, this is an alarming
conclusion. When nobody knows what the PI and its local partner are doing and when they
do not have support from other actors in society, it will be difficult to continue the
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development intervention when the funding from the PI stops. To ensure that the positive
effects of a development intervention continue after the PI funding has been withdrawn, it is
important that a development intervention is embedded in local structures. Embeddedness
thus increases the sustainability of the development intervention of a PI (Westra, 2008).
However, what exactly is sustainability? When the effects of a development intervention are
measured most organisations look at different levels: output, outcome, impact and
sustainability (Kinsbergen, 2007; OECD, 2008). Table 3.2 describes these four levels.
Table 3.2: Output, outcome, impact and sustainability according to Kinsbergen and the OECD
Level
Description
Output
The extent to which the project results are the direct result of the project
activities.
Outcome
The extent to which the project objectives are achieved.
Impact
The positive and negative changes produced by a development intervention,
directly or indirectly, intended or unintended.
Sustainability The extent to which the benefits of an activity are likely to continue after
donor funding has been withdrawn.
Source: Kinsbergen, 2007; OECD, 2008

According to the OECD, which elaborated frequently used evaluation criteria for development
assistance, a development intervention is sustainable when the benefits of an activity
continue when the donor funding (in this research: the PI) has been withdrawn. It needs to be
prevented that a development intervention crashes when assistance finishes. When that
would happen, the disillusion for people at the grassroots is perceived to be bigger than their
deprived situation beforehand (Westra, 2008).
To create a sustainable development intervention, often a local actor (e.g. local government
or NGO) takes over the funding. Although this is not a problem in an embedded development
intervention, it is not always easy to achieve. When a local government, for instance, has a
weak commitment to development, take-over of development interventions is not likely to
happen (Westra, 2008).
3.2
Processes that define embeddedness
The way a development intervention is embedded can be researched by looking at the
capability of the PI and its local partner, the distribution of ownership, the participation of
other stakeholders and the rootedness of the intervention in the local setting. What do these
processes exactly entail? How do they contribute to the embeddedness of an intervention?
This will be discussed below.
3.2.1 Capacity of the PI and its local partner
An important aspect that defines the way a development intervention is embedded is the
capacity of the PI and the capacity of their local partner. Capacity is ‘the ability to manage
and carry out development processes’ (Degnbol-Martinussen & Engberg-Pedersen, 2005, p
51). This means that capacity enables people and organisations to create and implement a
development intervention.
Someone’s capacity can change. When a PI or its local partner does not have enough
capacity to manage development interventions, their capacity can be strengthened. They can,
for instance, increase their knowledge on a certain subject through a course or workshop.
According to the UNDP capacity building is ‘the process by which individuals, groups,
organisations and countries develop, enhance and organize their systems, resources and
knowledge — all reflected in their abilities (individually and collectively) to perform functions,
solve problems and set and achieve objectives’ (UNDP, 2002, p 99). Capacity building is thus
the strengthening of an organisation to make it more effective to design, manage and
implement their development intervention (Westra, 2008).
Looij states that there is ‘a growing awareness’ among PIs in his research that ‘it is important
to invest in the capacity of both their own and their local partners’ organisation’ (Looij, 2008a,
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p. 66). On the one hand they invest time and money for trainings for the staff, but on the other
hand they tend to be very action-oriented. This means that they are mainly dealing with dayto-day challenges. They also hesitate to spend money on overhead costs, which includes
workshops and other capacity building activities.
Capacity is situated on three levels: the individual, the organisational and the network level.
Here only capacity on the individual and organisational level is discussed20. As Table 3.3
shows, capacity on the individual level is about the competences of individuals who are
involved in a PI or its local partner. Capacity on organisational level entails the structure and
process of the organisation (Kruse, 1998).
Table 3.3: Two levels of
Dimensions
Human resource
development
Organisational
development

capacity
Level
Individuals
and groups
Organisations

Important aspects
Competences: experience with theme, target group,
fund raising activities
Structure: number of people involved in the
intervention and type of organisation
Process: professionalization

Source: Kinsbergen, 2007, edited

The capacity of individuals is influenced by the experience they have with the theme and
target group of the development intervention and their experience with fundraising activities.
In the case of PIs, most of the PI founders do not have experience with development
cooperation at all, which could indicate that in the beginning their capacity is low (e.g. a
person who does not have any experience with fund raising will probably face problems in
raising funds). However, some PI founders do have experience with development or
organisational issues because of their studies or work. The capacity of persons who work for
the local partner of the PI differs widely too. Some PIs cooperate with persons who are
involved in development cooperation for a long time. These persons have experience with, for
example, the theme and target group. Their individual capacity is large; while others’ capacity
is weak (Schulpen, 2007).
At organisational level the capacity of an organisation is influenced by the structure of an
organisation and the process of an organisation. The structure of an organisation can be
measured by ‘hard facts’ since it entails the number of people involved in the development
intervention as well as the type of organisation, which is measured by looking at the time that
is spent on the organisation and annual budget. The process of an organisation refers to the
extent of professionalization (Table 3.3).
The number of people involved in an organisation influences the capacity of the organisation,
since larger organisations have more man power and often more money to manage and carry
out development interventions. Hence, the more people involved in an organisation the larger
their capacity. On the other side, a big organisation is more difficult to manage. This can
cause that the maximum capacity of the organisation is not used, because of management
problems. Nevertheless, most PIs and their local partner are small organisations in terms of
employees/volunteers (Brok & Bouzoubaa, 2005).
Subsequently, the type of organisation is important for the capacity of the organisation. Most
PIs in this research are run by volunteers in their free time and have a small annual budget.
This means that there is limited time and money to spend on the PI. The design,
implementation and evaluation of the development intervention are so time-consuming that
capacity building is not a priority for PIs (Westra, 2008). To overcome this problem, most front
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Capacity on network level entails cooperation with other stakeholders and synchronization with the local context and policies
(Kruse, 1998). This will be discussed in the sections on participation (3.2.3) and rootedness (3.2.4).
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offices, Wilde Ganzen and the COSses21 offer training programs on capacity building for the
PIs they sponsor (COS Utrecht, 2008; Wilde Ganzen, 2008). The capacity of the local partner
also depends on whether they already existed before they had contact with the PI or whether
they are a mirror organisation. When the local partner already existed, they probably have a
lot of knowledge and skills on development interventions. This would suggest that their
capacity is high and that the PI cannot teach them much. In this case, capacity building is not
necessary. When the PI cooperates with a mirror organisation, they have to provide the
organisation skills and knowledge. So, besides cooperation in the development intervention,
a framework has to be put in place in which the local partner can learn and grow. Research
from Schulpen (2007) showed that most PIs do not give a high priority to capacity building.
Capacity building requires that the PI has to master what they teach, what is not always the
case.
The extent of professionalization also influences the capacity of an organisation. In Westra’s
research (2008), local stakeholders argue that a PI and its local partner can only have a
structural impact when they are professional. They lack representation and democratic
control, what governments have (Westra, 2008). Therefore, they should be professional so
that they are able to convince the beneficiaries and other stakeholders of the importance of
the development intervention. Professionalization of a PI and its local partner can be
measured on different aspects. Although the relationship between the PI and its local partner
is mostly based on friendship, the internal management should be business-like. This means
that the PI and its local partner work in accordance with guidelines, regulations and contracts.
Furthermore, communication should be transparent. All involved should have the opportunity
to look at official documents. Finally, The PI and its local partner should have clear and equal
distributions of roles and responsibilities in the design, implementation, monitoring &
evaluation and follow-up of the development intervention (Kinsbergen, 2007; Westra, 2008;
Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008).
As can be read above, the capacity on individual and organisational level of the PI and its
local partner influences the way they are able to manage and carry out their development
intervention. When a PI and its partner are not capable to manage and implement their
intervention, this intervention will never meet the needs of the beneficiaries or fit the local
context. This can only be accomplished when the capacity of the PI and its partner is
strengthened.
3.2.2 Local ownership
Local ownership is another aspect that determines the way a development intervention is
embedded. Since the beginning of modern development cooperation, the relation between
partners in the North and South has been debated. Insufficient results of development
interventions in the fifties were seen as a result of the unbalanced relation between partners
in the North and South. Development interventions were designed by northern organisations;
their Southern partner only had to implement them. This led to interventions which were
inappropriate for the local context. Therefore, in the nineties emphasis was put on local
ownership (Degnbol-Martinussen & Engberg-Pedersen, 2005).
Ownership refers to ties or relations between people. It is about who has the right to control
property and to make the final decisions about it. Within the development intervention of a PI,
ownership can only be accomplished when decision making authority is shifted from the PI to
its local partner (Westra, 2008). The local partner then determines the destination and the
implementation of development assistance and are thus responsible for the process of the
development intervention (Kinsbergen, 2007)
Development interventions that are run by the local partner are more sustainable over time,
because they are not dependent on an outsider who might leave. Moreover, development
interventions that are set up by an outsider are more often inappropriate for the local context.
21

The COSses are regional centers for international cooperation in the Netherlands. They give advice to PIs that want to apply
for funding from the front offices, Seva Network Foundation, Wilde Ganzen and other development organisations. In addition, the
COSses give workshops for PIs to strengthen their capacity.
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Locals are better in setting priorities; they know what is important for the target group. They
also know how to approach this group and the results of the intervention are better. This
means that a strong involvement of the local partners and other stakeholders is necessary to
achieve the project objectives in a sustainable way (Degnbol-Martinussen & EngbergPedersen, 2005; Kinsbergen, 2007).
In a development intervention, five roles can be distinguished: 1) the initiator, the actor who
initiated the project; 2) the applicant, the actor that applied for funding and contract partner of
donors; 3) the implementer, the actor which implements the project; 4) the advisor, the actor
that gives advice and 5) the reporter, the final responsible and accountable and writes reports
to the donors (Westra, 2008). To enhance to local ownership, the local partners and in less
extent other stakeholders (e.g. beneficiaries, staff members of the local partner, local
government and other NGOs) should at least have the role of implementer and reporter.
Kinsbergen (2007) argues that the ideal division of tasks incorporates that the local partner
has the authority to make decisions and is responsible in the end. The PI is just a facilitator,
who supports the local partner by means of financial support and content related advices.
Although most PIs view local ownership as important, researches showed that the ownership
of PIs development interventions is still in the hands of the PI and to lesser extent their local
partner (Brok & Bouzoubaa, 2005; Kinsbergen, 2006; Westra, 2008). This is especially the
case when the PI cooperates with a mirror organisation. Some PIs make use of expatriate
volunteers. They cost less money, but they essentially replace local people. This lead to less
embeddedness and to a less sustainable intervention. On the other side, there are PIs that
realize that strengthening ownership means that there is a need to hire people who are able
to do the job (Schulpen, 2007).
3.2.3 Participation of all involved actors
Nowadays it is widely agreed that participation is an important aspect of an embedded
development intervention (Kusters, 2001). Traditional development cooperation had a topdown and donor driven approach. It was only in the nineties that this approach was replaced
by a bottom-up approach in which participation became important (Degnbol-Martinussen &
Engberg-Pedersen, 2005). Here participation is seen as a mean to redistribute decision
making power from the PI and its partner to other stakeholders, like beneficiaries, in the
development intervention (Kinsbergen, 2006).
As Table 3.4 shows, there are different stages in participation. It involves a two-way
exchange of communication and decision making (Westra, 2008). When local stakeholders
(e.g. beneficiaries, staff members of the local partner, local government and other NGOs) are
informed on the development intervention, there is a one-way communication in which the
stakeholder receives top-down information from the PI or local partner. In the consultation
stage local stakeholders are more involved. There is two-way communication and the
stakeholders can give their opinions. However, the PI and or the local partner still decide. In
collaboration the PI, their local partner and local stakeholders make decisions jointly. Finally,
in the decision phase, local stakeholders have the decision making power and are ‘owner’ of
the development intervention (section 3.2.2). In this phase the PI and its local partner do not
make decisions anymore, the local stakeholders do (Blanc & Beaumont, 2005).
Table 3.4: different roles of stakeholders involved in the development intervention
Roles
Description
Non-involvement Stakeholders are excluded from a decision-making process
Information
Stakeholders are being informed. They receive top-down information
Consultation
Stakeholders are being consulted, but then the PI/local partner makes
the decision. Here, top-down and bottom-up information is discussed.
Collaboration
Stakeholders participate and decisions are jointly made. Top-down and
bottom-up information is discussed and agreed upon.
Decision
Stakeholders decide. Top-down and bottom-up information is discussed
and stakeholders agree upon (ownership).
Source: Kinsbergen, 2006
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In participation information sharing and giving feedback are important. It creates synergy it
and it will provide a better overview of what is needed to create a sustainable intervention
(Schulpen, 2007). To accomplish this, all stakeholders have to trust each other (Wheatly in
Looij, 2008). This is also stressed in institutional economics (section 3.1.1), where embedded
ties are created by trust, fine grained information transfer and joint problem solving (Uzzi,
1997; Uzzi, 2000). Trust is abundant between the PI and its partner (Schulpen, 2007). The
extent of trust between the PI and its partner versus other stakeholders is yet unknown.
Development experience and academic literature show that development interventions have
a higher change of being embedded if the interventions objectives coincide with those of the
target group. This means that members of the target group should be frequently consulted
and involved in all stages of decision making process (Schulpen, 2007). This is in line with
Easterly (2006). He argues that development can only work when people at the bottom can
give feedback to the donor, in this case the PI and its local partner. They should be
empowered to give feedback and the donor should take their critics into account22.
Kinsbergen (2006) conducted research on the participation of the local partners and
beneficiaries in development interventions of PIs and NGOs in Sri Lanka. Her conclusions are
that the local partners participate more than beneficiaries and that NGOs involve their
partners and beneficiaries more than PIs do. The participation of the local partner and
beneficiaries increased during the different stages in the development intervention, although
the beneficiaries were mainly informed. Schulpens research (2007) underlines this. He
concluded that many PIs do not involve beneficiaries in the development intervention. The
local partners are seen as spokespersons of the beneficiaries. One can argue whether they
are. When beneficiaries are not involved in the decision making process, the intervention
does not always connect to their wishes and needs (Kinsbergen, 2006).
There are also other actors working on the same theme or area with which they should
cooperate (e.g. local government, other NGOs etc). These actors have a lot of knowledge
and information on the specific area and target group. When local resources and skills are
used, money can be saved on hiring foreign staff or materials. Moreover, when NGOs, which
do the same sort of development interaction, coordinate their efforts and exchange
knowledge, the impact of their development interventions is greater (Westra, 2008, p. 15).
This will lead to a more sustainable intervention (Schulpen, 2007; Parthos, 2008).
Cordaid and Impulsis state that some PIs are able to create new structures by active
stakeholder involvement. In these development interventions needs, problems and priorities
are discussed with the communities and responsible government authorities. Communities
are mobilized, organized and participate in different phases of project. Furthermore, proper
arrangements are made for tasks and responsibilities. These PIs are excellent examples of
effective and sustainable cooperation (Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008; Looij, 2008a). However,
most local partners of PIs have a weak network. For instance, they do not see the
government as part of their network. They are afraid to loose autonomy and to become
involved in corruption. It is a conscious choice not to work with the government (Kinsbergen,
2007).
3.2.4 Rootedness in local setting
Westra (2008) states that rootedness ‘means that a project needs to […] be embedded in
local institutions, through registration and complying with the criteria of the government and
the present development sector. If organisations are or want to get rooted and registered in
the South, they have to adhere to government rules’ (Westra, 2008, p. 61-62). This research
sees rootedness broader. It is not only about fitting the development intervention in the
institutional setting, but also in the socio-cultural and economic-geographic context. An
institutional, socio-cultural and economic-geographic rooted development intervention will
thus be more embedded, since it fits the local context. Table 3.5 shows the aspects of
rootedness in more detail.
22

This is difficult to achieve, because most donors have problems to shift power to local people and those less powerful actors
cannot sanction more powerful actors (Easterly, 2006).
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Table 3.5: Aspects of rootedness
Type of rootedness Important aspects
Institutional
- Local registration of local partner
- Synchronization with policy on the subject of intervention
Socio-cultural
- Synchronization with local etiquettes
- Synchronization with local values and norms
- Synchronization with local religion
Economic-geographic
- Synchronization with local economic system
- Using local products and services
Source: Meerts, 2008 (based on Kinsbergen, 2007 and Westra, 2008)

Table 3.5 shows that a development intervention is institutionally rooted when the partner of
the PI is registered locally and when the development intervention fits in the local policy on
the subject of the intervention. It is important that a PI cooperates with a local registered
organisation. Reasons for this are: a local organisation adheres to the local conditions, in this
way the organisation gets local legitimacy and status, when a organisation is registered it can
cooperate and get support of the government and in this way the organisation can raise other
(local) funds. When a PI cooperates with a registered organisation the development
intervention is executed according to local standards and ideas; when the PI cooperates with
an already existing organisation, it should check this organisations registration (Westra,
2008). A mirror organisation should be registered locally.
Synchronization of the development intervention’s goals with the policies of all institutions and
organisations which are vital for the development intervention (e.g. local government and
NGOs active in the same field) is important (Westra, 2008). When the development
intervention coincides with other policies the intervention has more support among local
leaders, which will lead to more support for the development intervention and a more
sustainable development intervention in the end. Some governments, however, discriminate
minorities in their country. When a PI set up a development intervention to help these people,
the intervention does not fit the local government’s policy. In these exceptional cases, the PI’s
development intervention does not need to be in line with government policies. On the other
hand, the development intervention of the PI should still be in line with policies of other NGOs
that deal with this minority.
Rootedness in the socio-cultural setting entails that the development intervention coincides
with the local habits, values, norms and religion of the population in the in the area, especially
the beneficiaries. When a development intervention is not synchronized with these habits,
values, norms and religion; the needs of the beneficiaries will not be met and the intervention
will not be sustainable. To give an example: in an area where women are seen as the head
of the family, giving micro finance to men will not increase the households’ income.
A development intervention fits the economic-geographic context when it is synchronized in
the local economy. In most cases, the local economy depends on the physic geographic
situation, as in rural areas, or the physic urban design, as in urban areas. Therefore, the
geographic context is indirectly taken into account. When a development intervention is not
able to fit in the local economy, it probably will not be sustainable over time. For instance:
when in a rural area agriculture is the dominant economic system, an intervention which tries
to stimulate stock-breeding will not be successful.
Furthermore, in an embedded development intervention the products that are used in the
intervention are manufactured locally. This not only creates employment, it also makes the
intervention less dependent on products from donors.
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3.3
Factors that indirectly influence embeddedness
Besides the processes that shape embeddedness, there are some factors that can indirectly
influence the way a development intervention is embedded. This section will elaborate upon
these factors and give some insight in them.
3.3.1 Type of local partner
The embeddedness of a development intervention could be indirectly influenced by the type
of partner of the PI (Schulpen, 2007). One could hypothesize that when a PI cooperates with
an already existing partner the development intervention will be more embedded than when a
PI cooperates with a mirror organisation.23 This is because an already existing partner has
more development experience, a larger network and thus a larger capacity. This type of
partner will therefore have more power to claim the ownership of the development
intervention; it is less dependent on the PI than a mirror organisation. To research how the
type of partner influences the embeddedness of PIs’ development interventions both types of
partners are included in this research.
3.3.2 Origin of founder PI and local partner
The origin of the founders of the PI and its local partner might influence the embeddedness of
their development intervention. Among PI-founders, there are relatively many migrants who
want to improve the situation in their country of origin (Sikkema et al., 2006). Table 3.6 shows
the number of project of migrants that the front offices approved.
Table 3.6: Approved projects of migrants submitted at the front offices
Number of approved projects of Share of approved project of migrants of
migrants
total approved projects (in %)
2004
110
14.9
2005
326
45.4
2006
216
23.6
2007
213
19.7
Source: Linkis, 2005; Linkis, 2006; Linkis, 2008

There are also migrants who set up projects in their country of origin without applying for
funding via the front offices. A reason for this is that the front offices have a list of countries
they support which does not include all countries where the migrants are from. For instance,
for recent new comers such as Kurds or Afghans who want to set up a project in Turkey or
Afghanistan it is difficult to get funding via the front offices. Development workers stress that
the remittances migrants send to their country of origin exceed the total budget for
development cooperation. Therefore they should get a more prominent place in the front
offices programs (Sikkema et al., 2006; van der Heij, 2006). Besides these migrants, there
are some Dutch people who migrated to the South and set up development interventions.
One can argue that since both types of migrants know the context of the Netherlands as well
as the country of their intervention, their development interventions are better embedded than
the interventions of non-migrants. Migrants know Dutch and the Dutch culture as well as the
language(s) and culture(s) in the country of their intervention and they have a network of
people in both countries (interview with Oxfam Novib, 2008). They thus have more knowledge
in the context of the development intervention. These factors contribute to the embeddedness
of the development intervention. On the other side, migrants might have a ‘frozen image’ of
their home country. They have not adjusted their image of their country of origin since they
are gone (interview with Oxfam Novib, 2008). Especially in the case of migrants who live in
the Netherlands but who originate from the South, this ‘frozen image’ could cause that they
come up with an intervention that does not fit the local context and the needs of the
beneficiaries anymore. How exactly the origin of founders of the PI and its local partner
influences their development intervention is not known yet. This research therefore includes
23

PIs that cooperate with individuals are excluded from this research, since this does not frequently occur in India.
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development interventions that are set up by migrants as well as development interventions
that are set up by indigenous people.
3.3.3 Intercultural sensitivity
Cultural differences between the PI on the one hand and their local partner, beneficiaries and
other stakeholders of the development intervention on the other hand might influence the
intervention. PIs could feel that they have to interfere in the intervention when it is being
implemented by their partner in a way that differs from their way of implementing. However,
often the local partner has more knowledge on the context of the development intervention
(Kinsbergen, 2006; Schulpen, 2007).
This is also underlined by Westra (2008), who argues that due to a lack of intercultural
sensitivity between the PI and its partner, problems arise. She argues that procedures go
differently in the South and that disappointments can arise when for instance beneficiaries
suddenly withdraw or do not comply with agreements. In a situation where there is few
awareness and recognition for each others norms and values, embeddedness will probably
not occur (Looij, 2008). In such a situation the actor that has the money, and the power, will
probably shape the development intervention. This actor will probably be the PI, which has
less knowledge on the context than their partner.
How cultural differences exactly shape PIs development interventions is unknown. Therefore,
in this research emphasis is put on intercultural sensitivity in PIs development interventions.
3.3.4 Type of funding
The type of funding of a PIs development interventions and the number of donors probably
influences the embeddedness of the intervention. All front offices, Seva Network Foundation
and Wilde Ganzen demand that the development interventions of PIs need to be embedded
in local structures. One can argue that the development interventions of these PIs should be
somehow embedded in the local structures. This is not the case when a PI gets funding from
other sources (Table 3.7), which do not demand that their intervention is embedded. PIs that
receive funds from these organisations can ‘forget’ that they have to embed their
development intervention since they are not obliged to think about it. The local partner of the
PI can also receive funding from donors in their society (Table 3.7). Similar to Dutch donors, it
might be that a local government and development organisations demand that the
development intervention is embedded, while other donors in the South do not require this.
In this research it will be interesting to include PIs that receive funding from organisations
which assess their projects proposals on embeddedness and donors which do not.
Table 3.7: Possible donors of development interventions of PIs
Dutch donors
Donors in country of development
intervention
Front offices: Cordaid, Impulsis, Hivos,
(Local) government
NCDO, Oxfam Novib, Plan Nederland
Other Dutch development organisations: e.g. Development organisations
Wilde Ganzen, Seva Network Foundation
family, friends and other (wealthy) citizens
Family, friends and other (wealthy) citizens
Service clubs (Rotary, Lions club)
Service clubs (Rotary, Lions club)
Schools
Schools
Companies
Companies
Religious institutions
Religious institutions
Source: Kinsbergen, 2007, Schulpen, 2007, edited

3.3.5 Donor dependency
Another factor that might influence the embeddedness of the development intervention is
donor dependency. Although funding from the PI is more than welcome, the development
intervention should be strong enough to stand on its own. When the PI withdraws, the
intervention should be able to generate its own income or local donors should be recruited
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(Westra, 2008). This increases the embeddedness of the development intervention. However,
Schulpen (2007) concluded that when funding stops, continuation of the development
intervention of PIs is very hard to accomplish. Some managed to find other sources of
funding or set up income generating programs, but that is very difficult. To research the
influence of donor dependency on the embeddedness of PIs’ development interventions,
local partners that depend heavily on the PI as well as local partners that depend less on the
PI are included.
This chapter showed what processes define the embeddedness of a development
intervention and how they are indirectly influenced by intervening factors. How these factors
and the processes are measured, will be discussed in the next chapter.
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4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter will discuss the research methodology of this research. First, the conceptual
model and some hypotheses will be presented and discussed. Secondly, the research
questions are given. Thirdly, the research design of this research will be discussed. This
includes an explication of all concepts that are measured, a justification of the chosen
research area and cases and an elaboration of the research methods and the analysis of the
data. Finally, some remarks on the reliability, validity and generalisability of the data are
made.
4.1
Conceptual model and hypotheses
Based on the theoretical framework in Chapter 3 a conceptual model is made (Figure 4.1).
The way the development intervention is embedded depends on the capacity of the PI and its
local partner, the distribution of ownership, the participation of other stakeholders and the
rootedness of the intervention in the local setting. These four processes define in what way a
development intervention is able to meet the needs of the beneficiaries and fit in the local
institutional, socio-cultural and economic-geographic setting. Besides these four processes,
there are also factors that indirectly shape the embeddedness of a development intervention.
Figure 4.1: Conceptual model
Joint development
intervention of PI
and its partner

Type of local partner
Origin founder PI and local partner
Intercultural sensitivity
Type of donor
Donor dependency
The way the development
intervention is embedded
- Capacity of PI and local partner
- Local ownership
- Participation of stakeholders
- Rootedness in local setting
The type of partner organisation of the PI influences the way the development intervention is
embedded. It is hypothesized that already existing organisations create more embedded
development interventions than mirror organisations. The capacity of already existing
organisations is bigger than the capacity of mirror organisations, because the former have
more development experience. Already existing partners also have more power to claim the
ownership over the development intervention, since they are less dependent on the PI than
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mirror organisations. Finally, established partners often have a large network of stakeholders
they cooperate with.
The origin of the founders of a PI and its partner influences the way the development
intervention is embedded. On the one hand, migrants, who come from the country of the
development intervention but who live in the Netherlands or who come from the Netherlands
and live in the country of the intervention, have more knowledge on both countries. They
know local languages and habits. This contributes to their capacity and the rootedness of the
development intervention. On the other hand, migrants might have a ‘frozen image’ of their
country of origin. In the case of migrants that live in the Netherlands it can result in a
development intervention that does not fit the needs of the beneficiaries or the local context
anymore. Hence, this influence is not yet clear.
It is hypothesized that many cultural differences between the PI on the one hand and the
other stakeholders on the other hand lead to less embeddedness of their development
intervention. PIs might feel the need to interfere in the development intervention when their
partner is implementing it in a way that differs from how they would like to implement it. In
such a situation, the PI, which has the money and thus the power, will probably shape the
development intervention. Nevertheless, the local partner has more knowledge on the target
group and the context of the development intervention.
The type of funding also influences the embeddedness of an intervention. When a PI receives
funding from the front offices, Seva Network Foundation or Wilde Ganzen, their development
intervention has to meet criteria on capacity, participation, ownership and rootedness. One
can therefore hypothesize that the development interventions of PIs that receive funding from
the Dutch development organisations are more embedded than those interventions that are
funded by other donors.
Donor dependency influences the embeddedness of the intervention. It is hypothesized that
when a development intervention is less dependent on the PI funding, the intervention is
more embedded. For the sustainability of a development intervention, dependency on
(foreign) donors is a risk. The development intervention should be able to stand on its own
since (foreign) donors might withdraw.
4.2
Research questions
The aim of this research is to provide insight in the way the joint development intervention of
Dutch PIs and their local partners are embedded. This research focuses on Dutch PIs that
are active in India. This, together with the conceptual model, lead to the following problem
statement:
In what way are the joint development interventions of Dutch PIs and their Indian partners
locally embedded and which factors influence this in what way?
In order to achieve an answer on the problem statement, eight research questions are
formulated:
1. What factors, derived from development theories and development practice, influence the
embeddedness of the joint development intervention of PIs and their local partners and in
what way?
2. What are the main characteristics of PIs that are active in India and their Indian partners?
3. In what way are PIs and their Indian partners capable of creating and implementing their
joint development intervention?
4. In what way is the Indian partner owner of the joint development interventions of PIs and
their local partners?
5. In what way do local stakeholders participate in the joint development interventions of
Dutch PIs and their Indian partner?
6. In what way are the joint development interventions of PIs and their lndian partners
rooted?
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7. Which factors influence the four processes that define embeddedness?24
8. Which recommendations can be done to improve the embeddedness of the joint
development intervention of PIs and their Indian partners?
Research question one is already answered in Chapter 3, by means of literature and
interviews with Dutch development organisations. Research question two will be answered in
Chapter 5; questions three to seven in Chapter 6. The last research question is answered in
the recommendation part of the conclusion.
4.3
Research design
The research design is the essential link between the conceptual model and the empirical
part of a research. This research has a cross-sectional research design. This means that data
on more than one case, the development intervention of a PI and its partner, at a single point
in time are gathered. This is done by means of an electronic questionnaire and semistructured interviews. The gathered data are used to establish variation between cases in a
systematic and consistent way. In addition, relationships between variables are examined, for
instance the effect that ‘type of local partner’ has on ‘participation of stakeholders’ (Bryman,
2004). The cross-sectional research design is the most suitable design in achieving the aim
of the research, because it compares multiple cases on several variables.
4.3.1
Measuring the processes and factors that influence embeddedness
The four processes that define the way a development intervention is embedded and the five
intervening factors need to be measured to investigate how they influence the embeddedness
of a development intervention. Appendix 2 shows an interview topic list in which these
concepts are measured. Below it is shortly explained how all this is done.
As Chapter 3 showed, the capacity of a PI and its local partner is important to create an
embedded development intervention. Capacity in this research is seen as the ability to
manage and carry out development processes (Degnbol-Martinussen & Engberg-Pedersen,
2005, p 51). The PI and its local partner should be able to, for instance, define the needs of
the beneficiaries in order to create an embedded development intervention. One can
therefore hypothesize that when the capacity of the PI and its local partner is high, the
development intervention will be more embedded. Capacity can be measured on different
levels. On the individual level, the experience with the theme, target group and fundraising
activities define a person’s capacity. On the organisational level the capacity is defined by:
the number of people involved in the organisation, time spent on the organisation, annual
budget25, the extent of formality, transparent communication and the distribution of roles and
responsibilities.26 People of the PI and its local partner are also asked how they can build
their individual and organisational capacity. Finally, it is asked whether people in the PI and
its local partner are able to see what the beneficiaries need and whether they are able to fit
the intervention in the context (Appendix 2).
Local ownership can be seen as the highest stage of participation. It is the right to make the
final decisions about the development intervention. The distribution of roles and
responsibilities between the PI, their partner and other stakeholders determine who has
ownership over the intervention. When development interventions are run by the locals it will
be more embedded, since locals know better what the needs of the target group are and what
the context of the intervention is. Ownership can be measured by looking at how decisions
are made; what the role is of PIs, their local partner, other stakeholders and how the final
decision maker influences the decision making process. Furthermore, stakeholders are asked
what the best way is to make decisions and who should be the final decision maker. They are
24

The four processes that define embeddedness are: the capacity of the PI and their partner, local ownership, participation of
stakeholders and rootedness. These are mentioned in research question 3 to 6.
25
The time spent on the organisation and the annual budget define the type of organisation.
26
The extent of formality, transparent communication and the distribution of roles and responsibilities define the extent of
professionalisation of an organisation.
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also asked whether the final decision maker is able to see what the beneficiaries need and
whether they are able to fit the intervention in the context.
Participation of stakeholders is an important process that defines the way a development
intervention is embedded. Through beneficiaries’ and other stakeholder (e.g. staff members,
local government or other NGOs that work in the same field) participation, the development
intervention suit better to the needs of the beneficiaries and fits the local context, since
stakeholders know the local situation well. Hence, one can hypothesise that participation of
stakeholders in the development intervention leads to a more embedded development
intervention. To measure the extent of participation, it is investigated which stakeholders are
involved in the development intervention and in what way. Some questions are asked about
the level of satisfaction of this role and how participation can be improved. Finally, it is asked
whether stakeholder involvement will enable the PI and its partner to see what the
beneficiaries need and fit the intervention in the context (Appendix 2).
The process of institutional, socio-cultural and economic-geographic rootedness of a
development intervention defines the way the intervention is embedded. PIs, their partners
and other stakeholders are asked whether the local partner is registered; whether they are in
line with local policy; whether the intervention fits with the local habits, norms, values and
religion of the beneficiaries; whether local products are used and whether the intervention fits
in the local economy. Subsequently, it is asked in what way the intervention can be improved
to fit better in the local context (Appendix 2). Some of these questions can also be answered
by means of observations.
Most PIs cooperate with mirror organisations or already existing organisations. To define the
type of local partner two questions are asked in the questionnaire: is the local partner an
organisation? Did the organisations already exist before they had contact with the PI? In the
interviews questions are asked what the advantages and disadvantages of already existing
organisations and mirror organisations are. Moreover, it is asked how the type of local partner
influences the embeddedness of the development intervention (Appendix 2).
To define whether PIs and their local partners cooperate with people who come from the
country of the development intervention but who live in the Netherlands or who come from the
Netherlands and live in the country of the intervention, they are asked what their country of
origin is. In the interviews they are asked what the advantages and disadvantages are of
having migrants or no migrants in their organisation. They are also asked whether there is a
relation between their origin and the way their development intervention is embedded
(Appendix 2).
People from the Dutch PI come from a very different society than their local partner and other
stakeholders in the development intervention. This could cause tension. To measure
intercultural sensitivity, the PI and its local partner are asked about negative aspects in their
cooperation or situations in which they feel misunderstood. In addition, they are asked on
how to deal with and overcome these cultural differences and whether cultural differences
have an influence on the development intervention (Appendix 2).
The type of donor indirectly influences the embeddedness of a development intervention.
Therefore it is necessary to know who the main funders of the development intervention are.
When those donors are distinguished, it is needed to verify whether they demand that the
intervention of the PI is embedded. If they do, what conditions should the PI or its local
partner meet? Finally it is investigated how these criteria influence the development
intervention (Appendix 2).
Donor dependency influences the way the development intervention is embedded. To
determine the extent of donor dependency PIs and their partners are asked whether the
development intervention can be continued without donor support and how donor
dependency influences their development intervention (Appendix 2). Subsequently, they are
asked what they do to decrease donor dependency.
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4.3.2 Selection of the research area and the eleven cases
This research focuses on Dutch PIs that are active in India. The main reason for choosing
India is because most PIs (13%) are active in this country (Schulpen, 2007; Linkis, 2008; IS,
2009). Subsequently, most research on PIs is done in African countries (e.g. Schulpen, 2007;
2008; Looij, 2008a; Westra, 2008, Cordaid & Impulsis, 2008) and it is therefore interesting to
look at another continent.
India is facing the second fastest economic growth among emerging economies in the world
(after China), has the second largest population of the world and has a GDP of about $1
Trillion (The Wall Street Journal, 2008). However, the inequality among the Indian population
is enormous. In 2004, 34.2% of the population was living from less than a dollar a day
(NCDO, 2008a). To eradicate this extreme poverty many PIs, together with traditional
development actors like NGOs, are active in India.
India has a large surface; it consists of 28 states and 7 union territories (Figure 4.2) that are
subdivided in a hierarchic way (Figure 4.3). It is therefore not possible to research
development interventions of PIs and their Indian partners that are spread over the country.
Therefore, this research takes place in South East India; in 6 districts in the states Karnataka
and Tamil Nadu. It is important to note that since India is a federal state, there are big
differences between states.
Figure 4.2: The federal states of India

Figure 4.3: Administrative levels in India
The federal state of India
28 states and 7 Union Territories
Divisions or superdistrict
604 Districts
Rural Area:
Villages

Urban area:
municipalities

City councils
(large urban areas)

Source: Toptourguide, 2008

Municipal
Corporations
(small urban areas)

Source: National Informatics Centre, 2008

Karnataka and Tamil Nadu are chosen as research area, because 50% of the PIs that are
active in India and who filled in the questionnaire are active here. An explanation for the large
amount of Dutch PIs in Tamil Nadu is the tsunami in 2004. After this tsunami the coast of
Tamil Nadu was severely damaged. Many people from all over the world saw the devastating
effect of this disaster, because the media paid a lot of attention to it. In the Netherlands many
concerned citizens decided to help the population of Tamil Nadu by founding a PI (Bodelier &
Vossen, 2007). In addition, Dutch PIs that were already active in India decided to start an
additional development intervention in Tamil Nadu. The selected PIs in this research were
already active in Tamil Nadu before the tsunami. Most development interventions of PIs in
Karnataka are situated in Bangalore, the capital of the state. Bangalore is India’s third largest
city and is extremely divided. The richest 4% of the city share 19% of the GNI while the
poorest 24% share 8%. Access to services is even more unequal. One third of the population
has no access to piped water. Since these poverty issues are not dealt with by the elite of
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Bangalore, many NGOs, including Dutch PIs and their partner, are active in improving the
situation of the poor (Benjamin, 2000).
The research area was selected after Dutch PIs that are active in India filled in an electronic
questionnaire. The respondents for this questionnaire were searched by means of
convenience sampling. This is the best way of sampling when the ‘total population’ is
unknown and knowledge on the subject is still limited, as in this research (Baarda & de
Goede, 2001; Bryman, 2004).
Some PIs receive co-financing from the front offices and other development organisations,
like Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen. These organisations thus have contact
information of the PIs they support, but they are not allowed to give this information.
Nevertheless, the Linkis website contains names of the PIs that are supported by the front
offices. After contact with employees of Impulsis, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde
Ganzen, lists were given with names of the organisations they support. These sources were
used to search the contact information of PIs that are active in India on Internet.
It is very important to note that there are also PIs that are not (partly) supported by
development organisations and therefore not registered there. To find contact information of
these organisations, and thus to create a less biased sample, other sources are needed.
More websites were visited to search for PIs that are active in India27. Finally, an information
day for Dutch PIs that are active in India28 was visited to meet the PIs that were present.
Another important remark is that not all PIs have a website, so these organisations are not
visible on the Internet. However, one of the visited websites (www.hotfrog.nl) has address
information of PIs which do not have their own website.
The result of the search is a list of 234 PIs that are active in India. These PI are type 6
organisations (Chapter 2), according to the taxonomy of Schulpen (2007). Although it is
impossible to create an all-embracing list of these PIs, because of the use of multiple sources
the sample should be relatively unbiased.
The 234 sampled PIs were approached by e-mail (173 organisations) or by mail (61
organisations) in November 2008. A covering letter was included and a reminder was sent
two weeks after the initial mail. They were asked to fill in the electronic questionnaire on the
website www.projectinindia.nl. Of the 234 organisations, 90 organisations completely filled it
in. This is a response rate of 38.5%, which is high for an electronic questionnaire.
On the basis of the results of the questionnaire, a selection of eleven PIs and their Indian
partners was made. Since their development interventions in India needed to be visited within
3 months, this is the maximum of organisations that could be visited.
The selection of the PIs and their partners is based on several conditions. First, a list was
made of PIs who wanted to participate in the fieldwork. These PIs are checked on three
aspects: type of local partner, type of funding and the origin of the founder of the PI and its
Indian partner; since these aspects might have an influence on the embeddedness of their
intervention. It was tried to select a variety of PIs that differ on these aspects.
The eleven selected PI were called to make an appointment for an interview in the
Netherlands. After that, their Indian partner was approached for the fieldwork part of the
research. During this phase, interviews were conducted with the leaders of the Indian
organisation, staff members, beneficiaries, the local government and other organisations with
which they cooperate. During the stay with these organisations some observations were also
made. In total about 150 people are interviewed in 90 interviews (Appendix 3).
Back in the Netherlands, the result chapters were sent to the PIs and their partners to give
feedback. They checked whether the ‘hard facts’ on their organisation (e.g. annual budget,
27

These websites include: www.schenkservice.nl (search term: development organisations), www.allegoededoelen.nl (search
term: India and development organisations), www.hotfrog.nl (search term: India and development organisations),
www.indiawijzer.nl , India.startkabel.nl, ontwikkelingswerk.vindtuhier.nl (search term: India), www.google.nl (search term: India
and development organisation), www.hyves.nl (search term: India project) and the wereldatlassen of the COSsen (country of
project: India)
28
This information day was organized on 27 September 2008 in Wijchen.
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number of people involved) were correctly written down. Their feedback is assimilated in the
next two chapters.
4.3.3 Research methods
To conduct this research quantitative as well as qualitative research methods are used.
Below, these methods will be discussed. It will be explained why they are suitable to achieve
the aim of the research and what their possibilities and limitations are.
The first phase of the research was to define embeddedness and to determine the factors
that shape the embeddedness of the development interventions of PIs. This was done by
means of academic literature and information of development organisations. The front offices,
Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen were called and asked how they define
embeddedness and how they check project proposals on embeddedness.
A limitation in this preliminary research is that the sources, on which the definition of
embeddedness and the factors that shape embeddedness are based, are mainly Western.
Indian people could define embeddedness different than the way how it is defined in this
research, which causes that embeddedness is measured in the wrong way. That is why
during the fieldwork all Indian organisations were asked to give their own definition of
embeddedness. They define embeddedness more or less the same as the Dutch
development organisations (section 5.5). Embeddedness is thus well defined.
The electronic questionnaire generated some ‘overview’ information on Dutch PIs that are
active in India, their Indian partners and the characteristics of their development intervention
(Appendix 4). It provides a general insight in the working method of Dutch PIs and their Indian
partners and makes it possible to generalise findings. The information derived from the
questionnaire also provided the basis for the selection of the PIs and their partners.
A self-completion questionnaire is the cheapest and quickest method to receive information
on all 234 sampled PIs, since visiting them all is impossible (Huffman, 2006). Another
advantage is that all PIs get the same standardised questions, which makes their answers
comparable (Milne, 1999). There are no interviewer effects, because the researcher is not
present during the completion of the form (Bryman, 2004). Although a self-completion
questionnaire seems to be the most suitable method to derive ‘overview’ information on the
Dutch PIs and their Indian partners, one must be aware that this method also has some
limitations. Making clear questions that everyone interprets in the same way is very difficult
and perhaps almost impossible (Lanthier, 2002). It is impossible to fully eliminate this source
of error, but multiple people corrected and evaluated the questionnaire before it was sent to
the sampled PIs. One of the most important limitations in self-completion questionnaire is that
the response rates are low. Unless it can be proven that the non-participants do not differ
from the participants, there is a risk of bias (Huffman, 2006). However, the response rate
(38.5%) of the questionnaire is very high. The limited size of the questionnaire, the covering
letter and the reminder has probably increased this rate.
Although the data gathered from the self-completion questionnaire give the research a broad
base, more in-depth information is needed to achieve the aim of this research. Doing semistructured interviews, individual as well as group interviews, is a suitable method to derive
this information. The way a development intervention is embedded and how this can be
improved differs for each intervention. This requires a flexible research method (Barriball &
While, 1994). Moreover, the concept of embeddedness is very complex. It can only be fully
understood by making use of an intensive research method in which the researcher can
probe for more information and clarification of answers (Baarda et al., 1996).
Semi-structured interviews are a flexible method. The researcher does not have to follow the
topic list exactly; he can ask additional questions (Bryman, 2004). In this way more
information can be gathered and the researcher can check whether he has understood
everything well (Del Barrio, 1999). The respondent can ask questions too or check if he
understands the question (FAO, 2008). This two-way communication adds depth and validity
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to the research (Educationforum, 2008). Conducting semi-structured interview is also
associated with limitations. Interviewer effects can occur. The respondent might respond in a
way that he thinks it will suit the researcher (Bryman, 2004). A partial solution for this problem
is that the researcher looks open minded and explicitly state that there are no wrong answers.
It is almost impossible to generalize findings from interviews, due to the uniqueness of all
interviews (Bryman, 2004). However, interview results can be triangulated with other
interviews of people from the same organisation29 as well as with the results from the
questionnaire30 and compared to results from previous research on PIs. In this way the
results of the interviews are placed in a broader framework.
The interviews with the Dutch PI, their Indian partner and the other stakeholders involved in
the development intervention are not exactly the same. Only the interviews with the Dutch PI
and its local partner include questions on the characteristics of the development intervention,
the background of the organisation and the relation between the PI and its local partner to get
a better understanding of the context and background of the development intervention. All
interviews include questions on the way the development intervention is embedded, the
factors that shape this process and how the embeddedness of the development intervention
can be improved (Appendix 2).
4.3.4 Analysis of the data
The data of the electronic questionnaire is analysed with the programs SPSS and Microsoft
Excel. Descriptive statistics and a map are used to order the data. For instance, a Table of
the theme of the development intervention of all 90 respondents is made and some
percentages are given (e.g. the decade of foundation of the PI). A Likert scale31 is used to
measure the factors that shape embeddedness, since it is the best way to measure attitudes
on a certain phenomenon (Bryman, 2004).
Most of the interviews with the PI founders and their Indian partner were recorded on tape
and transcribed soon after the interview. During the rest of the interviews notes were made.
The reason for not taping all interviews was that some interviewees (e.g. children and
government officials) do not speak freely when the interview is taped. Not all information can
be written down during an interview, but the notes have been transcribed as soon as possible
after the interview. Additional information about the development intervention, which came to
the fore besides the interviews, was written down too.
The data from the interviews was analysed with the computer program MAXQDA (Box 4.1
and Figure 4.4). All texts were exported to this program and were provided with codes. These
codes are derived from the theoretical framework. Appendix 5 shows the codes that are used
to label fragments of the interviews.
Box 4.1: MAXQDA 2007
MAXQDA is a computer program that is used for qualitative data analysis. In this program four
windows are shown (Figure 4.4). The upper windows show an overview of the important interviews
(upper left) and the selected interview (upper right). The two lower windows show the code system
(lower left) and the selected fragments of different selected interviews (lower right). After importing
interviews into the program, an interview can be selected by clicking on it in the overview window.
Then fragments of the text can be coded by ‘dragging’ a certain code to a fragment of the text. The
code system can be modified during the coding itself. During the data analysis, the lower right
window can be used to overview fragments of several interviews at the same time.
MAXQDA has also functions like word count or text search and retrieval. However, since not all
interviews are transcribed literally, these functions are not used during this research.

29

This is data triangulation, which means that data are gathered on a variety of people at different times and social situations
(Denzin, 1970).
30
This is methodological triangulation, which means that more than one method is used to gather data (Denzin, 1970).
31
Respondents are asked their degree of agreement with a series of questions that together form a multiple-item measure. The
scale is deemed then to measure the intensity with which respondents feel about an issue. Usually, the format for indicating level
of agreements is a 5-point scale going from a very positive answer to a very negative answer. There is often a middle position of
‘‘undecided’ indicating neutrality on the issue (Bryman, 2004).
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Figure 4.4: The four windows of MAXQDA 2007

Each code thus contained multiple fragments of interviews with various stakeholders of the
eleven development intervention (e.g. PI founders, leaders of the Indian organisations, staff
members of the Indian organisation, beneficiaries). First it was looked what different
stakeholders of one development intervention stated about the specific code. For instance: in
the code ‘involvement of beneficiaries’ the researcher analysed what people from the Dutch
PI, leaders of the Indian partner, staff members as well as beneficiaries stated about the
beneficiary involvement in their intervention. Later this was compared to what stakeholders of
the ten other development interventions stated on that particular issue. These analyses
formed the basis of the second part of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In these chapters and the
conclusion it is also tried to compare the eleven PIs and their partners with the 90 PIs of the
electronic questionnaire and Dutch PIs in general. By doing this it is tried to drawn an
explanation on a higher level (Baarda et al., 1996).
4.4
Reliability, validity and generalisability of the results
This research has some difficulties, for which measures were taken to limit them. First,
respondents gave socially desired answers. For instance, children in a children’s home said
that they did not miss their relatives in their home towns, but on the same time they even lied
to the director of the home to go back to their relatives. This problem was hard to solve.
Partial solutions were: critical observations during interviews and visits of the development
intervention (e.g. sometimes a beneficiary said he was contented in the intervention, but he
did not look like he was), data-triangulation by means of asking several stakeholders the
same questions on the development intervention and asking controlling questions during the
interviews. This all contributed to the reliability of the results in this research.
Secondly, due to time constraints it was not possible to stay longer than a week at every
Indian organisation. It was therefore difficult to get a thorough picture of some Indian
organisations, especially the large organisations. Therefore the two draft result chapters of
this Thesis were sent to the PI and its partners so they had a chance to give feedback. This
enhanced the validity of the results.
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Another limitation of this research is its subjectivity. In qualitative research, the researcher’s
personal opinions and characteristics and his interaction with the respondents influences the
outcomes of the research (Bryman, 2004). In some case people of the Indian organisation
were present and translated during interviews with other stakeholders. Their presence and
translation might have influenced the answers of the respondents too. However, the
statements during these interviews were not different from the statements in other interviews.
The subjectivity was also restricted by giving the PIs and their partners the opportunity to give
feed back on the result chapters.
Finally, the number of cases in this research is limited. This makes it more difficult to
generate statements beyond the individual level. Some measures were taken to create
generalizations. The selected PIs are very divers in terms of the type of local partner, origin of
the founders of the PI and its local partner and type of funding. This diversity makes it easier
to generate general statements. The survey gives this research a broad base, since 90
organisations filled it in. Moreover, it is also used to check the statements of the interviewees.
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5

DUTCH PIS AND THEIR PARTNERS ORGANISATIONS IN INDIA

Before we zoom in on the development interventions of the eleven PIs and their Indian
partners, some characteristics of Dutch PIs and their Indian partners in general will be given.
These characteristics will also be compared with characteristics of PIs in general. The data
on Dutch PIs that are active in India are derived from the electronic questionnaire.
Later in this chapter, the eleven PIs and their Indian partners will be introduced. Background
information about their cooperation and their development intervention will be provided and
some characteristics will be discussed. After that, their opinion on the embeddedness of their
development intervention will be given.
5.1
Dutch PIs and their Indian partners in general
Most Dutch PIs are active in India. According to the front offices and Wilde Ganzen 513 PIs
are active here (IS, 2009). However, these are only those organisations that receive funding
from the civilateral channel. The results of the questionnaire of this research show that more
than half of the PIs, 48 organisations, do not receive this type of funding (Table 5.3). This
means that the total number of PIs in India is even higher.
Previous research on PIs showed that most PIs are founded from the nineties onwards and
that more than 50% is founded in the past decade (Kinsbergen, 2009). This research
underlines this. 82% of the Dutch PIs that are active in India are founded from the nineties
onwards and 52% are founded in the past decade. The tsunami in 2004 led to many new
development interventions. In addition, and in line with former studies, the Dutch PIs in this
research are small scale organisations in terms of number of employees/volunteers. Of the
90 PIs, 67% involve less than ten people in their organisation; 43% involve even less than
five people. The thematic focus of the Dutch PIs who are active in India is almost the same as
PIs in general (Kinsbergen, 2009). Development interventions that deal with children,
education and health are most popular (Table 5.1).
There are also some outcomes that differ from results in previous research. In this research
84% of the PIs cooperate with Indian organisations, 13% cooperate with individuals and 2%
do not have an Indian partner at all32. Of the Dutch PIs that cooperate with Indian
organisations 88% cooperates with an already existing organisation. Only 12% set up a
mirror organisation33. This is not in line with the results of Schulpens (2007) research, in
which he states that ‘more common are “partners” which have been established by the PI
itself’ (Schulpen, 2002, p. 37). A reason for this deviant result could be that India has a more
developed civil society than the countries, Ghana and Malawi, which Schulpen researched.
Other results from the questionnaire are that 90% of the Indian partner organisations of PIs
are registered at the Indian government. Five Indian organisations are not registered and of
four Indian organisations their Dutch counterpart does not know whether they are registered.
About one third of Dutch PIs that are active in India (34 organisations) are involved in one
development intervention. The rest of the organisations has more interventions and
cooperates with more than one Indian partner34. Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1 show the most
important development interventions of PIs per state. Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Karnataka are the states which contain most interventions. Tamil Nadu and
Bangalore (Karnataka) are chosen as research area for the fieldwork. Section 5.2 will give
some background information on this area.

32

The total of all organisations is not 100%, due to the rounding off of the numbers.
The PIs were asked to give information on their most important or most recent development intervention in India. When PIs
had more than one development intervention they might cooperate with more than one Indian counterpart. This was not taken
into account in the questionnaire. The PI only gave information on the counterpart of their most important or recent intervention.
34
In the questionnaire, PIs were asked to give only information on their most important or most recent development intervention
in India.
33
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Table 5.1: Thematic focus of PIs that are
active in India
Theme
No. of
interventions
Children and youngsters
72
Education
64
Position of women
38
Health and HIV/Aids
38
Water
22
Child labour
22
Trade and commerce
20
(micro finance included)
Sustainable development,
18
nature and environment
Discrimination
12
Religion and churches
9
Human rights
9
Refugees
6
Sport
6
Peace and security
5
Social housing
5
Good governance
2
Handicapped people
2
Veterinary help
1
Farmer unions
1

Table 5.2 Indian states in which the most
important development interventions of Dutch PIs are situated
Federal state
interventions
No.
%
Andhra Pradesh
16
17.8
Assam
1
1.1
Bihar
3
3.3
Gujarat
1
1.1
Himachal Pradesh
2
2.2
Jammu & Kashmir
3
3.3
Karnataka
7
7.8
Kerala
3
3.3
Madhya Pradesh
5
5.5
Maharashtra
9
10.0
Orissa
3
3.3
Rajasthan
1
1.1
Tamil Nadu
28
31.1
Uttar Pradesh
1
1.1
West Bengal
6
6.7
Not known
1
1.1
Total
90
100,0
Source: questionnaire project in India, 2008

Source: questionnaire project in India, 2008

When one looks at the origin of the people involved in the Dutch PI, only 14 organisations
(15.6%) involve Indian migrants in their organisation. Most of these migrants come from the
region in which the intervention implemented. The cooperation between the PI and its Indian
partner goes well. Two third of the Dutch PIs state that they do not experience
misunderstandings due to cultural differences. They disagree on the statement ‘I often
experience misunderstandings with my Indian counterpart due to misunderstandings’35
(questionnaire project in India, 2008).
When one looks at the donors of the development intervention, 87% of the Dutch PIs that are
active in India receive funding from multiple sources (Table 5.3). Almost all PIs receive
funding from their family and friends. In addition, almost half of the organisations (46.7%)
receive funding from one or more development organisations. Companies, schools and
religious institutions also are donors of Dutch PIs. More than 40% of the PIs receive funding
from these sources. Nevertheless, most of the Indian partners of the PIs are heavily
dependent on them in financial terms. Three quarter of the Indian organisations receive 81100% of their annual budget from the PI (questionnaire project in India, 2008).

35

The respondents had to answer this statement on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’. 62
respondents disagreed or totally disagreed with the statement. Moreover, the mean of the answers of all respondents is 2.17,
which means that they disagree with the statement.
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Figure 5.1: Indian states in which the most important interventions of Dutch PIs are situated

Source: Meerts, 2009 (based on results from questionnaire project in India, 2008)

Table 5.3: Funding of PIs that are active in India*
Donors
PIs intervention
No.
%
Front offices
32
35.6
Wilde Ganzen, Seva Network Foundation
16
17.8
Other (inter)national NGOs**
10
11.1
Indian government
12
13.3
Schools
37
42.1
Companies
39
43.3
Religious institutions
36
40.0
Family, friends, other individual sponsors
80
88.9

* Other sources include: Rotary
clubs, municipality funds, Indian
individuals, fair trade and income
generating projects, like the
organisation of festivals, collecting of
clothes or via volunteers who pay for
their stay in India.
** These include: Action Group 365,
Artisans du Monde, Panah Schwei,
Stichting Elisabeth Stroeven and
stichting Albert Schweitzer Fonds

Source: questionnaire project in India, 2008

Dutch PIs that are active in India can thus be partly compared to Dutch PIs in general.
Although their type of partner differs, their year of foundation, the size of their organisation
and their thematic focus are similar to PIs in general. Few Dutch PIs in this research involve
migrants in their organisation and they do not experience many problems due to a lack of
intercultural sensitivity. Most PIs in this research receive funding from multiple sources but
their Indian partners are heavily dependent on them.
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5.2
Background information on the research area
The development interventions of the eleven Dutch PIs and their Indian partners are situated
in two Indian states: Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. Karnataka was created in 1956, but it was
named Mysore state until 1973. Tamil Nadu was formed in 1968, when Madras state was
renamed Tamil Nadu: the land of the Tamil (Ministry of Finance India, 2002).
Table 5.4 shows some statistics of the two states. Karnataka is the seventh largest state of
India. Tamil Nadu is smaller; it is ranked eleventh. In Karnataka, 34% of the population lives
in urban areas. Bangalore urban, the district included in this research, is the biggest urban
agglomeration in the state. In Tamil Nadu the urban population is 44% (Ministry of Finance
India, 2002). Most people in both states are Hindu and multiple languages are spoken.
Table 5.4: Some characteristics of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu
Karnataka
Tamil Nadu
Surface (in km²)
191,976
Population
Religion
(in % of population)
Languages

130,058

52,850,562
66,396,000
Hindu
83.0 Hindu
88.1
Muslim
4.0 Muslim
5.6
Christian
0.8 Christian
6.0
Kannada (65% spoken), Tulu,
Tamil (89.4% spoken), Telugu,
Kodava Takk and Konkani
Kannada, Urdu and Malayalam

Source: Ministry of Finance, 2002; Registrar general government of India, 2001; Sastri, 1955, revised 2002

Karnataka, with a Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) of $ 51.25 billion in 2007, is the
fastest growing state over the past decade in terms of GDP and per capita GDP. Although
56% of the workforce works in agriculture, Karnataka is the manufacturing hub for some of
the largest public sector industries in India. Many of India’s research centres and banks are
headquartered here (The ministry of statistics and program implementation, 2007). Most of
these corporations are based in Bangalore. Since the eighties, Bangalore has emerged as
the Indian leader in the field of information technology. This city is therefore named ‘the
Silicon Valley of India’ (The finance department of the government of Karnataka, 2007).
Tamil Nadu is the most urbanized and industrialised state in India (Ministry of Finance India,
2002). The state attracted many engineering and manufacturing-based companies. In
addition, Tamil Nadu has a big textile sector and it has a significant amount of mineral
reserves. The state also attracts a lot of tourists since it is home to rare flora, fauna and
various religious sites (Press information bureau, 2007). Tamil Nadu is one of the foremost
states in terms of development. While India ranked 128 in the Human Development Index
with and index of 0.619, Tamil Nadu has an index of 0.736 (2006). This is close to 0.800
which is considered as ‘high developed.’ However, the state faces some challenges: poverty
is high in the rural areas (the Hindu, 2008).
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu both have a parliamentary government which is headed by the
Chief Minister. He executes, along with the council of ministers, most of the executive
powers. The constitutional and formal head of the state is the Governor, who is appointed by
the Indian president (the Hindu, 2004). Box 5.1 gives some information on the influence of the
State government on private organisations.
Karnataka has been divided into 29 districts, which are grouped in four different divisions.
Tamil Nadu consists of five divisions and 32 districts. Each district is headed by a Deputy
Commissioner who is assisted by a number of officers (National Informatics Centre, 2008).
The districts incorporated in the research are shown in Table 5.5, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3.
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Box 5.1: Policies of the local governments of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu
Each state government in India has to fit their policy in the policy framework of the central
government of India. The governments of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu thus have their own policies
on, for instance, education and welfare. Moreover, they build facilities such as government schools,
children’s homes etc. These facilities are built to guarantee that everybody is taken care of.
Many Indians are very concerned about these government facilities. According to them the
government only thinks of quantity. They put so many children in a children’s home or school that
they are not taken care of well. In addition, the government is not able to help all the poor. That is a
reason for many rich Indians to start their own organisation.
Citizens or organisations are allowed to start their own private school, children’s home, mentally
retarded home or other welfare institution. The government is not responsible for these institutions,
although they need to be registered. When they want to receive government funding, they need to
become recognised. In this long procedure the government checks the organisation (more
information in Box 6.1). Hence, the government has only influence on private organisations when
they are recognised (source: interviews with the eleven Indian organisations).

Table 5.5: Place, district and region of the researched development interventions
No
Name organisations
Place
District
1-3
Melchiorre Bangalore;
Bangalore
Bangalore urban
Mannane;
(Fig 5.2: No 3)
Ravi Foundation India
4
Messenger Foundation Periyampatty
Dharmapuri district
India
(Fig 5.3: No. 4)
5-6
Aimputam Trust;
Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvannamalai district
Grace Residency Trust
(Fig 5.3: No. 26)
7
Bio-dynamic Farm
Veerapermanalur Cuddalore district
India
(Fig 5.3: No. 3)
8-10 Nuns of Vaudreuil;
Tiruchirappalli
Tiruchirapalli district
Ekakantamay India;
(Trichy)
(Fig 5.3: No. 23)
PECO Trust
and Kuttapatti
11
DEERA
Dharapuram
Tirupur district (new)
(Fig 5.3: part of 6, Erode)

Division
Bangalore
division
Coimbatore
division
Vellore
division
Vellore
division
Tiruchi
division
Coimbatore
division

Source: National informatics centre, 2008

Figure 5.2: Districts of Karnataka

Figure 5.3: Districts of Tamil Nadu

Source: Wikipedia, 2008

Source: Wikipedia, 2008a
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As can be seen from Table 5.5, three of the eleven researched development interventions are
situated in Bangalore, Karnataka. In Tamil Nadu, the researched development interventions
are situated in six cities or villages: Periyampatty, Tiruvannamalai, Veerapermanalur,
Tiruchirappalli (Trichy), Kuttapatti and Dharapuram. Figure 5.4 shows these places on a map.
The numbers on the map coincide with the numbers in Table 5.5.
Figure 5.4: The research area

Source: Google Maps, 2008

5.3
Eleven Dutch PIs and their Indian partners
Table 5.5 already stated the names of the eleven Indian partner organisations, but in this
section, the PIs and their Indian partners are introduced36. Since it might be difficult to
remember all names of the organisations and the interviewees, appendix 6 can be helpful. It
summarises the names of all organisations and shortly describes their interventions. Please
hold the appendix next to you while reading the rest of this Thesis.
The first PI that is researched is Dileep Foundation. This organisation is founded in 2001 by
five persons that did voluntary work in interventions with street children in Bangalore and
Calcutta. When these people finished their voluntary work they wanted to help the Indian
organisations in a structural way and give a more realistic image of street children to Dutch
people. The Indian partner organisation of Dileep Foundation that is included in this research
is Melchiorre Bangalore. This Salesian organisation exists since 1980 and has a long
experience in the field. It is a large organisation with 80 staff members, eight shelters for
street children and also some other projects (e.g. a missing child network in which parents
36

The names that are used for all organisations and persons in this research are not their real names. They are all anonymous.
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can search for their child). Although the main objective of Melchiorre Bangalore is to send the
street children back to their relatives, this is not always possible. These children are sheltered
in one of the houses and go to school or follow a vocational training.
The second Dutch PI, RIDHA (Rural India development in Health and Academics), is an
Indian student association affiliated to the University of Twente. It was founded by Indian
migrants who wanted to ‘do something for our own country.’37 RIDHA was founded in 1998
and supports several Indian organisations all over the country. Most of these organisations
are in the home towns of RIDHA’s members. Cooperation with Mannane in Bangalore started
two years ago when a member of RIDHA came into contact with a couple: Sundra and
Ashok. Since 2000, they have a children’s home with 15 girls. Most of these girls are semiorphans; their mothers are not able to take care of them since they need to work. Ashok and
Sundra take care of the girls and send them to school. RIDHA pays for the educational needs
of the girls. Ashok is involved in more development interventions (e.g. a micro finance
programme, support for handicapped youngsters). Since these interventions are not
sponsored by RIDHA they are not taken into account here.
The third PI started when the Indian Vaishaly and the Dutch Jonathan moved from the
Netherlands to Bangalore 30 years ago. They began to build hostels for school children and
support schools in Bangalore and its surroundings. The first 20 years they were supported by
Dutch people in an informal way, but when the donations became too big the Dutch people
started Ravi Foundation Netherlands in 2000. Vaishaly and Jonathan are part of Ravi
Foundation India. This organisation is not registered as a separate NGO. In this research only
their development intervention in Bangalore is included. Here, the Ravi Foundation India
supports 300 poor school children; they receive uniforms and books. Vaishaly and Jonathan
are now ageing and they want their work to go on. That is why in 2003 they asked the Order
of Bernardone, a Catholic order, to channel the funds and do the administration. The order of
Bernardone also has years of experience with development cooperation. They are in India
since 1949 and in Bangalore since 1985. They have their own development interventions,
which are not included here.
The fourth PI, Messenger Foundation Netherlands, was founded by a missionary couple:
Willem and Maria. Messenger Foundation Netherlands support several development
interventions in India and Nepal. They mainly help people from lower casts: lepers, orphans
widows etc. In 1996 Willem and Maria met Father Raji and they decided to help him with his
plan to build a school, children’s home and church in Periyampatti. They founded Messenger
Foundation Netherlands and Messenger Foundation India. Currently there are 70 children in
the children’s home and the school has more than hundred students. Willem and Maria as
well as Father Raji are Christians. They feel that that ‘Gods love should not be only spoken, it
should be acted upon.’38 Hence, Father Raji decided to do something by building a school
and a children’s home. However, his primary goal is to proclaim the good news of Jesus.
The fifth PI and its Indian partner started eight years ago. The Dutch Toon already travelled to
India for many years and he met Vishal 13 years ago. Vishal and Toon both proposed to start
a children’s home. To start this intervention, Toon founded Akkinimalai Foundation. At the
same time Vishal founded Aimputam Trust. The first four years 26 children from remote
mountain villages were raised in a children’s home in Thiruvannamalai. But since many
children missed their relatives, they were brought back to the mountain villages two years
ago. Now they live in hostels near the schools, since most village are too remote to have a
school. Their relatives and Vishal visit them regularly and they are financially supported by
Akkinimalai Foundation.
The sixth PI started when the Dutch Anja went to India in 2001. Coincidentally, she met Leon
and Grace of Grace Residency Trust who have a children’s home in Thiruvannamalai. Anja
did some voluntary work in the home and back in the Netherlands she decided to start the PI:
Friends of Grace Residency. The Grace Residency itself is a children’s home for Dalit
children. ‘We are very concerned about Dalit people, Dalit children, Dalit education and Dalit
37
38

Interview with Pranit of RIDHA.
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
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development.’39 At this moment there are 64 children in the house, which are sponsored by
the Dutch PI and an American, German and Italian organisation. The Dutch PI also
sponsored some facilities (e.g. a new home, kitchen, garden, sewing studio). Although Anja
acknowledges that the children’s home will not have a big impact on the Indian society, she
just wants to help the children in the children’s home. ‘It is like Schindlers list.’
The seventh PI supports an organic farm in the village Veerapermanalur. This farm is set up
in 2003 by the Dutch Piet and his Indian wife Dhara. Piet studied tropical agriculture in
England and did an internship in India. After his studies he went back to India, met Dhara and
decided to start his own organic farm. The Dutch PI that supports this farm exists of the
parents of Piet and some of their friends. The organisations were founded at the same time;
both are called Bio-dynamic Farm. Day labourers from the surrounding villages that work for
the farm are taught how to conduct organic farming. They are paid in cash and food and they
receive a free meal at days they work for the farm. In addition, Piet and Dhara have an
evening school for children from Veerapermanalur.
The eighth PI started in 2006. Jaap and his wife already gave a lot of money to development
cooperation, but wanted to devote themselves to one cause. Via a friend they came into
contact with the Nuns of Vaudreuil, a Catholic organisation that exists for 105 years. Jaap
founded Sparkling Kids and they began to help the Nuns by sponsoring the building of a
house for mentally retarded children in Namakal. Later, they started to sponsor an already
existing house for mentally retarded in Trichy, which was build in 1987. Sparkling Kids gave
money for a physiotherapy room, renovation of buildings and a new school bus. This
intervention is included in this research. The house exists of a school, a hostel and an early
intervention centre for children between 0 and 6 years. Currently, there are 171 children in
the house. 130 live there; the rest are day scholars.
The ninth PI already sponsors school girls for 30 years. The sister of one of the current board
members was travelling through India and met people of Ekakantamay India. She decided to
help this organisation and started the Dutch PI: Ekakantamay Netherlands. The Dutch PI
sponsors the 110 semi-orphan girls of the 500 girls who live in the hostel. Since the
government only pays for whole orphans, semi-orphans are not taken care of. That is why the
Dutch PI sponsors them. Besides a hostel, Ekakantamay India owns a school and gives
vocational trainings. The organisation already exists for 60 years and was founded by women
in Trichy from different backgrounds. They adhere the Ghandhian philosophy. This means
that they help all poor, regardless of their religion, background or caste.
The tenth PI started in 2003, after the Dutch Froukje went to India to do voluntary work. There
she met Father Judah who wanted to build a children’s home. When Froukje was back in the
Netherlands she founded Alokam Foundation. Father Judah founded PECO Trust,
Progressive Education for Children’s Orientation Trust, at the same time. Between 2004 and
2006 the children’s home was built and recently there are 25 children in the house. This
house in Kuttapatti is not the only children’s home of PECO Trust. The organisation also runs
a children’s home in a nearby village with help of Austrians. Father Judah does not only want
to give the children a shelter, he wants them to deal with India’s main problems. According to
him these are: poverty, communalism (tensions between different religions), casteism
(differences in castes) and gender disparity (men and women do not know each other).
Finally, the eleventh PI started when the Dutch Nanda came into contact with Jason of
DEERA. Nanda already saw a lot of poverty during her business travels and wanted to do
something. Via a former intern from DEERA she came into contact with this organisation and
she visited them in 2004. Jason and Nanda decided to cooperate and Nanda founded Strong
Foundation in the Netherlands. DEERA (Development on Education and Environment in
Rural Areas) exist since 1994. They have a hostel for normal and mentally retarded children.
Right now they take care of 27 handicapped children and 39 normal children. Furthermore,
the staff of DEERA give vocational trainings (e.g. nursing and computer skills) to youngsters
and they educate people from the surrounding villages. Besides sponsoring the children,
Strong Foundation wants to build the capacity of DEERA. Together they made a project
39

Interview with Leon of Grace Residency Trust.
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proposal for Dutch funding. Jason and Nanda also got some advice of the Dutch Cor of ADII
(Agency for Dutch Interns to India), who already knew Jason for some years.
5.4
Some characteristics of the eleven PIs and their partners
Nine of the eleven PIs started their organisation because they were directly confronted with
poverty when they travelled, worked or moved to India. There is a lot of trust between the
eleven PIs and their partners; their cooperation is based on friendship. Most of the eleven PIs
have a two-folded goal, just like PIs in general. Their aim is to contribute to sustainable
poverty reduction, thus to improve the life circumstance of people in India, and they try to
broaden the social support for development cooperation among the Dutch population.40 To
improve these life circumstances, all eleven PIs focus on the provision of basic services.
Their interventions change structures on micro level and do not have a big impact on the
Indian society as a whole.
Table 5.6 summarises some characteristics of the eleven PIs and their Indian partners. These
are the characteristics on which the PIs were selected. Moreover, these factors might
influence the way the development interventions are embedded. That is why these factors,
together with the factors intercultural sensitivity and donor dependency are discussed below.
Table 5.6: Some characteristics of the eleven PIs and their Indian partners
Name
Type of
Migrants in
Funds PI
partner
organisation
Dileep Foundation
Existing
No
Public &
Melchiorre Bangalore
organisation
private
RIDHA
Existing
Yes
private
Mannane
organisation
Ravi Foundation NL
Existing
Yes
Private
Ravi Foundation India
organisation
The order of Bernardone
Messenger Foundation NL
Mirror
No
Public &
Messenger Foundation IN
organisation
private
Akkinimalai Foundation
Mirror
No
Private
Aimputam Trust
organisation
Friends of Grace Residency Existing
No
Private
Grace Residency Trust
organisation
Bio-dynamic Farm NL
Mirror
Yes
Public &
Bio-dynamic Farm India
organisation
private
Sparkling Kids
Existing
No
Public &
Nuns of Vaudreuil
organisation
private
Ekakantamay NL
Existing
No
Public &
Ekakantamay India
organisation
private
Alokam Foundation
Mirror
No
Public &
PECO Trust
organisation
private
Strong Foundation/ ADII
Existing
No
Public &
DEERA
organisation
private

Place
intervention
Bangalore
(Karnataka)
Bangalore
(Karnataka)
Bangalore
(Karnataka)
Periyampatti
(Tamil Nadu)
Thiruvannamalai
(Tamil Nadu)
Thiruvannamalai
(Tamil Nadu)
Veerapermanalur
(Tamil Nadu)
Trichy
(Tamil Nadu)
Trichy
(Tamil Nadu)
Kuttapatti
(Tamil Nadu)
Dharapuram
(Tamil Nadu)

As Table 5.6 shows, seven PIs cooperate with existing organisations and four PIs set up
mirror organisations. According to the eleven PIs and their Indian partners both types of
partner organisations have advantages and disadvantages. Table 5.7 summarizes them. In a
mirror organisation the PI is direct involved and has control. When certain facilities lack, the
PI can set up an organisation which builds these facilities. Advantages of cooperation with
existing organisations are that they have a broad network and many experience. They know
40

The second goal especially counts for PIs that receive public funding from Dutch NGOs (Table 5.6).
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how to give feedback, monitor and evaluate and the finances are taken care of. One of the
respondents in this research said: ‘Our Indian partner has the procedures. […] All formal
procedures are arranged via them.’41 Finally, existing organisations are less dependent on the
PI and freer to spend the money.
Table 5.7: (Dis)advantages of cooperation with mirror and existing organisations
Mirror organisation
Existing organisation
Advantages
PI direct involved
Broad network
PI has much control
Much experience
when certain facilities lack, start Professional
new organisation
Independent of PI
disadvantages
Reinventing the wheel
Difficult getting insight in quality
Lack network
Top-down
Lack experience
PI not so much involved
Both types of organisations also have some disadvantages. Cooperating with a mirror
organisation means that everything needs to be started up; sometimes the wheel is
reinvented. Some PIs that cooperate with existing organisations are critical about PIs that
cooperate with mirror organisations. ‘I would never do it; you should not have the arrogance
that you think you understand what happens there while you are in the Netherlands. And I do
not think that you should start an organisation because you think that it is needed.’42
Disadvantages of existing organisation are that it might be difficult to get insight in the quality
of their services since many Indians give social correct answers. Another disadvantage is that
the cooperation is very top-down. Despite all advantages of disadvantages of the two types of
organisations, all Dutch PIs are satisfied with their Indian partner. If they had to choose again,
they would all choose the same type of partner.
Table 5.6 shows that in three organisations there are Indian people involved who live in the
Netherlands or Dutch people who live in India. RIDHA is managed by Indian migrants while in
the Ravi Foundation India and the Bio-dynamic Farm India two Dutch men are involved who
are married with Indian women and who now live in India. Of Dutch PIs that are active in India
only 15.6% involve migrants in their organisation (questionnaire project in India, 2008).
Involving migrants has some advantages, according to the eleven PIs and their Indian
partners. These people know the context of both countries and are able to put things into
perspective. They know the Netherlands as well as India. Pranit adds that RIDHA does not
have many overhead costs, since members of RIDHA talk about their interventions when they
talk with their family and they visit the projects when they are already on holiday in India.
Moreover, the Indian migrants know the local resources and people. That makes that ‘things
go more smoothly.’
On the other hand, other PIs state that it is not necessary to have an Indian migrant in the
Dutch PI, since these PIs are mainly fundraising organisations43. An Indian migrant in the
Dutch PI has only an added value when he comes from the region of the development
intervention and he should not have left India many years ago. This is also acknowledged by
Pranit: ‘Members of RIDHA get little challenges to deal with the local languages and local
people.’ Furthermore, migrants, Indians as well as Dutch can have other ideas than the Dutch
PI or the Indian partner. This can cause tension.
Most PIs and their Indian partners, mirror organisations as well as already existing
organisations, are satisfied with their cooperation. Much work is done: ’It was first a small
place, but now a big campus. […] With the help of the Dutch people we have done so
much.’44 The Dutch PI understands what is going on in the Indian organisation. ‘They know
41

Interview with Inge of Ravi Foundation Netherlands about the Order of Bernadorne, which is their Indian partner.
Interview with Petra of Dileep Foundation.
Interview with Jaap of Sparkling Kids.
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Interview with Parvita of Ekakantamay India.
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exactly what we are and how we function.’45 Subsequently, two-way communication is
mentioned as a positive aspect of cooperation. ´As equal organisations we do together the
work. We share our work and have a good communication.’46 ‘They [Dutch PI] are really
listening to us; they are not imposing on us.’47
However, most PIs and their Indian partners face some cultural differences, although this is
down played by most respondents. ‘There are cultural differences, but besides those every
human being has personal characteristics. Two people from one culture can also have a
fight.’48 This is in line with the questionnaire, where 67.2% of the PIs state that that they do
not experience misunderstandings (questionnaire project in India, 2008).
These cultural differences have to do with distance and differences in mentality. ‘When you
are far away your perceptions are different.’49 According to Father Judah of PECO Trust, ‘the
Dutch should visit more often. […] Now they do not know much, so they cannot give
suggestions. Certain problems they do not understand.’ Communication via email is not ideal
and sometimes causes problems. Father Judah states that cooperation could go faster when
the PI responds quicker. ‘The response is very slow. We need a fast response here, because
things change fast here. So I cannot decide unless I get the opinion of my friends.’ Nanda of
Strong Foundation goes a step further. She argues that no direct communication is possible
with Indians. After three years of cooperation she found out that her foundation was also
sponsoring the handicapped children. She had always thought that her Indian partner had
other funds for them. Suddenly she had to justify this to her back donors.
Besides these communication problems, problems due to differences in mentality arise.
Father Judah of PECO Trust wants to drop children ‘who do not grow, do not study well.
There are many other children who need help to grow, so we do not want to waste money on
a child that does not grow. That is our culture here.’ People in the Dutch PI who sponsors
PECO Trust feel that exactly the children who do not grow need help. ‘It is always balancing.
When is something just human and when is it Indian or Dutch thinking?’50 Furthermore, the
Dutch PI and its partners sometimes have different priorities. Some PIs have higher demands
or another focus.51
As can be seen from Table 5.6 and 5.8, there are seven PIs that receive funds from Dutch
NGOs. In addition, all PIs receive money from friends, family and individuals, companies,
schools and religious institutions. Finally, some PIs have income generating activities: like
markets, collections and selling art.52 This is in line with PIs and their Indian partners in
general; most of them receive funding from multiple sources (section 5.1, Table 5.3).
The front offices, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde Ganzen are the only donors that have
conditions on their funds53. Most of these conditions are not new to Dutch PIs. Advantages of
these conditions are that PIs are given incentives to remain critical in what they want to
achieve and why. These conditions help PIs to see whether the intervention is realistic.
Subsequently, the reliability of the PI will increase: ‘The funds of Wilde Ganzen are like a
hallmark for us.’54 Other PIs state that because of all the conditions applying for money
becomes very bureaucratic. ‘We are a little bit afraid sometimes, because the front offices are
so official and so bureaucratic that we cannot get in between. They are asking thousands of
questions, which we find difficult to answer. If they want to help they should look at the
success of the organisation and not make it too difficult for them.’55
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Interview with Father William of Melchiorre Bangalore who speaks about the people of Dileep Foundation.
Interview with Vishal of Aimputam Trust.
47
Interview with Piet of the Bio-dynamic Farm India.
48
Interview with Vaishaly of Ravi Foundation India.
49
Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
50
Interview with Froukje of Alokam Foundation.
51
Ekakantamay Netherlands has higher demands for the sanitary than their Indian partner and Ravi Foundation India once
decided not to sponsor a computer project because they focus on basic education needs (although they have build other
computer centres)
52
Akkinimalai Foundation has a market stall, Friends of Grace Residency hold collections and Sparkling Kids sells art.
53
These include: the necessity of the intervention, local ownership and the scale of the intervention.
54
Interview with Marieke of Ekakantamay India.
55
Interview with Jonathan of Ravi Foundation India
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Looking at the Indian organisations: besides the PI, eight organisations receive funds from
family and friends. Other sources of income are contribution of the beneficiaries’ relatives,
government’s grants and gifts from clubs and companies. Christian organisations receive
money from their congregation (Table 5.9).
Table 5.8: Type of funds received by the eleven PIs
Name
Front Seva
Other
office network NGOs
Wilde
*
Ganzen
Dileep Foundation
X
X
X
RIDHA
Ravi Foundation NL
Messenger Foundation
X
NL
Akkinimalai foundation
Friends of Grace
Residency
Bio-dynamic Farm NL
X
X
Sparkling Kids
X
X
Ekakantamay NL
X
X
Alokam Foundation
X
Strong Foundation
X
X

Family
Friends
individuals
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Religious
institution
X

Company**

school

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

* Including: development foundations like the Fred Foundation and True Blue (Strong Foundation). Or charitable Foundations,
such as De grootste familie (Dileep Foundation), Peter van Geel stichting (Sparkling Kids) and the Elisabeth Stroeven stichting
(Ekakantamay Netherlands).
** Including: a second hand shop (Dileep Foundation), notary’s office, accountant office (Sparking Kids) and the Rabobank
Foundation (Sparkling Kids and Ekakantamay Netherlands).

Table 5.9: Type of funds received by the eleven Indian organisations
Name
PI
Family Other RelaIndian
Clubs
friends NGOs tives
govern- (Rotary,
indivi- *
benefi ment
Lions
duals
-ciary
etc)
Melchiorre
X
X
X
X
Bangalore
Mannane
X
X
Ravi Foundation I
X
X
X
Messenger
X
Foundation India
Aimputam Trust
X
X
Grace Residency
X
X
Trust
Bio-dynamic
X
Farm India
Nuns of Vaudreuil X
X
X
X
Ekakantamay
X
X
X
X
India
PECO Trust
X
X
DEERA
X
X
X
X
X

Religious
institution
X

Company

X

X

X

* Including: the smile foundation. Pro Victims, THD (Melchiorre) and the Tools foundation (DEERA). The Grace Residency also
receives funds from a German, an American and an Italian PI

Most donors of the Indian organisations do not have many conditions on their funds. Some
require that the money is spent on certain issues. For instance, the money should go directly
to the beneficiaries and not to capacity building of the organisations. People in the Indian
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organisations react positive as well as negative on conditions of donors. Some Indian
organisations state that when donors have conditions, the organisation is more inclined to be
realistic. Others state that conditions would restrict them: ‘I have a vision, but if somebody
tells me how it has to be done, then we would find it difficult to deal with.’56
All eleven Indian organisations are partly dependent on the Dutch PI (Table 5.10). This is in
line with the questionnaire where three quarters of the Indian partners heavily depend on the
PI. Most of the eleven Indian organisations have strategies to decrease their donor
dependency (Table 5.11).
Table 5.10: Financial dependency on the PI
Name
Dependency on Dutch PI
Melchiorre Bangalore
Small
Mannane
Small
Ravi Foundation India
Large
Messenger Foundation India
Total
Aimputam Trust
Large
Grace Residency Trust
Medium
Bio-dynamic Farm India
Total
Nuns of Vaudreuil
Medium
Ekakantamay India
Medium
PECO Trust
Large
DEERA
Large
Table 5.11: Strategies to decrease donor dependency
Name
Support from
Finding
(ex) staff and
more
beneficiaries
donors
Melchiorre Bangalore
X
Mannane
X
Ravi Foundation India
X
X
Messenger Foundation India
Aimputam Trust
Grace Residency Trust
Bio-dynamic Farm India
Nuns of Vaudreuil
X
X
Ekakantamay India
X
PECO Trust
DEERA
X
X

Becoming
selfsufficient

Income
generating
activities

X
X
X

X
X

X

Four organisations ask contribution of the beneficiaries’ relatives, ex-beneficiaries or ex-staff
members. Five organisations try to find more long term donors. Although these organisations
are still dependent on donors, the risk is spread. In addition, three organisations are trying to
become self-sufficient. They grow crops and have animals, which they can eat. However,
most organisations state that it is not possible to become self-sufficient. Three organisations
have income generating activities. Vishal of Aimputam Trust makes suggestions to the
children’s relatives what they can grow to make more money, which can be spent on the
children. Farmers should buy chickens which are crossed with turkeys. Their eggs can be
sold for 1000 IR instead of 200 IR.57 Other Indian organisations have a sewing studio or
generate income from selling agricultural products.58 The congregation of Christian
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Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
1 Indian Rupee is about 0,014 Euro.
58
Ekakantamay India has a sewing studio and the Bio-dynamic Farm India sells their products.
57
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organisations does not want them to generate income. ‘You should be dependent, rather than
becoming self sufficient. Then the organisation belongs to the people.’59
5.5
Embeddedness and the eleven organisations
As is stated in Chapter 3, an embedded development intervention meets the needs of the
beneficiaries and fits in the local institutional, socio-cultural and economic-geographic setting.
Most people in the Indian organisations agree with this definition of embeddedness, although
they mainly mention the first part. They state: ‘the target group achieves their dreams with the
support from people who can assist them’60 and ’an embedded project is adapted to the
country and cooperates with education and the government, in a way that it goes in the same
direction as the goals of the country.’61 An aspect that some Indian people add and which is
not in this research’s definition is sustainability. ‘Our projects have to have a long lasting
impact for the beneficiaries.’62 It is important that people are not given aid, but that they learn
how to take care for themselves. In addition, people in one of the Indian organisations added
that that an intervention should help the people as well the environment. It should not be
polluting and nothing should be spoiled.63 Despite these additions, the above definition of
embeddedness will be used. Ten of the eleven interventions are social projects. They are not
focused on the environment and their impact on the environment is therefore difficult to
measure. Moreover, sustainability is indirectly included in the definition since that is what an
embedded intervention strives for.
Of the 90 PIs in the questionnaire, 82 PIs agree with the statement that their development
intervention is able to meet the needs of the beneficiaries64. This is in line with what the
eleven Dutch PIs state. They acknowledge that they do not know the exact needs of the
beneficiaries since they are too far away and they have different expectations than the Indian
people. Nevertheless, through their Indian partners, who know the beneficiaries better, the
needs of the beneficiaries are met. The Indian organisations have ‘committed people, they
have relatively good financial resources, good buildings and a large network.’65 Moreover,
some staff members of Melchiorre Bangalore were street children themselves. Therefore they
understand the children well.
Observation is an important way in which people of the Indian organisation are able to see
what their beneficiaries need. Vishal of Aimputam trust states that many of the children in the
children’s home were very emotional and they were home sick. ‘They wanted to go back to
their families.’ In most Indian organisations the beneficiaries also have the opportunity to tell
what they need. For instance, Melchiorre Bangalore has individual counseling sessions for
each child. They give the boys ‘as much as possible choice and they always support the boys
in their choices’, according to a volunteer of Melchiorre Bangalore. Some beneficiaries
directly ask for things that satisfies their needs.
However, it is striking that the Indian organisations only talk about the material needs of the
beneficiaries; mental needs are not discussed very much. ‘The girls want games and
everything. And soap, shampoo, paste, brush, some dresses.’66 Some Dutch PIs state that
the children could receive more love and affection. This is in line with what Piet of Biodynamic Farm India states. ‘We attract children [in the evening tuition] who like it with us. It is
like a second home for them. The children are only there for two hours a day, so we are not
able to give them enough love and attention.’
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Interview with Father William of Melchiorre Bangalore.
Interview with Father Harry of Melchiorre Bangalore.
Interview with Jonathan of Ravi Foundation India.
62
Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
63
Interview with Piet and Dhara of the Bio-dynamic Farm.
64
The respondents had to answer this statement on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’. 82
respondents agreed or totally agreed with the statement. Moreover, the mean of the answers of all respondents is 4.2, which
means that they agree with the statement.
65
Interview with a cooperation partner Melchiorre Bangalore.
66
Interview with Grace of Grace Residency Trust.
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Interviews with staff member and beneficiaries also showed that the needs of the
beneficiaries are not always met. Severely handicapped children cannot always be helped
since the Indian organisations do not have the facilities that are needed to take care of these
children. To what extent the needs of the beneficiaries are met will be discussed in detail in
the next chapter (section 6.4.2)
According to all Dutch PIs and their Indian partners, their development intervention fits within
the culture of the beneficiaries, the local economy and the policy of the local government67
(questionnaire project in India, 2008). Most Dutch PIs check this by asking as much
information as possible from their partner. The Indian organisations refer to the positive
response they get from society. Melchiorre Bangalore, for example, won awards for being the
best NGO in Karnataka State and Ekakantamay India is well-known for their good quality of
education and their Ghandian approach.
Other PIs and their partners state that the intervention fits in the local context because India
lacks certain facilities which they try to provide. When Jaap of Sparkling Kids, for instance,
visited the mentally retarded house of the Nuns of Vaudreuil a local government officer ‘put
emphasis on the need of these kinds of facilities.’ The same counts for the vocational
trainings that other Indian organisations give.68 Most Indian organisations provide better
facilities than government organisations, according to themselves. ‘We give them good
facilities now and educate and train them in a proper way.’69
Toon of Akkinimalai Foundation states that because the children from the children’s home of
Aimputam Trust are back at their home villages, the intervention fits in the local context. Even
when the children were in the home, they were raised in the local culture. They were not
wearing shoes and slept on the ground. This is underlined by people from other PIs.
When PIs and their Indian partners are directly asked whether their development
interventions are embedded in society, they all state that they are. In the next chapter
embeddedness will be measured by looking at the four processes within the organisations.
This will provide a more objective image of the embeddedness of the interventions.
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The respondents had to answer these statements on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’.
The mean of the answers of all respondents is 4, which means that they agree with the statements. The statements are
homogeneous with an Alpha of 0.77
68
These are DEERA and Melchiorre Bangalore.
69
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
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6

EMBEDDEDNESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTIONS OF DUTCH PIS
AND THEIR INDIAN PARTNERS

This chapter focuses on the way in which the development interventions of the PIs and their
partners are embedded. It will look at the capacity of the PI and its Indian partner, how local
ownership is distributed, which stakeholders participate and how the eleven development
interventions are rooted. At the end of these four sections, the factors that indirectly influence
embeddedness are discussed and some concluding remarks are made.
The focus of this chapter is at the Indian organisations, since in general they are the ones
that implement the development intervention. Moreover, the interventions take place in the
Indian society.
6.1
The capacity of PIs and their Indian partners
The capacity of an organisation is situated on two levels: the individual and the organisational
level. Here the capacity of PIs as well as their Indian partners on these two levels will be
discussed. This will give insight in how capable the PI and its partner are to implement their
development intervention.
6.1.1 Individual capacity of PIs
Capacity on the individual level is about the competences of individuals. In the case of the
people involved in a PI, their experience with the theme of the intervention, the target group
and fund raising activities define the capacity to run the PI successfully.
The results of the questionnaire show that Dutch PIs assess their experience with the theme
and target group of the development interventions as quite good.70 57 organisations (62.7%)
state that they have a lot of experience with the theme of the development intervention; 61
organisations (67.1%) state this about the target group. Of the eleven PIs, six founders did
not have any experience with the theme and target group of the development intervention
before they started (Table 6.1). They were less experienced when they founded their PI than
PIs in general. As one of the PI founders states ‘It was kind of a coincidence.’71 Four of the
five other founders of PIs already worked (voluntary) in India and one already set up other
development interventions. Petra of Dileep Foundation, for instance, did voluntary work at
Melchiorre Bangalore and wrote her Master Thesis on street children. Because of this she is
able to see whether proposals of Melchiorre Bangalore are relevant. Most PIs also use skills
they learned in their professional life. Some founders already had some management
experience; others worked in the development sector or have organisational experience.
Almost nobody had experience with fund raising activities before they started their
organisation (Table 6.1). The results of the questionnaire show that PIs in general have
neither few nor much experience in fundraising activities72. The eleven PIs thus have less
experience with fundraising than PIs in general; only three PIs had fundraising experience
since the start of their PI. Nevertheless, they learned how to raise funds ‘on the road’. Some
people in the PI feel that their lack of experience in fund raising is a problem. ‘I am not a
financial manager […] for fundraising activities you need specialists. […] As a non insider it is
almost impossible to understand a financial petition.’73 These people are mainly interested to
learn how to raise funds from Rotary clubs or big companies.
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The respondents had to answer the statements ‘My organisation has a lot of experience with the theme of the development
intervention’ and ‘My organisation has a lot of experience with the target group of the development intervention’ on a 1 to 5 scale,
in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’. The mean of the answers of all respondents are respectively 3.64 and
3.77, which means that they view the statements slightly positive. These statements are homogenous with an Alpha of 0.847.
71
Interview with Pranit of RIDHA.
72
The respondents had to answer this statement on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’. The
mean of the answers of all respondents is 3.33, which means that they view the statement as neutral and a little bit going to
agreement.
73
Interview with Cor of ADII.
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Table 6.1: Experience with theme, target group and fund raising of the Dutch PIs
Name
Experience theme Experience
build capacity
& target group
fund raising
Dileep Foundation
Yes
Yes
Yes
RIDHA
No
No
No
Ravi Foundation NL
No
Yes
No
Messenger Foundation NL
Yes
No
No
Akkinimalai Foundation
No
No
Yes
Friends of Grace Residency
Yes
No
Yes
Bio-dynamic Farm Netherlands Yes
No
Yes
Sparkling Kids
No
No
No
Ekakantamay Netherlands
No
Yes
Yes
Alokam Foundation
Yes
No
No
Strong Foundation (ADII)
no
No
Yes
Most people in the PIs are satisfied with their skills to run the organisation. Nevertheless,
some want to have more time to raise funds, organise events or generate more ideas. To
build their own capacity, people of five PIs followed trainings at the COSses or Wilde Ganzen.
In addition, Nanda of Strong Foundation talked with development organisations to get some
more knowledge about development cooperation.
The individual capacity of the Dutch PIs is thus mixed; most founders did not have any
experience with fundraising and half of them did not know much about the theme and target
group. They are learning by doing; it is a kind of trial-and-error.
6.1.2 Organisational capacity of the PIs
The capacity of an organisation is influenced by the structure of an organisation and the
processes that are going on. The structure of an organisation can be measured by looking at
the number of people involved in the organisation, the time spent on the organisation and the
annual budget of the development intervention. As can be seen from Table 6.2, the board of
the eleven PIs exists of three to six persons. Most PIs have some volunteers or members
who are active for the PI. Two PIs also have a board of recommendation.74 Four PIs make a
distinction between the daily management, that consists of one or two persons, and board
members who are only consulted a couple of times a year.75
Most people involved in the PI spend a couple of hours per week on their organisation.
However, there are exceptions (Table 6.2). For instance, the daily management of the
Messenger Foundation Netherlands. Their organisation is a full time job since they have
multiple development interventions in India and Nepal. The budget for the development
intervention included in this research varies. Nine of the eleven organisations have a budget
less than €50,000 per year. These organisations can thus be considered as small
organisations. This is in line with previous research on PIs that showed that 75% of the PIs a
budget have of less than €50,000 (Kinsbergen, 2009). Hence, the eleven PIs are small in
terms of people and budget and their members generally spend only a couple of hours a
week on their organisation. This means that the capacity of their organisation in structural
terms is limited.
When one looks at the processes that are going on in PIs, emphasis is put on the extent of
professionalization, which means the level of formality and clear guidelines; the role of the
(staff) members and whether it is clear what is going on. These processes will enable the
organisation to manage and carry out the intervention.
In the questionnaire, two third of the PIs confirms that their organisation is professional
(questionnaire project in India, 2008). They review the statement ‘My organisation is
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These are Messenger Foundation Netherlands and Sparkling Kids.
These are Messenger Foundation, Friends of Grace Residency, Sparkling Kids and Strong Foundation.
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professional’ slightly positive 76. Most of the board members of the eleven PIs do not see their
organisation as formal and professional. This is thus a difference with PIs in the
questionnaire. Founders of the eleven PIs state: ‘We are very informal, because we are a
couple of friends who run a foundation. In our meetings also private things are discussed.’77
‘We are volunteers. We can have the charisma of a professional organisation, but we are
not.’78
Table 6.2: Structure of the Dutch PIs
Name
No. of No. of
Time spent per week
Yearly budget 79
board volunteer
(in hours)
(in Euros)
Dileep Foundation
4
15
1-2
40,000 to 45,000
RIDHA
3
126
a couple
ca. 1,000
Ravi Foundation NL
5
0
2-4 60,000 to 70,00080
Messenger
6
5-10
a couple to 40 (daily
ca. 100,000
Foundation NL
board)
Akkinimalai
5
a couple
2-3
5,000 to 6,000
Foundation
Friends of Grace
5
100
2-3 to 10 (daily board)
ca. 25,000
Residency
Bio-dynamic Farm
3
a couple
a couple
ca. 40,000
Netherlands
Sparkling Kids
5
4-5
a couple to 16 (initiator)
ca. 20,000
Ekakantamay
5
a couple
a couple
24,000 to 29,000
Netherlands
Alokam Foundation
6
4-5
2
ca. 45,000
Strong Foundation
4
20 a couple to 20 (director)
ca. 8,000
Nevertheless, all eleven PIs are registered at the Chamber of Commerce, hire accountants to
check their accounts, book their money transfers in a formal way and make minutes of their
board meetings. In addition, they are trying to formalise their organisations. One PI wants to
make guidelines for donations.81 Another PI transfers money every two months with a
specification where it should be spent on.82 Ravi Foundation Netherlands has the most
formalised processes. They have a fixed procedure for subsidy allotments.
In most PIs the tasks of the board members are not fixed. ‘It is more spontaneous. We want
to work as a team.’83 ‘Everybody has his own task, but we change tasks when somebody is
very busy.’84 Despite these loose tasks, people in the PI feel that they all know their role and
responsibility. The majority of the PIs has board meetings twice a year, although there are
exceptions.85 Members keep each other informed via email and phone and they see each
other informally. People of two PIs86 visit their development interventions at least once a year
and Jason of DEERA visits the Netherlands yearly. The other PIs have regular contact with
their Indian partners via e-mail and phone.
There are some things that can be improved. Most PIs want to attract more money. ‘Money
matters; that is the need of our project.’87 The continuation of the PIs is also a reason for
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The respondents had to answer this statement on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’. The
mean of the answers of all respondents is 3.73, which means that they view the statement slightly positive.
77
Interview with Petra of Dileep Foundation.
78
Interview with Anja of Friends of Grace Residency.
79
The yearly budget of the PIs is only for the development interventions included in this research.
80
This budget is of the last four years. Before the budget was around €50,000.
81
Interview with Nanda of Strong Foundation.
82
Interview with Anja of Friends of Grace Residency.
83
Interview with Pranit of RIDHA.
84
Interview with Petra of Dileep Foundation.
85
These are Dileep Foundation, which meets eight times per year, and Strong Foundation, which meets once a year.
86
These are Willem and Maria of Messenger Foundation Netherlands and Toon of Akkinimalai Foundation.
87
Interview with Toon of Akkinimalai Foundation.
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concern, since most PIs have aging members. Therefore, they are already trying to involve
younger people in their organisation. Jaap of Sparking Kids feels that the organisation leans
too much on him. ’If I would stop tomorrow, it will cost a lot of energy to keep things going.’
Finally, most PIs feel constraints due to time limits. To overcome this problem, they are
looking for volunteers.
When one looks at the organisational capacity of the Dutch PIs, they are limited. Most
organisations are small scale and although their legal procedures are formalised, their way of
working is not professionalized. The eleven PIs are thus not able to have a major impact on
the Indian society, but this also depends on their Indian partner.
6.1.3 Individual capacity of the Indian partners
Two of the Indian directors did not have any experience with the target group of the
development intervention before they started their organisation88 (Table 6.3). ‘We do not have
experience in social work, nor do we have any qualifications. We just started it because our
heart said that we had to start it.’89 They build their capacity by visiting other NGOs. ‘I learned
their pros and cons. From them I learned a lot of things and I avoided their shortcomings. I
tried to do as much good as I could.’90 The other nine leaders of the Indian organisations
already had experience with the target group before they became leader of their organisation.
Most of these people gained experience in former jobs or through education. The Nuns of
Vaudreuil, for instance, did a Bachelor in Education on mental retardation to work with
mentally handicapped children. Same counts for Piet of the Bio-dynamic Farm India, who
studied tropical agriculture and worked for various Indian organisations. Besides experience
with the target group and the theme of the intervention, some people in the Indian partner
organisations have management experience.91
Table 6.3: Experience with theme, target group and fund raising of the Indian partners
Name
Experience theme Experience
build capacity
& target group
fund raising
Melchiorre Bangalore
Yes
No
No
Mannane
No
No
Yes
Ravi Foundation India
Yes
No
No
Messenger Foundation India No
No
Yes
Aimputam Trust
Yes
No
No
Grace Residency Trust
Yes
No
No
Bio-dynamic Farm India
Yes
Yes
No
Nuns of Vaudreuil
Yes
No
No
Ekakantamay India
Yes
No
No
PECO Trust
Yes
No
No
DEERA
Yes
No
Yes
Only one person had experience with fundraising activities when he started the Indian
organisation. This is Piet of the Bio-dynamic Farm India. During previous work at an NGO he
raised funds for three years. Furthermore, Jason of DEERA followed seminars to learn how to
raise funds. This is an exception; most people are learning by doing. ‘The longer you work in
such a situation the more you learn. You always learn about people and how things can
work.’92 This suggests that capacities can be improved without going to courses.
Most people in the Indian organisations are satisfied with their personal skills to run the
organisation. ’I am happy with the skills God has given in my life.’93 Some things can be
88

These are Ashok of Mannane and Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
91
These are Leon of Grace Residence Trust, who is also a member of the Rotary Club, and Jason of DEERA, who developed
leadership skills when we was a student.
92
Interview with Piet of Bio-dynamic Farm India.
93
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
89
90
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improved: keeping the organisation structure in place, spending more time on the
organisation and sharing skills, knowledge and expertise.94
The individual capacity of the Indian organisations is higher than their Dutch partners. Most
leaders already had experience with the theme and target group of the intervention or built
their capacity by looking at other organisations. Also the Indian organisations experience
problems with fundraising. Like the people of the PIs, these people are learning by doing.
6.1.4 Organisational capacity of the Indian partners
Table 6.4 shows the physical structure of the eleven Indian organisations. As can be seen
from the table, most Indian organisations have a small board. All boards exist at least of a
chair man/managing trustee who is the leader of the organisation or a director. The number of
staff involved in the development intervention varies widely. Ekakantamay India has 132
general members in their organisation and there are 13 staff members who raise the Dutch
sponsored girls. The Bio-dynamic Farm India has a varying number of workers on their land.
Mannane and Aimputam Trust only have one helper.
Table 6.4: Structure of the Indian partners
Name
No. of No. of Time spent per
Yearly budget
board staff
week (in hours)
(in Euros)
Melchiorre Bangalore
7
70-80
Fulltime job
ca. 223,000
Mannane
3
1
Fulltime job
ca. 30,000
Ravi Foundation India
5
ca. 5
Fulltime job
60,000 to 70,00095
Messenger Foundation India
2 ca. 40
Fulltime job
ca. 100,000
Aimputam Trust
5
1
25 hours weekly
5,000 to 6,000
Grace Residency Trust
7
ca. 5
Fulltime job
ca. 25,000
Bio-dynamic Farm India
2
5-100
Fulltime job
40,000
Nuns of Vaudreuil
3
42
Fulltime job
ca. 22,500
Ekakantamay India
15
145
15 hours weekly
ca. 67,000
PECO Trust
3
3
Fulltime job
ca. 45,000
DEERA
14
12
Fulltime job
ca. 30,000
For most board members their organisation is more than a full-time job. Especially the people
who are involved in children’s homes literally live in their intervention. Even most of the staff
member work 40 hours per week. Vishal of Aimputam Trust spends less time on his
organisation, since all children are back to the mountain villages and the board members of
Ekakantamay India only visit the hostel three days per week. The budget of the Indian
partners varies. Aimputam Trust is the smallest organisation in terms of finance, Melchiorre
Bangalore the biggest. Seven organisations can be considered as small organisations with a
budget of less than €50,000.
When one looks at the professionalization processes, opinions vary. Although all Indian
organisations are registered at the Indian government, only eight describe themselves as
formal. Their main reason for this is that they are registered. ‘When you want to do things in a
systematic way, you need to have a formal organisation fulfilling various legal obligations.’96 ‘It
started as informal, but now it has got its own auditing, its own purposes and policies.’97
Three organisations describe themselves as informal. ‘We do not want our children to know
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Father William of Melchiorre Bangalore wants to keep the structures in place, Vishal of Aimputam Trust wants to spend more
time on the organisation and Jason of DEERA wants to share skills, knowledge, and expertise.
95
This budget is of the last four years. Before the budget was around €50,000.
96
Interview with Jason of DEERA.
97
Interview with Father Jacob of the Order of Bernardone.
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that they are in an NGO. It is like a large family.'98 ‘It is not like working in a corporate office.
We are like a family.´99
Some organisations are trying to professionalise themselves. Teachers, for instance, can go
to seminars or follow some courses to refresh their knowledge.100 Another way to
professionalise the organisation is to hire outsiders for certain tasks. Ashok of Mannane hires
a psychologist ‘because of their experience they know it better. When we teach ourselves, I
would be reinventing the wheel.’ Since these people are outsiders, there is a risk that they
might leave after some time.
The role of the board members and the staff in the Indian organisations is clear for most of
them. Father Jacobs’ role101 in the intervention of Ravi Foundation India is mainly
administrative, but he also visits and checks the projects. ‘Sending the reports to the trust,
informing the project members, all those formal administrative books I take care. The people
in Holland are happy that I organise the reports now. It is easier for them to channel the
money.’ In most Indian organisations everybody has their own tasks, but there is some
overlap. This makes the roles ‘clear and not clear.’102 In PECO Trust the trustee members
have different roles on paper. In practice they run everything together.
Besides a clear distribution of roles and responsibilities, it is important everybody knows what
is going on in the organisation. Official board meetings are a couple of times per year. Some
organisations have meetings twice a year; other organisations have meetings every two or
three months. The board members see each other more often in an informal way. ‘We meet
on the road.’103 Most organisations have daily or weekly staff meetings. Finally, some
organisations104 have general members meetings where they present the annual auditing
reports. These meetings make the organisation transparent.
To increase the capacity of their organisation, the Indian organisations need more (skilled)
people. The Nuns of Vaudreuil, for instance, need more teachers. ‘They [the children] need
more attention than they [the teachers] can give them.’105 This is hard to accomplish because
the sisters first have to find funds to pay the extra teachers. In addition and like some Dutch
PIs, some Indian organisations need younger board members.106 An old board endangers the
continuation of the organisation. Furthermore, the Indian organisations need more funds to
build their capacity. Then, they can do ‘the greater work.’107
The Indian organisations also have a higher organisational capacity than the Dutch PIs. They
spend more time on the organisation, have more staff and their budgets are higher. This is
logical since they have to implement the intervention, which costs more time. They are trying
to professionalise themselves and they have regular meetings, but not all roles are clear.
Some organisations lack skilled people, although in general they have more skilled people
than the Dutch PIs.
6.1.5 Intervening factors
An expectation was that mirror organisations would have a lower capacity than existing
organisations. However, when one looks at the organisational capacity there is not a
difference between these two groups. Mirror organisations, like Messenger Foundation India,
are big in terms of staff and budget. While already existing organisations, such as Mannane,
are small. The role and responsibilities overlap in mirror organisations as well as existing
organisations. When one looks at professionalization processes, this is mainly done by
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Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
Interview with Father William of Melchiorre Bangalore. Nevertheless, he wants to transform Melchiorre Bangalore into both
informal and formal organisation.
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This is done in the Nuns of Vaudreuil and DEERA.
101
Father Jacob is member of the Order of Bernadorne.
102
Interview with Father William of Melchiorre Bangalore.
103
Interview with Leon of Grace Residency Trust.
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These are Melchiorre Bangalore, Ekakantamay India and DEERA.
105
Interview with Sister Amutha of the Nuns of Vaudreuil.
106
Interview with Paramila of Ekakantamay India.
107
Interview with Father Harry of Melchiorre Bangalore. When Melchiorre Bangalore has more funds they can bring children
back to their family and counsel them too.
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existing organisations. The type of partner thus has a small influence on the capacity of the PI
and its Indian partner.
The three PIs and their partners, in which Dutch people are involved that live in India or
Indian people that live in the Netherlands, do not have more capacity than the other
organisations. The same can be concluded for the extent of intercultural sensitivity that exists
between the PIs and their partners and the donor dependency of the Indian organisations.
The type of funding has a small influence on the capacity of the Indian organisation. When a
PI receives funding from the front offices or Wilde Ganzen, their development intervention
has to meet criteria on capacity building. More important is that Wilde Ganzen and Impulsis
give funds for capacity building of the PI’s partner. Most other donors want their funds to go
directly to the beneficiaries, which means that it cannot be used for capacity building. Dileep
Foundation has used the funds of Impulsis to build the capacity of Melchiorre Bangalore, by
giving trainings to the staff. Nanda of Strong Foundation also builds capacity within DEERA
by giving them a managing training herself. Capacity can be built by the PI themselves if they
are able to do this.
6.1.6 Concluding remarks
The capacity of both PIs and their partners is limited when one looks at the budget, number of
staff/volunteers and the time spent on the organisation. Nine PIs and seven Indian
organisations are small scale organisations. They only have a small impact on the Indian
society, but this is not what they are striving for. In general the PI and its local partner are
fairly capable of creating and implementing their development intervention. A difference
between the people involved in the Dutch PIs and the people involved in the Indian
organisations is that the Indians are paid for their work and the Dutch run their PI voluntary.
Despite their (small) salary, all Indians do the work with their heart. Looked at the processes
in the organisations, efforts are taken to be transparent. Although this is not the case for all
organisations. Not all organisations have clear guidelines and roles. Most PIs and their
partners are learning by doing; this is not in a structural way. This suggests that both the
individual and the organisational capacity can be improved.
The type of partner and the type of funding have a small influence on the capacity of the
Indian organisation.
6.2
Local ownership
For the embeddedness of a development intervention it is important that the decision making
power of this intervention is in the hands of local people. They should have the rights to
control property and make the final decisions.
Below, an overview is given about the division of ownership between Dutch PIs and their
Indian partners in general. After that the decision making process within the eleven Indian
organisations and between the PI and its partner will be discussed.
6.2.1 Local ownership between PIs and their Indian partners in general
The questionnaire showed that 66% of the PIs (60 organisations) feel that their Indian partner
is the decision maker in the development intervention. PIs are also slightly positive about the
statement ‘my partner is the decision maker in the development intervention’108. When is
looked at the different roles PIs and their partners can have within a development
intervention, Table 6.5 shows that half of the PIs and half of their Indian partners have the
role of reporter and thus have the end responsibility. This suggests that ownership is not
totally in hand of local people. Since the Dutch PI collects (part of) the funding for its Indian
partner, they have to agree on decisions before they give their funds to them. This paradox is
present in development cooperation in general and in the eleven cases.
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The respondents had to answer this statement on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’.
Moreover, the mean of the answers of all respondents is 3.86, which means that they view the statement slightly positive
(agreement = 4).
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Table 6.5: Roles of Dutch PIs and their Indian partner109
Role
Dutch PI
Indian partner
No.
%
No.
%
Initiator
38
42.2
55
61.1
Applicant
69
76.7
31
34.4
Implementer
16
17.8
70
77.8
Advisor
43
47.8
32
35.6
Reporter
46
51.1
45
50.0
Source: questionnaire project in India, 2008

6.2.2 Decision making processes within the Indian organisations
Most of the eleven Indian organisations first make decisions on their own. They decide for
instance which new facilities need to be build, how many staff needs to be hired and what
therapy mentally retarded children should follow. This is usually done in the board meetings
in which the majority decides. In some organisations the board has to reach consensus to
take a decision (Table 6.6).110 This might be difficult but, ‘by way of arguing, by way of
analysing, by way or rationalising things the final consensus is made.’111 In general the
leaders of the organisations have a big influence on the decision making process. In PECO
Trust, for instance, decisions are made jointly but father Judah has a ‘big opinion.’112 He has
the highest status and his ideas are often implemented.
Table 6.6: Ownership distribution within and between the Indian organisations and the PI
Name
decisions within Indian
decisions between PI and
organisation
Indian partner
Dileep Foundation
Majority house council
Dutch PI decides whether
Melchiorre Bangalore
agrees
they sponsor intervention
RIDHA
Majority board agrees
Dutch PI decides whether
Mannane
they sponsor intervention
Ravi Foundation NL
Vaishaly, Jonathan and
Dutch PI decides whether
Ravi Foundation India
Father Jacob agree.
they sponsor intervention
The order of Bernardone
(Father Jacob dependent)
Messenger Foundation NL
Father Raji takes
Dutch PI decides whether
Messenger Foundation India
decisions
they sponsor intervention
Akkinimalai Foundation
Vishal takes decisions
Dutch PI decides whether
Aimputam Trust
they sponsor intervention
Friends of Grace Residency
Majority board agrees
Dutch PI decides whether
Grace Residency Trust
they sponsor intervention
Bio-dynamic Farm NL
Piet and Dhara agree
Dutch PI search funds,
Bio-dynamic Farm India
proposals written by Piet
Sparkling Kids
Sisters agree. House
Dutch PI decides whether
Nuns of Vaudreuil
mother decides on house. they sponsor intervention
Ekakantamay NL
Majority board agrees
Dutch PI decides whether
Ekakantamay India
they sponsor intervention
Alokam Foundation
Board reaches consensus Dutch PI decides whether
PECO Trust
they sponsor intervention
Strong Foundation (ADII)
Board reaches consensus Join project proposal. Joint
DEERA
decision making process
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The distribution of roles is according to the 90 Dutch PIs. In addition, PIs and their partners can have more than one role, so
the sum of the columns is not 100%.
110
This is in PECO Trust and DEERA.
111
Interview with Jason of DEERA.
112
Interview with German volunteer of PECO Trust.
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For small decisions (e.g. what children in the children’s home eat) no board meeting is
needed. Here the project leader or coordinator makes decisions. The staff and in some cases
the beneficiaries themselves can give suggestions for improvement of the intervention, but
they cannot make decisions on their own.113 In section 6.3.2 and section 6.3.3 more
information on this issue will be given.
All eleven Indian organisations are satisfied with how the decisions in their organisations are
made. According to them, board members are the best decision makers since they have the
best overview and ‘they know their staff.’114 When the staff would have the decision making
power they would always choose in favour of their own project. A warden of Ekakantamay
India agrees on this. She states that the board has knowledge on the education of the girls as
well as background information on their families. ‘I do not know the whole situation of the
girls.’ She is satisfied that the board takes all the decisions.
6.2.3 Decision making processes between the PI and its Indian partner
All Indian organisations make plans and then ask the Dutch PIs whether they would sponsor
them. An exception are Strong Foundation and DEERA, which made a joint project proposal.
In general, the PI decides whether it wants to support the interventions of the Indian
organisation (Table 6.6). ‘The funding comes from Holland, so the decision comes with the
availability of funding and the needs of the place.’115 This is a typical situation of the PI and its
partners’ cooperation. ‘Since the Dutch people have the money, they have to agree on the
project.’116 People of one of the Dutch PIs add: ‘I do not want a dependency syndrome, but
there can be only one boss […] and that is us.’117 An exception is the Bio-dynamic Farm India.
Piet writes the project proposal to the Dutch sponsors and the Dutch PI only searches funds.
Their influence is thus minimal. This is possible because Piet is Dutch and knows how the
application procedure in the Netherlands works.
In most development interventions, the Dutch PI has some influence. As people of the Indian
organisations state: ‘We are always open for suggestions of the Dutch people. This is not
work of our own; it is also of the Dutch friends.’118 All PIs have suggestions which influence
the intervention. For instance: organising a sport day for the children, giving the children more
vegetables and fruits, improving sanitary and better salary for the staff.119 The board of
Sparking Kids gives suggestions to the Nuns of Vaudreuil, but Jaap feels that ‘the sisters are
so stubborn they will not be told what to do. I like that, because […] that shows their
professionalism and their independence.’ Suggestions of the PIs are only accepted when the
Indian organisations see the added value. ‘This [the suggestion of the PI] was a better idea
and therefore I accepted it. No matter if they are Indian or from another country.’120
People in the Indian organisation are also influencing the Dutch PI. For instance, when Vishal
of Aimputam Trust decided to bring the children of his children’s home back to the mountain
villages, Toon of Akkinimalai Foundation had to tell a whole different story to his back donors.
Hence, PIs and their partners influence each other in both ways, although the influence of the
PIs on their partner is larger.
Most people Dutch PIs are aware that they should not be the decision maker. ‘It has to be
bore by the people itself.’121 ‘As Dutch person you should not want to be, I am not the right
person to take decisions.’122 ‘Dutch people can have many opinions in the Netherlands, but
they live there.’123 When the Indian organisation does not see the priority of, for instance,
building new sanitary, they do not hurry to build this (Figure 6.1). Although most Dutch
113

For instance, in Messenger Foundation the teachers suggest to buy computers. Father Raji bought these for them.
Interview with Father Harry of Melchiorre Bangalore.
115
Interview with Father Jacob of the order of Bernardone.
116
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
117
Interview with Willem of Messenger Foundation Netherlands.
118
Interview with Father Judah of PECO Trust.
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For instance: Friends of Grace Residency suggested to organise a sport day, Akkinimalai Foundation suggested to give the
children more vegetables and fruits, Ekakantamay Netherlands suggested to improve sanitary and give the staff more salary.
120
Interview with Vishal of Aimputam Trust.
121
Interview with Marieke of Ekakantamay Netherlands.
122
Interview with Nanda of Strong Foundation.
123
Interview with Froukje of Alokam Trust.
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organisations feel that they should not be the decision maker, they have the money and thus
the decision making power.
Figure 6.1: The building of new toilets already takes months

Source: Meerts, 2009

In practice, the PIs almost support all projects of their partner. This is because they are
dependent on the information from the Indian organisation. ‘We research the situation here
and they take care of the finances.’124 The Dutch PI has to have strong arguments to refuse
the project proposals of the Indian organisation. When project proposals are rejected by the
Dutch boards, this never has to do with the relevance and content of the project. Reasons for
not supporting projects of the Indian counterpart are: lack of funds, difficulties in justifying it to
the back donors or the project does not fit in the theme of the Dutch PI.125
All PIs and their Indian partners are satisfied with how the decisions are made. People of the
Dutch PI state that the people in the Indian organisation know the language and culture and
are therefore the best decision makers. ‘Each decision is made locally.’126 Nevertheless,
some small improvements can be done. People of the Dutch PI want to visit their Indian
partner more often so they can see how things are going.127
6.2.4 Intervening factors
Looking at intervening variables, the donor dependency of the Indian organisation indirectly
influences the extent of ownership they have. Indian organisations that are heavily financially
dependent on the PI would have to reconsider their activities when the PI funding would stop,
while organisations with multiple donors still can implement their interventions. Melchiorre
Bangalore, for instance, wanted to update their multimedia centre, but the Dutch PI could not
justify this to their back donors. Therefore, Melchiorre Bangalore used other sources to
update the centre. On the other hand, Messenger Foundation India does not have other
donors besides the PI. The PI thus has a large influence: ‘I sometimes need to slow down
Father Raji, correct him or become angry when he does things which are not in line […]. Not
that I want to be all-knowing, but […] we have more experience in life.’128 Indian organisations
with multiple donors are freer in their choices and have more ownership.
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Interview with Vaishaly of Ravi Foundation India.
The lack of funds was a reason for Akkinimalai Foundation and Strong Foundation to not sponsor a project of their partner.
Difficulties in justifying it to the back donors were a reason for Dileep Foundation not to sponsor a project of Melchiorre
Bangalore. With Ravi Foundation Netherlands and Ekakantamay India a project of their Indian partners did not fit in the theme of
their PI. For instance, Ravi Foundation Netherlands did not sponsor a hart surgery project, since they focus on education.
126
Interview with Frits of Bio-dynamic Farm Netherlands.
127
Interview with Petra of Dileep Foundation and Froukje of Alokam Trust.
128
Interview with Willem of Messenger Foundation India.
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Hypothesized before, an existing organisation should have more power to claim ownership
over the intervention than a mirror organisation. The above shows that this is not always the
case. The Bio-dynamic Farm India is a mirror organisation, however, they have almost full
ownership over the intervention. Another example is Ekakantamay India. This is an existing
organisation, but the Dutch board has major influence on the intervention. They suggested to
build more sanitary and to pay the staff a higher salary. In general, most existing
organisations are less dependent on the PI for funding (Table 5.10) and therefore they have
more ownership. The basis of these Indian organisations is already there, the Dutch PI just
joins the Indian organisation.This again shows that donor dependency influences ownership.
The lack of intercultural sensitivity also influences local ownership. The emphasis of the
Dutch PI on certain issues, like improving the sanitary, causes that the Indian partner
changes the intervention. On the other hand, the Indian organisation has to see the added
value of these suggestions; otherwise they will not implement them. Cultural differences thus
have a little influence the ownership. To diminish the differences, all PIs and their partners
agree that good communication and frequent visits are important.
The type of funding does not have any influence on the distribution of ownership. Messenger
Foundation Netherlands, for example, received funds from the front offices which have
conditions on local ownership, but the PI still influences the intervention heavily. The same
counts for the three PIs and their partners, in which Dutch people are involved who live in
India or Indian people who live in the Netherlands. Although people of the Bio-dynamic Farm
India have total ownership over the intervention, people of Ravi Foundation India do not.
Hence, the origin of the founders of the PI and its partner does not influence local ownership.
6.2.5 Concluding remarks
In nine of the cases, the Dutch PI decides whether it wants to sponsor the interventions of its
partner. In general, the Dutch PIs have an influence on the development intervention. This
does not mean that per definition the ownership is in their hands. The Indian organisations
that have multiple donors (Table 5.9) are often able to raise funds from other
organisations/individuals and still implement their original ideas. Moreover, the Indian partner
has to see the added value of suggestions of the Dutch PI; otherwise they will not change the
intervention.
Donor dependency indirectly shapes the distribution of local ownership. The lack of
intercultural sensitivity too; it makes that PIs make suggestions to change the intervention.
6.3
Participation of all involved stakeholders
In an embedded development intervention all important stakeholders are involved. The types
of local stakeholders that are distinguished here are: the staff of the Indian organisation,
beneficiaries, the Indian government and other development organisations. This section
shows how these different types of stakeholders are involved in the eleven interventions of
the PI and its partner. First a broader overview will be given.
6.3.1 Stakeholders participation in interventions of PIs and their Indian partners in general
In 49.5% of the interventions of PIs and their Indian partners, stakeholders are involved in a
two-way communication129 (Table 6.7). 42 Organisations (46.1%) agree with the statement
that they involve all important stakeholders in the development intervention. On average, they
are slightly positive about this statement.130 Most stakeholders are consulted; only in 19.8%131
of the interventions stakeholders have a direct influence.
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These are the stakeholders which are consulted, which collaborate or can make decisions.
The respondents had to answer this statement on a 1 to 5 scale, in which 1 is ‘total disagreement’ and 5 ‘total agreement’.
The mean of the answers of all respondents is 3.56, which means that they are slightly positive about the statement.
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These are the stakeholders which collaborate with the Indian organisation or can make decisions.
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Table 6.7: Stakeholders participation in development interventions of PIs and their partners
Role stakeholder
Development Intervention
No.
%
Non involvement
14
15.4
Information
20
22.0
Consultation
27
29.7
Collaboration
7
7.7
Decision
11
12.1
Do not know
11
12.1
Total
90
100
Source: questionnaire project in India, 2008

When one looks at the eleven organisations, they all involve some stakeholders in their
interventions (Table 6.8). The staff participates in all development interventions. The
beneficiaries are involved in most development intervention; only Ravi Foundation India and
the Nuns of Vaudreuil do not involve the children in their projects. Cooperation with the
government and other organisations is more mixed. Some organisations cooperate only with
the government; others cooperate with the government and other organisations. A reason for
not involving those stakeholders could be that the Indian organisations are so focused on
their own intervention that they do not see the importance of cooperation with others.132
According to the PIs, it is important for an organisation to cooperate with others. ‘Cooperation
with other stakeholders should incorporate more money, flexibility and increasing knowledge.
As these three things are involved, the project will be better. But as these things are going
down, the project will be less embedded. So it is up to the local people how they collaborate
with each other.’133 How stakeholders are exactly involved will be discussed in the next
sections.
Table 6.8: Involvement of different types of
Staff
Melchiorre Bangalore
consultation
Mannane
consultation
Ravi Foundation India
decision
Messenger Foundation consultation
Aimputam Trust
information
Grace Residency Trust consultation
Bio-dynamic Farm IN
consultation
Nuns of Vaudreuil
consultation
Ekakantamay India
consultation
PECO Trust
consultation
DEERA
consultation

stakeholders
Beneficiaries
consultation
consultation
not involved
consultation
consultation
consultation
consultation
not involved
consultation
consultation
consultation

Government
collaboration
not involved
not involved
information
not involved
information
consultation
consultation
consultation
information
collaboration

Other NGOs
collaboration
not involved
not involved
not involved
not involved
collaboration
collaboration
collaboration
not involved
not involved
collaboration

6.3.2 Participation of the staff
Nine of the eleven Indian organisations consult their staff about the development intervention.
For example: teachers in the school of the Messenger Foundation India asked for computers,
which Father Raji bought for them. ‘Whatever is related to them, is discussed with them […] I
take their ideas into my head.’134 The Indian organisations have many staff meetings in which
ideas are exchanged. ‘When we sit together, we ask them [the staff]: “what do you want?”
What is good we take it; we discuss and we decide. We jointly run the house, so we are also
responsible for the children.’135
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Feedback of Cor of ADII.
Interview with Pranit of RIDHA.
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India. This is confirmed by the staff members.
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Interview with Father Judah of PECO Trust. This is confirmed by the staff members.
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Most staff members can thus do suggestions, but are unable to make decisions on their own.
This can cause difficulties in meeting the needs of the beneficiaries, since the staff knows the
children better than the board of the organisation136, especially in large organisations.
However, not all staff members are able to see consequences of their decision on the long
term. In the Bio-dynamic Farm India, for example, only practical issues (e.g. what crops to
grow) are discussed with the watch man137. ‘We work with people who are aware on different
levels […] of course we can share information, but sometimes we have to make decisions for
them. Because they are not able to oversee a bigger concept.’138 In other organisations staff
members are considered as being ‘too young’ or they ‘do not have much experience’ to make
decisions.139 In the Ravi Foundation India the head mistress can make decisions. She
consults the teachers and decides which children are being supported. In general the staff is
very contented with their involvement. Most of them state that the cooperation is going very
well. ‘The board will listen to what we say.’140
6.3.3 Participation of beneficiaries
The beneficiaries of Ravi Foundation India are not involved in the intervention. ‘They are too
young, perhaps in higher education they can be asked what they need.’141 The mentally
handicapped children in DEERA and the Nuns of Vaudreuil are not involved since they are
not able to state what they need. The nuns try to involve the parents of these children. They
can give suggestions on the treatment of their child. For instance: a girl is now able to pick
things up that fall on the floor and put them back in the shelf, after her mother complained
about this. The rest of the organisations do not involve the relatives of the beneficiaries. ‘They
are not educated and do not know the needs of their children […] it is difficult to meet their
demands.’142 They will ask things (e.g. money) which the organisation cannot provide.
In all organisations, besides the two mentioned above, beneficiaries have regular meetings
with their supervisors to state what they need. ‘We do not force them to do something, we ask
them what they want […] they have enough opportunity to tell what they want.’143 For
example: the beneficiaries of Aimputam Trust had a big influence on the development
intervention. They suggested that they wanted to go back to their families in the mountain
villages. Vishal realised that it was important for them and he decided to bring them back.
Most beneficiaries can only influence the intervention on a practical level. Children in a
children’s home can choose what they want to see on TV or decide what they would like to
eat. In addition, they can ask for products. ‘Like our own child they ask: “sir, I need shampoo,
I need soap.”’144 The farmers in the Bio-dynamic Farm India can give suggestions, for
instance on what crops to plant. They also influence the intervention because they ‘work with
local tools which they are used to.’145 Although there are tools which are more effective, the
staff of the Bio-dynamic Farm adjusts how these people wish to work.
Abstract issues or future plans are not discussed with the beneficiaries. All nine organisations
have regular meetings with the beneficiaries, but the majority of these meetings are used for
advices. Boards encourage the beneficiaries to keep up the good work and to grow their
talents. ‘Do not fight, get good marks in school, improve your knowledge, and take a good
bath.’146 Most beneficiaries like the meetings. ‘I could ask the people for help when I need it.’
‘The staff listens to me.’ ‘When boys with problems talk to the staff, they will help to find a
solution for their problems.’147 The beneficiaries thus can express their needs to the board of
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These are staff members of Nuns of Vaudreuil and Ekakantamay India.
The watch man is the man who watches over the farm when Piet and Dhara are not around. In addition, he also does farm
work (e.g. sewing seeds, harvesting crops). He is not educated and cannot read or write.
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Interview with Piet of Bio-dynamic Farm India.
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Interview with a board member of PECO Trust.
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Interview with staff members of Ekakantamay India.
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Interview with Vaishaly of Ravi Foundation India.
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Interview with Father Jacob of the Order of Bernadorne.
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Interview with Father Harry of Melchiorre Bangalore.
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Interview with Grace of Grace Residency Trust.
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Interview with Piet of Bio-dynamic Farm India
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Interview with Jason of DEERA.
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Interviews with beneficiaries of Melchiorre Bangalore.
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the Indian organisations. However, in Messenger Foundation India sometimes decisions are
taken which the children’s home children do not like. There was a boy in the house who stole
goods of other boys. The boys wanted to send the thief away; Father Raji decided to give
hem another chance. The other boys found it difficult to accept this decision, but they were
obedient.
The PIs and their Indian partners agree that the involvement of beneficiaries will enable the
Indian organisation to meet the needs of the beneficiaries. ‘I think that people of Melchiorre
Bangalore sometimes come up with things that are not given a high priority from the children
themselves.’148
6.3.4 Participation of the government
Although all eleven Indian organisations are registered at the government, the involvement of
the government in the development interventions is mixed. Three organisations do not involve
the government; the others do but at different levels. Advantages as well as disadvantages of
cooperating with the government are: ‘as the government comes in they make many
restrictions and legislations. However, ones freedom is important to find creative solutions
and the rules will decrease this freedom. On the other hand, the government will bring money
to you. So, it is a partly yes and partly no situation.’149
Three Indian organisations150 do not involve the government in their interventions. ‘We do not
work along with the government. […] It is not a requirement to become embedded […] Not
necessary.’151 Two of these organisations152 even do not know whether the government
knows that they exist. They do not feel the need to inform them on their activities. ‘What we
are doing is nothing at all, compared to large NGOs. We are just an extended family.’153
These organisations have several reasons for not involving the government in their
interventions. ‘You cannot work with the government in India unfortunately, because it is a lot
about politics. When a new political party comes, the work what the government does is
largely focused on the elections […] my experience with the government has been slightly
disillusioning.’154 When the Indian organisation does the work itself, it goes faster and it is
more efficient. ‘By the time the government has taken a decision, you would have lost
interest.’155 The government formalities are huge. It is a lot of bureaucracy and in the end it
does not mean much.’156 Subsequently, advices from the government are not useful. ‘It is a
lot of talking: we get much extra work but no more money. […] When they only talk and nag
about everything, we are not helped at all.’157 ‘Another person adds: ‘the government asks a
lot of procedures, a lot of requirements, and a lot money we have to pay as a bribe.’158
Organisations that build or renovate their facilities have to inform the government about their
plans to get building permits. These three organisations159 adhere to all government rules for
the building. ‘Whatever the government requires, we submit.’160 The government approves
the buildings of these organisations, visits the organisations yearly and checks if everything
goes according to government rules. These organisations thus mainly inform the government.
These organisations do not receive government funding. ‘If you want you can get it
[government funding] but I do not like it. Personally, I do not think there are positive sides of
cooperation with the government. […] Running around and doing a lot of formalities. And
when they give funds we will get a lot of trouble. The fund will not come full; they want a
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bribe.’161 In addition, these organisations do not receive funds because they receive foreign
funds. ‘When they know that there is money from abroad, then you can forget any help from
the government.’162 Father Raji adds that the government does not like Christian
organisations. ‘Anything minus Christian activity.’ This is because the government in mainly
Hindu. However, it not forbidden to run a Christian organisation.
Besides these disadvantages, there are also some advantages of involving the government in
the development intervention. Cooperation between NGOs and the government can help the
government in implementing their duties. That is why six organisations163 have more contact
with the government. Some organisations have ‘direct links with the village presidents. […]
These people are very curious; they are really looking what we are doing and why we are
doing this. […] They come for a talk, or we meet them on the road.’164 Other organisations165
have formal meetings with the government. Most local governments organise meetings for all
NGOs to talk about all the government rules, laws and funding schemes. NGOs can also talk
about the problems they face. Four organisations166 receive government funding. For
instance, teachers are paid by the government. Government funding is only possible when it
is used for projects or people which are not supported by foreign funds.
Two organisations167 even go one step further. Besides attending government meetings and
receiving government funding, they implement projects with the government. The government
has outsourced programmes to these organisations. Melchiorre Bangalore, for instance, was
asked by the government to set up the Missing Child Network in Karnataka state. They also
cooperate with the government in a Special Juvenile Police Unit. DEERA cooperates with the
government in a computer project. In this program companies give internships for the
students and offer them jobs in their companies. Multiple stakeholders are involved and they
jointly make decisions.
The organisations that are more involved with the government still have a problematic
relationship. They all state that they receive little funds which make it difficult to implement the
joint projects. That is why most organisations ‘only want to cooperate with them [the
government] for specific things.’168 All eleven Indian organisations state that the government
changes their rules often. ‘The previous government official will tell a rule and we follow that,
then a new person comes and it is changed.’169
Despite their problematic relationship with the government, eight Indian organisations
acknowledge that cooperation with the government has an added value. Beneficiaries are
more inclined to cooperate with the Indian organisations when they have government
approval. Although ‘the government takes care of the mainstream people in society, NGOs
are given the task to take care of people who are not part of the mainstream. The government
is happy that NGOs do this job, because somebody should take care. […] So collaborating
with the government is supposed to be our goal.’170 This is in line with what other studies
show (Westra, 2008). Cooperation with the government is helpful to create support for the
development intervention, which contributes to its sustainability. In general, cooperation with
the government is needed to embed the development intervention. So despite their
problematic relationship with the government, the Indian organisation should cooperate with
it.
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Box 6.1: Government officials about Indian NGOs
Three government officers in Thiruvannamalai, Trichy and Dharapuram were consulted during this
research. They all implement the Tamil Nadu state policy of the Department of Women and Child
Development (DWCD). They have to inspect welfare institutions (e.g. children’s homes, homes for
handicapped people), distribute state government funds, inform NGOs on government rules and
funding schedules and lobby for the payment of the mentally retarded teachers’ salaries.
The 1816 Act states that all NGOs in India need to be registered at the government. Organisations
that are not registered are illegal. In addition, NGOs can be recognised by the government, which
means that the government approves these organisations. To become recognised an organisation
has to deliver certificates (e.g. fire safety certificate) and has to be checked by a government
officer. Only when an organisation is recognised they can receive government grants and discount
on food. When an organisation receives foreign funding they cannot receive a grant from the
government. The four organisations in this research who receive government grants receive this
for separate projects or people which are not sponsored by the Dutch PI. According to the
government officials it is not difficult to get recognition or funding from the government.
Nevertheless, they acknowledge that it takes a lot of time and paperwork.
Since all social welfare institutions have to be registered at the government, government officials
know all NGOs in their department, according to the government official in Thiruvannamalai.
However, the government official in Dharapuram states that he only knows the government
organisations and organisations which apply for recognition. This clarifies why two organisations
which do not cooperate with the government state that the government might not know them.
According to the government official of Trichy, all NGOs would like to be recognised by the
government, because they then can get funding. Although all eleven organisations are registered
at the government, some of them are not interested in their funds because of its bureaucracy.

6.3.5 Participation of other organisations
Like the involvement of the government, involvement of other organisations in the
development intervention of the eleven Indian organisations is mixed. Six organisations do
not cooperate with other organisations171; five do cooperate and even make joint decisions.
The organisations that do not involve other organisations in their development intervention
have several reasons for this. ‘We work a little bit different from other NGOs. Most of them
are very large. They have their specific working hours; they are not always available when the
children need them. Here it is different. […] It is not a job for us; it is like they are our own
children.’172 ‘There is no reason really [to cooperate]; we have a very small project. […] As it
is, it is better.’173 Because some interventions are small, the organisations feel that
cooperation with other NGOs is not necessary. Cooperation with others cost too much time.
‘We do not have members to work with that.’174 The leader of another organisation adds: ‘I
have no chance and, no time to cooperate. […] Some NGOs ‘are not very open with you. Not
open to share how they are doing it, how they are handling it. I do not like it.’175
Two organisations176 do not cooperate with other organisations because of ideological
reasons. ‘We have absolutely no connection and no interest to cooperate with other NGOs
[…] we have got a wrong taste of these big organisations’, since so much money does not
reach the poor and is only used paying the hotel, the car etc for the people who visit the
intervention.177 Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India adds: ‘I am inspired by God. So
every project, every idea if it is inspired and given by God to me only, that kind of a thing only
I am doing. Because I get money, because I see the need, I want Gods inspiration and
direction all the time.’ Other NGOs have their own goal and their own finances; they cannot
cooperate with Messenger Foundation India. Most people build schools as an economic
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project, they do not have service in mind. ‘We have Gods love to be shown in Gods deeds.
[…] We want to demonstrate Gods love. […] So it is not uncomfortable for us, but
uncomfortable for others to cooperate with us.’178
However, these organisations acknowledge that cooperation with other NGOs can lead to
new ideas and can increase knowledge, which makes the intervention better in meeting the
needs of the beneficiaries. ‘I know that, that is why I visited other foundations and trusts. I am
open for some ideas and knowledge.’179 People of two organisations180 state that in the future
they might want to cooperate with other organisations.
Of the five organisations181 that cooperate with other organisations, Melchiorre Bangalore is
the only one that explicitly states that cooperation with other organisations is important. Their
dream is to ‘make Melchiorre Bangalore the best NGO on child related issues […] in
collaboration with interested groups.’ (PowerPoint Presentation Melchiorre Bangalore).
Four of these organisations182 are member of an NGO platform in their city (Figure 6.2 and
Figure 6.3). In these platforms the members share information, synchronise policies, consult
each other and raise more funds. Decisions are made jointly. Nevertheless, there are some
problems. The board of one of these platforms183 consists of the most dominant people.
Moreover, they state that when the platform receives funds these will go to one organisation.
Which organisation this is, is decided upon by all members. However, this decision might be
problematic since all members are eager to receive the money. In some other platforms not
many decisions are taken, since not all NGOs are often present.
Figure 6.2: TAG platform

Figure 6.3: TAG Members

Source: Meerts, 2009

Source: Meerts, 2009

The organisations also have contact with other individuals. Most people in these
organisations have a broad network of influential people, like the police, local government
officials etc. Because of this network the people in the five organisations are able to get most
things that they want. The Bio-dynamic Farm India cooperates only with individual farms,
although Piet sometimes goes to conferences. ‘It is always useful to see where people are in
the development with their programs and with facilities they are using.’ On individual level, the
farms exchange information and seeds, process and distribute their products together and
they buy each others products.
In the cooperation with other organisations in their surroundings, the organisations in this
research often have a leading role. The director of one of the organisations is the president of
a NGO platform too. ‘They are a big organisation with many staff to implement projects. They
are active with street children for a long time so they have a lot of experience. Therefore it is
178
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good that they have a big say in the projects.’184 Some of the Indian organisations in this
research185 give other organisations educational and vocational training. In this way, they help
to built capacity in these organisations. ‘Jason is a facilitator for me and he will guide us. […]
DEERA is a leading organisation for Dalit empowerment.’186 The five organisations also ask
advice to other organisations. Sister Amber of the Nuns of Vaudreuil, for instance, had
problems with a sexually abused child and she asked suggestions from other institutions.
The collaboration with these Indian organisations is positive, according to partners with which
they cooperate. ‘Wherever we will go, we will go with DEERA.’ ‘The best thing in the
collaboration with DEERA is that we all share what we think.’ ‘Melchiorre Bangalore is good
to cooperate with, they have an easy communication, are open for discussion. We have
space to say things and they are nice persons to work with. We never had any problems.’
‘Cooperation with the Nuns of Vaudreuil is good; they are friendly and approachable.’
The main reason to cooperate with other organisations is that in this way the five
organisations have a bigger impact on the community. ‘NGOs can only serve 100 to 1000
people. When they want to create a bigger impact, they need to cooperate with others.’187
Together they can create more awareness, make use of the media and pressure the
government. It is a very good thing to work together […] it is giving more energy and more
strength and doing some activities together gives some positive results. […] As a single
organisation it is very difficult to change things, as joint organisations it is possible.’188 One
person even stresses: ‘Collaboration is the most essential aspect of an NGO.’189 ‘
6.3.6 Involvement of other stakeholders
All eleven organisations state that they involve enough stakeholders in their intervention. ‘It is
going very well and then you are not immediately going to search for how things can be
improved. You first think about helping more beneficiaries.’190 Too much stakeholders’
involvement can create bureaucracy: ‘Indians are very impulsive. That is not useful when they
need to focus.’191 Nevertheless, Dutch PIs as well as Indian organisations should more often
exchange information with knowledge institutes (e.g. Universities, research centres).192 They
might have interesting information which the PIs and their partners can use.193
6.3.7 Intervening factors
It is hypothesised that already existing organisations have a larger network and thus
cooperate with more stakeholders than mirror organisations. The results here show that
organisations that cooperate with more stakeholders than average are almost all already
existing organisations.194 An exception is the Bio-dynamic Farm India which is a mirror
organisation and also cooperates with many stakeholders. However, the organisations that
cooperate least with other organisations are already existing organisations. These
organisations had ideological (e.g. they do not like the working method of the government
and other organisations) or practical reasons (e.g. not enough staff/board members to invest
time in cooperation with others) not to cooperate with others. This suggests that the type of
organisation does not influence stakeholders’ participation.
It is interesting to see that most organisations that do not receive funds from the front offices,
Seva Network Foundation, Wilde Ganzen or other Dutch development organisations
cooperate least with other stakeholders. This suggests that the type of funding influences the
participation of stakeholders. There are exceptions. Messenger Foundation India,
Ekakantamay India and PECO Trust receive funds from these organisations, but they do not
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involve many stakeholders in their intervention. One can therefore say that the type of funding
has some influence on stakeholders’ involvement in the development intervention.
Dutch people that live in India and Indian migrants that live in the Netherlands do not effect
the involvement of other stakeholders. Although it seems plausible that these people have a
broad network and are able to involve many stakeholders, this is not the case in this
research. Mannane, for instance, does not cooperate on a high level with their stakeholders;
the broad network of the Indian migrants in the Netherlands has not contributed to this. The
same counts for intercultural sensitivity and donor dependency.
6.3.8 Concluding remarks
Almost all PIs and their Indian partners involve the staff and the beneficiaries in their
interventions. This is on a low level of participation; they can only give suggestions and are
not able to make decisions on their own. The government is not always involved. When this
stakeholder is involved, they are mainly involved on a low level, only two organisations195
collaborate with them. Cooperation with the government is needed to embed the
development intervention. Almost half of the organisations cooperate with other organisations
on a high level. The rest does not involve them.
It appears that the type of funding has a small influence on the stakeholders’ involvement of
the organisations. This relation is not very clear since there are some exceptions.
6.4
Rootedness in local setting
To become rooted in society a development intervention should fit in the local institutional,
socio-cultural and economic-geographic context. All eleven organisations are rooted in some
way, but there are major differences between them.
6.4.1 Institutional rootedness
A development intervention is institutionally rooted when the Indian organisation is registered
and when the development intervention is in line with the local policy on the subject of the
intervention. Registration is needed to execute a development intervention according to local
standards and to get local legitimacy. When an intervention coincides with policies on that
subject it leads to more sustainability.
All eleven Indian organisations, like their Dutch partners, are registered. Ten organisations
are registered with the Indian government; the Ravi foundation India is only registered in the
Netherlands. Since they cooperate with the Order of Bernardone and all the funds are
channelled through this organisation, they work legally.
Not all organisations are recognised (Table 6.9 at the end of the chapter and Box 6.1). The
advantage of being recognised is that the organisation can apply for government funding and
the government can pay the salaries of the staff. According to Ashok of Mannane recognition
is not necessary. ‘It is a formality. The government is supposed to visit Mannane to see that
the work happening here is actually what the trust claims.’ This did not happen yet and Ashok
does not bother to go after it. ‘It is the governments own interest.’
When Indian organisations receive funding from abroad, they need to have a FCRA (Foreign
Contribution Regulatory Act)196. Like the process of recognition this takes time. Mannane
applied for it recently and will get a temporarily FCRA within a year. The rest of the
organisations, despite the Bio-dynamic Farm India, have a FCRA. People of the Farm never
heard of this Act (Table 6.9).
Of the eleven organisations, eight197 are totally in line with state government policies on their
themes. These organisations know the government rules and regulations and they adhere to
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these rules and regulations, even when they do not involve the government actively in their
development intervention. ‘We go hand in hand with the government policies.’198 ‘The
government puts emphasis on the necessity of facilities for handicapped children.’199 Some of
the eight organisations fill a gap where government policy is lacking. Organisations which
sponsor semi-orphans200 supplement government policy, since the government only sponsors
full orphans. The same can be said about Indian organisations that build schools for
children.201 The Indian government states that all children have the right to follow education,
but ‘this is not implemented.’202 Piet of Bio-dynamic Farm India states that there is goodwill for
organic farming in the government. ‘When you meet government officers from the agricultural
department, a lot of them love farming and have a lot of knowledge and ideas.’ Two
organisations203 implement projects that are initiated by the government. Melchiorre
Bangalore even won awards for being the best NGO in Karnataka State.
The development interventions of three organisations204 are not totally in line with the
government policies. They do not cooperate with the government or only inform them on their
activities. Although Messenger Foundation India follows all government rules and regulations,
they have not told the government that their school and their children’s home are Christian.
‘In India Hinduism is growing very fast, especially within the government. They do not like
organisations that do Christian prayers.’205 Some persons in these three organisations do not
know what the implementation schemes of the government on their development intervention
are. Therefore, these interventions are not synchronised with government policies.
6.4.2 Socio-cultural rootedness
A development intervention is socio-cultural rooted when it coincides with the values and
norms of the population in the area. Synchronisation with local habits and religion of the
beneficiaries is important. Finally, it is also investigated whether the beneficiaries are
contented with the development intervention.
Most Indian organisations teach their beneficiaries norms and values that correlate with the
existing norms and values in the area. They even stress that their beneficiaries learn better
norms and values. When the children come in the children’s home ‘they behave badly. In the
village they learn to talk badly and fight a lot. In the children’s home the children learn how to
behave better.’206 The children agree on this. ‘At home I would not have learned anything […]
I would be a street roamer.’207 All organisations also teach their beneficiaries to study well,
keep their space clean and help others.
Some Christian organisations208 teach the children Christian values. In the Messenger
Foundation India, for instance, a story teller visits the school and teaches the children norms
and values since they do not learn them at home. Another organisation teaches the children
the Ghandian philosophy.209 People in two other organisations teach the children liberal
norms.210 Father Judah of PECO Trust wants the children to become aware of the main
problems India faces: poverty, communalism, casteism and gender disparity. He states: ‘It
must be different […] the children must look different, our children must behave different
later.’ The children are thus raised with more liberal norms and values (e.g. caste and religion
do not matter, boys and girls are equal) than the norms and values in their conservative
villages. This could cause tension when they return in the future. Father Judah does not see
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this as a problem: ‘when the children go home, they will teach the other villages people what
they learned in the children’s home.’ However, this can be difficult, since the children have
deviant norms and values.
When one looks at local habits, in India growing up with your family is considered as being
important, even though many children grow up in children’s homes. Growing up in a
children’s home will always be different from growing up in a real family. This is a problem
that all organisations face. Vishal of Aimputam Trust is therefore critical about growing up in a
children’s home. ‘They miss to be involved with the society. After their education they are
going to marry and live in the society. When they do not know about it, it will be difficult for
them in a family life.’ To overcome this problem, Vishal has sent the children back to their
families in the mountain villages. ‘It is much better to be in their own environment. […] They
have their own freedom to play.’ ‘Because of this change we adapted ourselves to the local
culture.’211 Sending the children back to their families is also suggested in other
organisations. Then they can grow can grow up in a normal environment and their problems
can be solved within the family’s own situation (e.g. by means of financial support and
counselling). When the children live with their parents; their parents have to take
responsibility. ‘It is very important for children to get back to their family. The family is the best
place where the child can be raised.’212 Others state that not all parents or relatives take their
responsibility to raise their children well. ‘Their relatives will not send the children to school.
They will send them for two or three days but then keep them home to work.’213 ‘If the family
system is bad, then obviously we have to think of alternatives.’214 Some children are thus
better of in a children’s home or hostel.
Beneficiaries state that they grow up the same as normal children. For instance: the children
in a children’s home study, sleep and eat on the ground and shower with a bucket. ‘In your
family you obey your parents, here you obey the warden.’215 In the Bio-dynamic Farm India
the people’s original way of working is trying to be kept. On the other hand, staff of the Biodynamic Farm India tries to improve the working methods (e.g. use less water).
Most beneficiaries have contact and go to school with other children. In this way they are still
integrated in society. ‘They are not living alone, they are living within society.’216 Moreover,
most beneficiaries see their relatives once or twice a month and during holidays and festivals.
This is enough according to most people. When they see their relatives more often they
‘waste time on Sunday to talk and be with their relatives.’217 Exceptions are the children who
are involved in Aimputam Trust and Messenger Foundation India. The children in Aimputam
Trust now live in the mountain villages and they see their relatives a couple of times per
week. The children of the children’s home of Messenger Foundation India see their relatives
only a couple of times per year. All children really like to see their relatives: ‘you should see
them, the day that they leave for holidays: so happy and so joyful.’218 When their relatives
leave, the children feel sad.219 Some would like to spend more time with their relatives, but
since most relatives are poor they cannot afford to visit the children often.
Despite Melchiorre Bangalore and Aimputam Trust, no other organisation is actively
stimulating the bond between beneficiaries and their relatives. This makes these
organisations less rooted and thus less embedded. In Messenger Foundation India relatives
visit the children only a couple of times per year since it is expensive to travel. The children
cannot go to their relatives during holidays. This is because ‘when they go home they will be
influenced in a bad way.’220 In addition, Messenger Foundation India does not take children
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from Periyampatti itself, because ‘too many people will be coming to visit the children.’221 This
is a paradox with the goal of Messenger Foundation India, which is that the orphans should
go back to their home towns ‘within a right relationship with their family.' However, when the
children are 12 years old they are asked whether they want to go back to their families.222
Ten organisations celebrate Hindu as well as Christian and sometimes Muslim festivals.
Examples of festivals that are celebrated are Christmas, Divali, Pongal and Ramadan. An
exception is the Messenger Foundation India, which only celebrates Christian festivals. Most
beneficiaries have the opportunity to go to temple, mosque or church regularly. Some
organisations even have a church or temple on their compound (Figure 6.4).223 In Mannane
an altar is built for Hindu Gods as well as Jesus and Mary (Figure 6.5); in Ekakantamay India
the school girls do Hindu prayers as well as readings from the Bible and the Koran (Figure
6.6). Some organisations mainly take the children to church.224 ‘We do no conversion but the
children get good ideas from Christianity.’225
Figure 6.4: Temple

Figure 6.5: Mary and Ganesha

Figure 6.6: 3 religious symbols

Source: Meerts, 2009

Source: Meerts, 2009

Source: Meerts, 2009

Although six organisations have a Christian management,226 five of them state that ‘there is
space for everyone’s religion.’227 These organisations have a secular approach. ‘Religion is in
our blood; secularity is our practice. We take the child as child and we respect his culture. We
do not take advantage of their vulnerability.’228 Another person adds: ‘We are Christian, but
we like all the children. We allow all people.’229 In the Messenger Foundation India, most
children are Hindu when they enter the children’s home and leave as Christians. ‘They are
not forced’ to become Christians,230 but they are only taught about Christianity. Father Raji
also states that the core business of the Messenger Foundation India is to spread the word of
God. ‘We work and live for God.’ When the children of the children’s home return to their
relatives, their change in religion could give some tensions. According to the Dutch PI, this is
not always the case since most families are not practising Hindus. ‘There are some parents
and family members who become Christian too […] but there are also cases that it does not
work out.’231
Does the difference between the religion of the beneficiaries and those of the management of
the organisations cause any tension? According to Cor from ADII, who has 20 years of
experience in India, assistance from Christian organisations is less and less free. He states
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that they are trying to increase their influence in India. According to most people in the eleven
organisations there is no tension. ‘Here we will not show caste and religion […] I send Divali
greetings to the teachers and they will send me Christmas greetings.’232 The teachers do not
feel any tensions too. ‘We feel happy together. We feel happiness among us when we
celebrate different types of festivals. We have no problems with cooperation.’233 In addition,
Ravi Foundation Netherlands has critically looked at the order of Bernardone before they
started their cooperation. ‘The order of Bernardone creates facilities for the poor and they are
not recruiting people for the church.’234 Nevertheless, Melchiorre Bangalore once refused to
cooperate in a government program on education on safe sex. ‘We are Catholic priests; we
do not want this condom business. The children should not be told: use a condom, you are
safe and now it is ok.’235
Most organisations with social interventions are able to meet the material needs of their
beneficiaries. They wear nice clothes, have a place to sleep and have access to medicine
and education. Many organisations even have facilities for the children like games, TV etc. ‘In
their homes there is no food, there are no facilities. Their basic needs are not met […] we are
giving facilities and better quality of life.’236 The mentally disabled children in DEERA do not
have access to all kind of treatments, since the organisation is not that big. In PECO Trust
some children have difficulties with education. ‘They never went to school and suddenly they
are placed in a class with educated children. Although they study extra, some children are
behind. Father Judah drops children when they are not learning fast enough.’ Froukje of
Alokam Trust finds this very difficult, because in this way ‘PECO Trust is not helping the
children who needs help most.’
Beside the material needs of the beneficiaries, most organisations organise leisure activities
and try to stimulate the talents of the beneficiaries.237 They take the children to a picnic place
in the summer or bring them to painting class, dancing class and sports. ‘It is like a family
here. When there is a performance at school, we are there. When there is a drawing or dance
competition, we take them there.’238
Not all beneficiaries receive so much personal attention. In most organisations beneficiaries
are put in large groups, about 25 to 35 children, with only one warden or teacher. The nuns of
Vaudreuil and people of DEERA explain that because the student/teacher ratio is high, the
handicapped children cannot learn much. However, there is not enough money to hire more
staff. People from other organisations also state that ‘more attention can be given to the
children.’239 On the other hand, Ashok of Mannane and Vishal of Aimputam Trust keep their
children’s homes deliberately small. ‘Now each and every child requirement we know: what
does she like or dislike, what is her weakness, what does she want to wear. That is the kind
of bonding we want.’240
Most beneficiaries state that they are very happy in the intervention. Children state: ‘It is like a
family here’, ‘we are like brothers’ and ‘here it is super.’241 A girl adds that she is better of in
the children’s home because she gets good education.242 Other girls state that living in the
hostel is good, because her family cannot take proper care of her.243 Farmers in the Biodynamic Farm India are also contented with the development intervention. ‘I used to be
uneducated, now I am writing reports.’244 In addition, they receive a wage and food.
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Interview with Sister Amber of the Nuns of Vaudreuil.
Interview with the teachers of the Nuns of Vaudreuil.
234
Interview with board member of Ravi Foundation Netherlands.
235
Interview with Father Harry of Melchiorre Bangalore.
236
Interview with Father Raji of Messenger Foundation India.
237
These are Mannane (painting class etc.) Messenger Foundation India and DEERA (picnics).
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Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
239
Interview with a warden of Ekakantamay India.
240
Interview with Ashok of Mannane.
241
Interviews with children of Melchiorre Bangalore.
242
Interview with a girl of Grace Residency Trust.
243
Interview with hostel girl of Ekakantamay India.
244
Interview with farm worker of Bio-dynamic Farm India.
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Nevertheless, some other results show that some of these children gave political correct
answers. Although the hostel or children’s home gives them many opportunities, traumas
from the past are not easily forgotten.245 People from the Dutch PIs notice that people of the
Indian organisations do not know everything about the children they help.246 Working girls in
Ekakantamay India state that the school girls in the hostel are not happy at all, because they
receive not enough attention. The board of PECO Trust does not always see the small
problems their beneficiaries face. According to them the children are ‘always fine.’ However,
a girl lied to Father Judah to go home. The board PECO Trust stated that the girl does not
want to go to school anymore, but she looked really unhappy in the children’s home.
6.4.3 Economic-geographic rootedness
A development intervention is economic-geographic rooted when it fits in the economic
system of the area. Local products and services should be used. Since most development
interventions are social projects, synchronisation in the economic-geographic context is not
their main goal. It is therefore not much discussed in their organisation. The three
interventions which are involved in economic activities are examined more into detail.
Of the eleven Indian organisations, eight247 are renovating their buildings or building new
buildings on their land. These eight organisations use local building materials, local man
power and local food. Food is bought on the local market; clothes and school books also
come from here. ‘We use existing structures: schools that are already there, organisations
which are there.’248 Furthermore, the interventions create some employment on a small scale.
When a children’s home is built, temporary jobs are created. Every children’s home has a
cook, a warden and a watch man. These people are mainly local people. Melchiorre
Bangalore and DEERA even contribute to employment by educating youngsters with
vocational trainings.
Three organisations are directly involved in economic activity249 (Table 6.9). One of them has
a garden in which crops are grown that the children eat (e.g. bananas, egg plant, and
spinach).250 Vishal of Aimputam Trust suggest to farmers to grow certain crops. They can
then sell the harvest and gain some extra income to send their children to school. The crops
he recommends, such as the caster plant, are very common in Thiruvannamalai.
Only one of the researched organisations has agriculture as its main task: the Bio-dynamic
Farm India. This is the only farm in the area that is involved in organic agriculture. Half of the
crops the Farm grows are local crops, the rest of the crops are ´forgotten´ crops. These crops
used to be cultivated in the Veerapermanalur area, but now they are not cultivated anymore.
Although most farmers see the added value of organic products (e.g. higher nutritional value,
less environmental pollution) they do not have enough money to buy these products.
Therefore, the farm sells most products in Auroville251and the farmers eat the crops in their
free meal when they work on the farm. In this way, the farmers get good food and the staff of
the farm hopes that they will buy these products in the future. The demand for organic food is
growing, especially for millets. Piet and Dhara experience that it is difficult to change ‘normal’
farmers into organic farmers, even though the work is almost the same and the farmers are
learning by doing. Only few farmers are interested; they mainly think about finance and
organic farming is more expensive. A high income is hard to accomplish with organic farming,
because the products have a higher cost price.
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Interview with Anja of Friends of Grace Residency.
Interview with Marieke of Ekakantamay India.
These are: Ravi Foundation, Messenger Foundation, Grace Residency Trust, Bio-dynamic Farm, Nuns of Vaudreuil,
Ekakantamay India, PECO Trust and DEERA
248
Interview with Jonathan of Ravi Foundation Netherlands.
249
These are Aimputam Trust, Grace Residency Trust and Bio-dynamic Farm India.
250
This is Grace Residency Trust.
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Auroville is a town close to Pondicherry in Tamil Nadu. It is meant to be a universal town where men and women of all
countries are able to live in peace and progressive harmony, above all creeds, all politics and all nationalities. The purpose of
Auroville is to realize human unity (Auroville Universal Township, 2009)
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6.4.4 Intervening factors
When Dutch people that live in India and Indian migrants that live in the Netherlands are
involved in the intervention, it could influence the rootedness of the development intervention.
This is because these people know both countries and their etiquettes. ‘You see certain
things differently or better when you are “in” the other culture.’252 However, the three
organisations in which migrants, both Indian and Dutch, are involved are not better rooted as
the other organisations (Table 6.9). As one respondent state: ‘it is not a question of Indian or
Dutch people; it is a question of friendship.’253
Three of the seven PIs that received funding from the front offices, Seva Network Foundation
or Wilde Ganzen have changed their development intervention. Impulsis, for instance, does
not promote children’s homes. They think that children should grow up with their own family.
This has influenced some of the PIs and their partners. One PI is now reconsidering the
expansion of a children’s home.254 Moreover, Nanda of Strong Foundation has written her
project proposal on basis of the criteria of the Dutch development organisations. These
interventions are relatively well rooted, but there is not much difference with the rootedness of
the other interventions. Hence, the type of donor does not influence the rootedness of the
intervention. The same can be said for the factors type of partner, intercultural sensitivity and
donor dependency. It can be hypothesised that already existing Indian organisations and
Indian organisations which are not much dependent on the PI are better rooted; the results do
not show this.
6.4.5 Concluding remarks
Table 6.9 summarises the most important aspects of rootedness for every Indian
organisation. It compares the eleven organisations on six aspects of rootedness.
As can be seen from the Table, the institutional rootedness of the eleven organisations is
fairly high. All are registered and have the FCRA, which means that they are legal trusts. In
addition, most interventions are in line with the local government policy. Socio-cultural
rootedness is more mixed. Not all beneficiaries learn the local norms and values, some learn
Christian or other norms and values. Religious differences are visible in six organisations,
although most beneficiaries have the freedom to choose their faith. They state that they are
happy and their material needs are met, but in some cases more attention can be given to
them. The economic rootedness is high too. Almost all organisations use locally produced
products and the organisations that are involved in economic activities plant and harvest local
products.
Seven of the eleven Indian organisations255 have comparable development interventions in
their surroundings. Except for Aimputam Trust, these organisations cooperate with the other
organisations. In four cases, there is no comparable organisation in the neighbourhood.
Mannane shelters girls who still have parents. There is no existing structure for these children
in Bangalore, since most NGOs work with (semi) orphans. The Messenger Foundation India,
Bio-dynamic Farm India and PECO Trust are the only school, children’s home and organic
farm in their surroundings.
No intervening factors influence the rootedness of the development interventions. The
differences in rootedness mainly have to do with the people involved in the Indian
organisation. They teach the children certain norms and values or adhere a certain faith.
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Interview with Piet of Bio-dynamic Farm India.
Interview with Father Jacob of the Order of Bernadorne. This vision is shared by Toon of Akkinimalai Foundation and Marieke
of Ekakantamay India.
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This is Sparkling Kids.
255
These are Melchiorre Bangalore, Ravi Foundation India, Aimputam Trust, Grace Residency Trust, the Nuns of Vaudreuil,
Ekakantamay India and DEERA.
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Table 6.9: Aspects of rootedness per organisation
Register
In line Teach local
policy norms &
values
Melchiorre
Registered Yes
Partly, also
Bangalore
Recognize
Christian
FCRA
Mannane
Registered Partly Yes
Ravi
Registered Yes
Yes
Foundation
Recognize
India
FCRA
Messenger
Registered Partly Partly, also
Foundation
Recognize
Christian
India
FCRA
Aimputam
Registered Yes
Yes
Trust
FCRA
Grace
Registered Yes
Partly, also
Residency
Recognize
Christian
Trust
FCRA
Bio-dynamic Registered Yes
Yes
Farm India
Recognize
FCRA
Nuns of
Registered Yes
Partly, also
Vaudreuil
Recognize
Christian
FCRA
EkakanRegistered Yes
Partly, also
tamay Trust Recognize
Ghandian
FCRA
PECO Trust Registered Partly Partly, Fr.
FCRA
Judah vision
DEERA
Registered Yes
Partly,
FCRA
Jason vision

Religious
differences
Yes

Use
local
product
Yes

Involved
economic
activities
No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Advising local
crop
planting local
crops

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Planting local
and forgotten
crops
No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Most

No

This and the previous chapter showed the results of the questionnaire and fieldwork of this
research. In the next chapter conclusions will be drawn from these results and the problem
statement will be answered.
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7

CONCLUSION

The general aim of this research is to provide insight in the way the joint development
interventions of Dutch PIs and their local partners are embedded in society. Since it is
impossible to research the embeddedness of all Dutch PIs, it was chosen to focus this
research on PIs that are active in India, where most PIs are active.
To achieve the aim of this research, the following problem statement was formulated: In what
way are the joint development interventions of Dutch PIs and their Indian partners locally
embedded and which factors influence this in what way? To answer this problem statement,
research questions were defined. Below these questions are answered and overall
conclusions are made. Furthermore, this chapter provides some recommendations, a
discussion and it gives ideas for further research.
7.1
Main conclusions
In this research PIs are seen as development organisations. They are defined as (groups of)
citizens who are directly linked to development interventions in developing countries which
cover more than one individual or family. PIs that fit this definition are very diverse; they have
a wide range of activities and local partners. Nevertheless, most of these PIs are small scale
organisations in terms of employees/volunteers and budget.
To measure the embeddedness of the development interventions of PIs and their partners,
embeddedness had to be defined. A development intervention is embedded when it meets
the needs of the beneficiaries and when it fits in the local institutional, socio-cultural and
economic-geographic setting. There are four processes that define embeddedness: the
capacity of PIs and their local partners, the distribution of local ownership, participation of
ownership and rootedness in the local institutional, socio-cultural and economic geographic
setting. In addition, there are five factors that could indirectly influence embeddedness. These
are: the type of local partner, the origin of the founders, intercultural sensitivity, the type of
funding and donor dependency.256
Data of PIs, their Indian partners and the embeddedness of their development intervention
was gathered by means of an electronic questionnaire and semi structured interviews. The
electronic questionnaire was sent to 234 Dutch PIs that are active in India. 90 PIs filled it in
completely. Of these 90 PIs, eleven case studies in Karnataka (Bangalore) and Tamil Nadu
were chosen. Interviews with the eleven founders of these PIs were conducted in the
Netherlands; in India their partners and other stakeholders were interviewed. In total about
150 people were interviewed in 90 interviews.
By using two methods of data gathering, the results of the interviews can be compared to the
results of the questionnaire. These results can also be compared with the outcomes of
previous studies on PIs. Hence, this research has two reference frameworks. This gives it a
broad base and positions it in the general knowledge framework on PIs.
To get some background information on the PIs and their Indian partners, their main
characteristics were investigated.257 Previous research (Bouzoubaa & Brok, 2005;
Kinsbergen, 2009) showed that direct confrontation with poverty is a main reason for PIs to
start their intervention. Most of the eleven PIs also started because the founders were directly
confronted with poverty when they travelled in, worked in or moved to India. They are thus in
line with Dutch PIs in general. Most PIs in this research provide basic services. The majority
of their interventions deal with children, education and health. PIs and their partners build or
support, for instance, children’s homes, schools and health clinics. This is also in line with
former studies on Dutch PIs. Furthermore, more than half of the PIs in this research are
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founded in the past decade and they are small scale organisations, with less than ten people
involved.
However, there are some characteristics of PIs in this research that are somewhat deviant
from PIs in previous researches. PIs that are active in India cooperate a bit more often with
already existing local partners than PIs in general. This is a positive trend (Schulpen, 2007).
A reason that most PIs that are active in India cooperate with already existing organisations,
could be that the Indian civil society is more developed than civil societies in other countries.
Two third of the PIs in this research are involved in multiple development interventions and
have therefore multiple partners. Almost all of these partners are registered at the Indian
government. Few PIs involve Indian migrants in their organisation and two third of the PIs in
this research do not experience pitfalls in their cooperation due to cultural differences. Finally,
87% of the PIs in this research receive funding from multiple sources. Most mentioned donors
are: friends and family, development organisations, companies, schools and religious
institutions. Nevertheless, the Indian partners are heavily dependent on the PI’s funds.
The embeddedness of the development intervention of PIs and their partner can be defined
by four processes. The first process is the capacity of the PI and its partner.258 These
organisations are capable of creating and implementing their development intervention, but
their capacity is limited. PIs are small scale organisations, in terms of budget and volunteers,
and they do not have much experience with development cooperation. This is in line with
previous research on PI, which shows that PIs are small in these ‘hard’ terms (Bouzoubaa &
Brok, 2005; Kinsbergen, 2009). The Indian partners have more capacity than the Dutch PI.
They have more experience with the target group and theme of the intervention, their
organisations are somewhat larger in terms of budget and staff/volunteers and they try to be
transparent. A reason for this higher capacity could be that the people involved in the eleven
Indian organisations are paid and that they spend more time on their organisation. However,
not all Indian organisations manage to create clear guidelines and roles. The Dutch PIs are
better in this aspect. This probably has to with the fact that they are used to evaluate and
clearly see the advantages of it. On the other hand, previous research showed that they also
face difficulties with creating clear guidelines and roles (Schulpen, 2007). Fundraising from
Dutch development organisations, companies and service clubs (e.g. Rotary club or Lions
club) remains difficult for the PI as well as their Indian partners; here capacity is clearly
lacking. Although PIs and their partners are capable of creating and implementing their joint
development intervention, more emphasis should be placed on learning. Most organisations
are learning by doing, but their organisations will be more efficient when they learn in a
structural way. Looij (2008a) underlines this argument with his research on PIs that are active
in Ethiopia and Uganda.
The embeddedness of the development intervention of PIs and their Indian partners is also
defined by local ownership.259 The results in this research are slightly more positive than the
results of previous studies. Schulpen (2007), Westra (2008) and the electronic questionnaire
showed that in many development interventions PI often make the final decision on both the
content and the budget of the development intervention. The eleven Dutch PIs certainly have
an influence on the development intervention, but their Indian partners decide what the
intervention entails and then apply for funds of the PI. Especially Indian organisations with
multiple sources of income, which are often already existing organisations, are able to raise
funds from other donors when they want to implement projects that the Dutch PI does not
want to support. This suggests that the Indian organisations are more owner. They are the
implementers and come up with new ideas; the Dutch have a more advising role. A reason
for this somewhat deviant result could be that most of the eleven Indian organisations (seven
organisations) are founded more than ten years ago. These organisations existed for a while
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before they started to cooperate with the Dutch PI. They already developed their organisation
and have more experience, which makes it easier to claim ownership.
The third process that defines the embeddedness of a PIs’ development intervention is the
participation of stakeholders.260 In the eleven development interventions of this research the
staff and beneficiaries are always consulted, while previous research on Sri Lankan
organisations showed that their staff and beneficiaries participate at a low level. In this study,
beneficiaries were mainly informed about the development intervention (Kinsbergen, 2006).
In this research the beneficiaries are not only informed about the intervention, but also
consulted. That implies that they can indirectly influence the intervention and adapt it to their
needs. This research is the first study on the participation of the government and other
organisations in the development intervention of PIs and their partners. Some of the eleven
Indian organisations involve the government in their intervention. They are mainly involved at
a low level, although there are exceptions. Interesting is that government officials state that
they know all development organisations in their district, while some leaders of the Indian
organisations are sure that the government does not know that they exist. Moreover, all
eleven Indian organisations are very sceptical about cooperating with the government.
According to them the government is very bureaucratic and corrupt. Despite these difficulties,
cooperation with the government is considered important since it creates a broad base for the
development intervention. Almost half of the Indian organisations cooperate with other
development organisations in their region. When these other organisations are involved, they
are involved at a high level. Joint decisions are made in projects in which they cooperate with
the Indian organisations of this research. In general one can thus say that the staff and
beneficiaries are involved at a low level, the government is not always involved and mainly at
a low level (with some exceptions) and other development organisations are sometimes
involved at a high level of participation.
The fourth process that influences the embeddedness of the development intervention of PIs
and their Indian partners is the rootedness of the intervention.261 Rootedness is a multidimensional concept which takes into account different ‘settings’: the institutional, the sociocultural and the economic-geographic setting. The eleven Indian organisations are highly
institutionally rooted. All are registered and most interventions are in line with local policies.
Of the 90 PIs which filled in the questionnaire, 90% of their Indian partners are registered.
The Indian partner organisations in this research are better institutionally rooted than the local
partners in previous researches. Westra (2008) showed that three of the four local partners in
her research are not officially registered in South Africa. The Indian partners are also well
economic-geographic rooted; almost all organisations use local products. The Bio-dynamic
Farm’s way of conducting agriculture is deviant from other farms in their region, but they try to
conduct agriculture in a sustainable way. Socio-cultural rootedness is less developed in the
Indian organisations. Although the results of the questionnaire show that the PIs feel that their
development intervention fits in the socio-cultural setting, results from the eleven case studies
are less positive. Of the eleven organisations, six have a Christian management and that is
sometimes visible in the norms, values and religion the beneficiaries learn. In some
organisations the beneficiaries do not receive much personal attention. Their mental needs
are not always met. One can thus say that the development interventions of the PIs and their
Indian partners are well institutional and economic-geographic rooted, but that the sociocultural rootedness is not well developed in every organisation.
There are some factors that indirectly shape the embeddedness of the development
interventions of PIs and their partners.262 Although five factors were defined, only four factors
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had an influence on the development interventions of PIs. Their influence is not very
strong.263
As can be seen from Table 7.1, the origin of the founders of the PI and its partner does not
influence the processes that define embeddedness. It was hypothesised that migrants, who
come from the country of the development intervention but who live in the Netherlands or who
come from the Netherlands and live in the country of the intervention, have more knowledge
on both countries. This should make them better in rooting the development intervention and
increase their personal capacity. However, the results of this research did not show this.
Furthermore, the process of rootedness is not influenced by one of the intervening factors.
Table 7.1: Influence of the intervening factors on the processes that define embeddedness
Type of
Origin
Intercultural Type of
Donor
partner
founders
Sensitivity
donor
dependency
Capacity
X
X
Ownership
X
X
Participation
X
Rootedness
The type of partner influences the capacity of a PI and its partner. When a PI cooperates with
an already existing Indian organisation, this local partner is more engaged in
professionalization of their organisation than when a PI set up a mirror organisation. Already
existing organisations have had time to mature and to invest in professionalization. Their
emphasis on professionalization will lead to a slightly larger organisational capacity.
Intercultural sensitivity influences local ownership. When there are many cultural differences
between the Dutch PI and its Indian partner, the PI is more inclined to give suggestions to
change the development intervention. However, the Indian partner has to see the added
value of these suggestions; otherwise they will not implement them. The influence of
intercultural sensitivity on the local ownership is thus small.
The type of donor influences the capacity of an organisation as well as the participation of
stakeholders. Some PIs receive funds from Dutch development organisations for capacity
building of their partner. When these funds are used, the capacity of the partner is slightly
higher than the capacity of other organisations. Furthermore, Indian partners of PIs that do
not receive funds from Dutch development organisations involve only few stakeholders. On
the other side, partners of PIs that receive funds from development organisations do not
involve most stakeholders. The influence of type of donor on stakeholders’ participation is
thus small.
Donor dependency shapes the distribution of ownership. The less dependent the Indian
organisation is on the PI; the more ownership they have. Indian organisations that have
multiple donors are more independent and can even implement projects when the Dutch PI
decided not to sponsor them.
To end these concluding remarks: the 90 PIs in the questionnaire feel that they are able to
meet the needs of the target group and fit their intervention in the local setting. After
researching eleven PIs and their partners more thoroughly, a slightly less positive conclusion
is drawn. All eleven organisations have a strong basis for embeddedness, but no intervention
is totally embedded. All PIs and their partners can work on some aspects of embeddedness.
This differs for each organisation.
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7.2
Recommendations
Some recommendations can be made to improve the embeddedness of their interventions.264
Most of the researched organisations are small scale organisations, which have a limited
impact. It is therefore important that PIs and their partners focus on themes, target groups
and activities of which they have most knowledge and experience. On the other hand,
capacity building is important. The capacity of PIs and their partners can be increased without
up scaling their organisations. People could follow courses in capacity building; especially
fund raising courses are interesting for them. The PI should raise funds to build their partners
capacity, for instance Wilde Ganzen and Impulsis have funds for capacity building activities.
However, all PIs are proud that their funds directly go to their beneficiaries; they do not see
that it is important to spend money on capacity building of their local partner. This will enable
them to carry out the development intervention in a more sustainable way.
Subsequently, most Indian organisations decide how the development intervention should
look like and then apply for funds of the PI. Nevertheless, the Dutch PIs certainly have an
influence on the intervention, since they have (part of) the funds for the development
intervention. This influence is not negative by itself, but the PI should leave most of the
decision making to the Indian organisations. They should have an advising role and only give
suggestions. This does not happen yet in a minority of the researched organisations and
could therefore be improved. When the Indian partner is financially dependent on the PI, they
should try to implement strategies to decrease donor dependency. This will increase their
ownership and the PI should stimulate it.
More stakeholders could be involved at a higher level in the development intervention.
Although almost all eleven Indian organisations involve their staff and the beneficiaries of
their interventions, they could be involved at a higher level. The staff should have more
decision power; especially in large organisations where they know the beneficiaries better
than the board. Beneficiaries should have the opportunity to make joint decisions with the
board of the organisation, which enables the board to meet their needs and thus to increase
the embeddedness of the intervention. There is one exception: mentally handicapped
beneficiaries cannot say what they need. Therefore, experts could be (temporarily) involved,
but due to cost constraints this might not be feasible in every organisation. Furthermore, the
government and other organisations should be more involved in the development
intervention. Exchanging information and streamlining policies will create more social support
for the development intervention and contribute to its sustainability. This means that all
organisations, the Indian partners as well as the government and other organisations, should
be open to cooperate and see the advantages of it. Otherwise the positive effects of
cooperation will not occur. There is one exception: the government should not be involved
when a PI and its partner implement a development intervention that is ‘sensitive’ (e.g. a
development intervention in which the PI and its partner increase the life circumstances of a
minority that is discriminated by the government).
There are some aspects of the rootedness of the development intervention that could be
improved. Three organisations have development interventions which are not totally in line
with the government policies. They should synchronise their interventions with local
government policies and involve the government at a higher level, if the government is willing
to cooperate. Secondly, although the material needs of the beneficiaries are met, they could
receive some more personal attention. The PIs and their partner should put more emphasis
on this. In addition, all organisations should have space for everyone’s religion, which is not
the case yet. In some Christian organisations the beneficiaries only have the opportunity to
go to church and they learn Christian norms and values, which are sometimes deviant from
the local norms and values. Furthermore, beneficiaries should have the opportunity to see
their relatives more often. Now most beneficiaries have a weak bond with their relatives,
because they do not see them often. This is contrary to the goal of most Indian organisations.
They state that they want to place the beneficiaries back with their relatives and that they
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should have a good bond. Therefore the bond between the beneficiaries and their relatives
should be strengthened. The Indian organisation could, for instance, pay the travel costs of
the relatives so they can visit the beneficiaries more often. Finally, the economic-geographic
rootedness of the organisations is quite well, but more organisations could start income
generating activities (e.g. agricultural activities, sewing studio). This helps the organisation to
become more self sustainable and makes the intervention more sustainable over time.
7.3
Discussion
The results of this research are slightly more positive on the activities of PIs than previous
researches (Kinsbergen, 2006; Schulpen, 2007; Westra, 2008). It shows that the
development interventions of PIs and their partners are fairly well embedded. Ownership is in
most cases in the hands of the Indian organisations, most stakeholders participate in the
intervention in a two-way communication, all Indian partners are registered and local products
are used. How can these deviant results be explained?
The results of this research are mainly based on eleven cases. Since this is a small number,
it could influence the results. When more cases are included, the results of this research
might be less positive. Furthermore, the PIs that filled in the questionnaire are organisations
that are probably triggered to fill in a questionnaire about the embeddedness of their
development intervention. This implies that they already have thought about embeddedness
or are already putting emphasis on the embeddedness of their intervention. These PIs thus
‘score’ higher on embeddedness than other PIs. The regional context could also have
influenced the results. India is booming and the civil society is better developed than in other
countries. Indian organisations could therefore be further developed than organisations in
other countries.
Although the results of this research can be partly compared to results from other Dutch
researches, it is almost impossible to place this research in a broader framework. In the
Netherlands PIs are ‘hot’; in other countries the number of researches on PIs is very limited.
In France, Scotland and England researches on French, Scottish and English PIs have
started, but there are no results yet (Interview Kinsbergen, 2009). In Belgium some research
on PIs is carried out and these studies are already used in this research.265 This underlines
that knowledge on PIs is in its infancy.
Nevertheless, when future research on the embeddedness of development interventions is
carried out, most of the framework of this research can be used. The four processes that
define embeddedness can be used, since they also form the basis on which larger
development organisations, like Oxfam Novib, are evaluated. However, some aspects could
be added. When capacity is measured one can look at the accountability of an organisation.
Furthermore, the monitoring and evaluation of an organisation and its organisational learning
can be measured. Another factor that deserves more attention is an organisations strategy to
decrease donor dependency, since this factor had the clearest influence on the
embeddedness of a PIs development intervention.
The other three factors that indirectly influence embeddedness could be left out when
research focuses on development organisations in the South which do not have a partner in
the North. Then, the type of organisation, intercultural sensitivity and type of donor are not
relevant anymore. When research is done on Northern development organisations that have
Southern partners, these factors might still be relevant. Ideas for further research are given in
the next section.
7.4
Further research
Although knowledge on Dutch PIs is still limited, the number of academic studies on PIs, their
local partners and their joint development interventions is growing. Since the first inventory of
Bouzoubaa and Brok in 2005, much new information on PIs is found. This research
contributed to this. Nevertheless, there are remaining questions that still need to be
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answered. Further research on PIs is therefore needed. Below some examples, that came to
the fore in this research, are given:
- Since this research only focused on eleven PIs and their partners, the generalisability is
limited. Therefore, it would be interesting to do a larger research with more cases. It
would also be interesting to include other parts of India or even other countries, for
instance Cambodia, Vietnam, Philippines or Indonesia. Since the institutional, sociocultural and economic-geographic setting is different in these countries, it is interesting to
see in what way the embeddedness of PIs’ development interventions differs. India is a
federal and decentralised country in which the state governments have much power. It
would therefore be interesting to look at development interventions of PIs that are active
in a country that has a strong central government. This will probably influence the
embeddedness of development interventions of PIs. Moreover, when researches on the
embeddedness of PIs development interventions in several countries are compared,
results can be generalised and the influence of the local context becomes clearer.
- This research critically looked at the embeddedness of the interventions of PIs and their
partners. Donors of PIs, especially the front offices, Seva Network Foundation and Wilde
Ganzen, are also critically looking at PIs development interventions. Do these donors
themselves live up to the criteria (e.g. capacity building of the local partner, ownership in
hands of the local partner) they have for the PIs they support? Many Dutch development
organisations have done evaluations on their own projects. But there are almost no
academic studies on the embeddedness of the development interventions of Dutch
development organisations. It is therefore interesting to do a comparing research on the
embeddedness of the development interventions of several Dutch development
organisations.
- Many Dutch PIs cooperate with Christian organisations in India. Some of the PIs did this
because they adhere Christian values; others because of coincidence. During the
fieldwork in India it was striking that Christian organisations were more visible (with
billboards, flyers etc) than other development organisations. That raised some questions.
Are there significant more Christian organisations than, for instance, Hindu or Muslim
organisations or have Christian organisation just better public relations? Why are there so
many Christian organisations in Hindu-dominated India? It will be interesting to research
what the influence of Christian organisations is on their beneficiaries and other
stakeholders, who are mainly Hindu. According to one of the respondents in this
research,266 development assistance from Christian organisations is less and less free.
He states that Christian organisations are trying to increase their influence by means of
development interventions. To check whether this assumption is true, more research
should be done. It should also be researched what other (e.g. Hindu, Muslim, secular)
development organisations think of Christian organisations and their influence on non
Christians.
Although the debate on PIs is ‘hot’, it remains to be seen whether the number of future
research on PIs will increase as explosively as PIs themselves. More research on PIs should
be done to better understand them and to contribute to a fair debate. Only then the real
contributions of PIs and their partners on sustainable poverty reduction can be made visible.
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SUMMARY
Since the second half of the nineties the number of Dutch Private Initiatives (PIs) grew
explosively. One can even speak of a new channel in Dutch development cooperation. In this
research PIs are defined as (groups of) citizens who are directly linked to development
interventions in developing countries which cover more than one individual or family. They
aim at improving the life circumstances of people in developing countries; thus to reduce
poverty.
PIs have been at the centre of attention in the development debate for a while, since
politicians, journalists and researchers have doubts whether they are able to reduce poverty
in a sustainable way. Although many things have been said, the real contribution of PIs to
sustainable poverty reduction is unknown. Only a few researches on PIs have been
conducted. They mainly focused on the PIs themselves and the relation with their local
partners in the South. This research goes a step further: it investigates how the development
interventions of PIs are embedded in the receiving society. Only when a development
intervention is embedded, its positive effects continue when the PI withdraws.
Embeddedness thus increases the sustainability of the development intervention of a PI.
This research focuses on PIs that are active in India. This country is chosen because most
Dutch PIs are active there. The question that is answered is: In what way are the joint
development interventions of Dutch PIs and their Indian partners locally embedded and which
factors influence this in what way?
Dutch PIs form a very diverse group, but most of them are small scale organisations in terms
of employees/volunteers and budget. The majority of the PIs start their intervention because
they were directly confronted with poverty. The founders of PIs feel responsible or see it as
their duty to help people in need. PIs’ activities range from the provision of basic services to
more complex interventions, such as micro finance. Most PIs cooperate with a partner
organisation in the country in which they are active. The PI can found a local partner itself, a
so-called mirror organisation, or it can work through already existing organisations. The
funding for PIs comes various sources, such as family, friends, churches or companies. PIs
can also get indirect funding from the government that is channelled via the front offices of
development organisations or from development organisations that receive private funds.
With the help of academic literature and interviews by phone with seven Dutch development
organisations a definition for embeddedness was made. An embedded development
intervention meets the needs of the beneficiaries and that fits in the local institutional, sociocultural and economic-geographic setting. There are four processes that define the way
development interventions of PIs and their partners are embedded. These are: the capacity of
the PI and its local partner, the distribution of ownership, the participation of other
stakeholders and the rootedness of the intervention in the local setting.
Capacity enables people and organisations to create and implement a development
intervention. When a PI and its partner are not capable of managing and implementing an
intervention, it will never meet the needs of the beneficiaries or fit the local context. Capacity
can be measured on different levels. On the individual level, the experience with the theme,
target group and fundraising activities define a person’s capacity. On the organisational level,
capacity is defined by the organisation structure and the process of an organisation. The
organisation structure is measured by ‘hard facts’ such as the number of people involved in
the organisation, time spent on the organisation and the annual budget. The processes of an
organisation entail: the extent of formality, the extent of transparent communication and the
distribution of roles and responsibilities. The higher these aspects; the larger the capacity of a
PI or their local partner. Capacity can also be build by means of trainings or workshops.
Ownership is the right to make the final decisions about the development intervention.
Development interventions that are run by the local partner are more embedded, since they
know what the needs of the target group are and what the context of the intervention is. The
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local partner should therefore be owner of the development intervention; the PI should only
give advice. Ownership can be measured by looking at how decisions are made, what the
roles are of PIs and their partner and how the decision maker influences the intervention.
Participation of stakeholders is an important process that defines the way a development
intervention is embedded. Through stakeholders participation (e.g. beneficiaries, staff
members, local government or other NGOs that work in the same field), the development
intervention is better embedded, since they know the local situation well. There are different
stages in participation: information, consolation, collaboration and joint decision making. To
measure the extent of participation, it is investigated which stakeholders are involved in the
development intervention and in at what level.
Rootedness means that the development intervention fits in the local institutional sociocultural and economic-geographic setting. It entails local registration and synchronization of
the development intervention with local policy; synchronisation of values, norms, habits and
religion; synchronisation in the local economy and the use of local products. Rootedness is
important for the embeddedness of a development intervention, because it makes sure that
the intervention fits in the local context.
There are five factors are distinguished that might indirectly influence the embeddedness of a
development intervention. First, a hypothesis is that when a PI cooperates with an already
existing partner the development intervention will be more embedded than when a PI
cooperates with a mirror organisation. This is because an already existing partner has more
development experience and a larger network. Second, the development interventions of PIs
and their partners that involve migrants will be embedded better than the interventions of
those who do not involve migrants. Migrants, who come from the country of the development
intervention but who live in the Netherlands or who come from the Netherlands and live in the
country of the intervention, have more knowledge on both countries. Third, cultural
differences between the PI and other stakeholders might influence the intervention. PIs
interfere in the intervention when it is being implemented by their partner in a way that differs
from their way of implementing. This threatens local ownership and the rootedness of the
development intervention. Fourth, the type of funding also influences the embeddedness of
an intervention. When a PI receives funding from the Dutch development organisations, their
development intervention has to meet criteria on capacity, participation, ownership and
rootedness. One can therefore hypothesize that those development interventions are more
embedded than interventions that are funded by other donors. Finally, donor dependency
probably influences the embeddedness of the intervention. When a development intervention
is funded by multiple sources, the intervention is less dependent on the funding from the PI.
This makes the intervention robust and able to stand on its own; thus better embedded.
This research focuses on Dutch PIs that are active in India. Two states, Karnataka and Tamil
Nadu, are chosen as research area. This area was selected after Dutch PIs that are active in
India filled in an electronic questionnaire. 50% of these PIs are active in these two states.
This electronic questionnaire was sent to 234 Dutch PIs that are active in India; those were
found on the Internet and via Dutch development organisations. 38.5% of these organisations
completely filled in the questionnaire. On the basis of these results, a selection of eleven PIs
and their Indian partners was made. These organisations vary in their type of Indian partner,
type of funding and the origin of founders of the PI and its Indian partner.
The eleven selected PI were interviewed in the Netherlands. Their Indian partners were
visited between January and March 2009. Interviews were held with the leaders of the Indian
organisation, staff members, beneficiaries, the local government and other organisations with
which they cooperate. In total about 150 people are interviewed in 90 interviews.
This research has some difficulties: some respondents gave socially desired answers; the
organisations were only visited for a week which made it difficult to get a thorough picture; the
researcher’s and translator’s personal opinions and characteristics might have influenced the
answers of the respondents; and the number of cases is limited. Solutions for these
difficulties were: critical observations during interviews; data-triangulation by means of asking
several stakeholders the same questions; comparing the results of the interviews with the
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results from the questionnaire; and sending the result chapters to the PIs and their Indian
partners to receive feedback.
To give more insight in embeddness of the development interventions of Dutch PIs that are
active in India, first their main characteristics should be discussed. They can be partly
compared to Dutch PIs in general. Although PIs that are active in India cooperate more with
already existing partner organisations than PIs in general; their year of foundation, the size of
their organisation and their thematic focus (health and education) are similar to PIs in
general. Few Dutch PIs that are active in India involve migrants in their organisation and they
do not experience many problems due to cultural differences. They receive funding from
multiple sources, but their Indian partners are heavily dependent on them.
The eleven organisations all focus on the provision of basic services, such as children’s
homes, schools and organic agriculture. Nine of the eleven PIs started their organisation
because they were directly confronted with poverty when they travelled, worked or moved to
India. Four of the PIs cooperate with mirror organisations, the rest with already existing Indian
organisations. Three PIs involve migrants in their organisation. They are satisfied with their
Indian partner, although they face some problems, due to distance and differences in
mentality. Four PIs only receive private funding and most of the Indian partners are
considerably dependent on the PI. Nevertheless, the Indian partners have strategies to
decrease their donor dependency.
The 90 PIs in the questionnaire feel that they are able to meet the needs of the target group
and fit their intervention in the local setting. After researching eleven PIs and their partners
more thoroughly, a slightly less positive conclusion is drawn. All eleven organisations have a
strong basis for embeddedness, but no intervention is totally embedded.
All eleven PIs are capable of creating and implementing their development intervention, but
their capacity is limited. They are small scale organisations, in terms of budget and
volunteers, and they do not have much experience with development cooperation. The Indian
partners have more capacity: they have more experience with the target group and theme of
the intervention and their organisations are larger in terms of budget and staff. Fundraising
remains difficult for the PI as well as their Indian partners; here capacity is clearly lacking.
Most PIs and their partners are learning, but this is not in a structural way.
When one looks at local ownership, the results in this research are slightly more positive than
previous studies, which showed that PI often make the final decision on the development
intervention. The eleven PIs in this research certainly have an influence on the development
intervention, but their Indian partners decide what the intervention entails and then apply for
funds of the PI. Especially Indian organisations with multiple sources of income are less
dependent on the PI. A reason for this somewhat deviant result is that the majority of the
Indian organisations are founded more than ten years ago. They already developed their
organisation and have more experience, which makes it easier to claim ownership.
Almost all PIs and their Indian partners involve the staff and the beneficiaries in their
interventions. This is at a low level of participation; they can only give suggestions. This is a
deviant result when it is compared with previous research, which showed that beneficiaries
are only informed on the intervention. The government is not always involved and mainly at a
low level (with some exceptions). The Indian organisations are very sceptical about
cooperation with the ‘bureaucratic and corrupt’ government. However, cooperation with the
government is important, since it creates a broad base for the development intervention.
Other development organisations are not involved or at the level of collaboration.
The development interventions of the PIs and their Indian partners are highly institutional and
economic-geographic rooted. All organisations are registered and most interventions are in
line with local policies. They all use local products and the organisations that are involved in
economic activities plant and harvest local products. The socio-cultural rootedness is less
developed. Of the eleven organisations, six have a Christian management and that is
sometimes visible in the norms, values and religion the beneficiaries learn. Moreover, not all
beneficiaries receive personal attention; their mental needs are not met.
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Four of the five defined factors indirectly influence the embeddedness of the development
interventions of PIs and their Indian partners. When a PI cooperates with an already existing
Indian organisation, this local partner is more engaged in professionalization of their
organisation than when a PI set up a mirror organisation. Their emphasis on
professionalization leads to a larger organisational capacity. Subsequently, when there are
many cultural differences between the Dutch PI and its Indian partner, the PI is more inclined
to give suggestions to change the development intervention. This leads to less local
ownership. The type of donor influences the capacity of an organisation as well as the
participation of stakeholders. Some PIs receive funds from Dutch development organisations
for capacity building of their partner. These organisations have a slightly higher capacity than
the others. Furthermore, Indian partners of PIs that receive funds from Dutch development
organisations involve more stakeholders. Finally, the less dependent the Indian organisation
is on the funds of the PI; the more ownership they have.
There are some recommendations for the Dutch PIs and their Indian partners. They could
build their capacity, by means of a course or workshop. It will enable them to carry out the
development intervention in a more sustainable way. In addition, the Indian partner should be
owner of the development intervention; the PI should only be an advisor. When the Indian
partner is financially dependent on the PI, they should try to implement strategies to decrease
donor dependency. Furthermore, more stakeholders could be involved at a higher level in the
development intervention. The staff and beneficiaries should have more decision power. For
instance, especially in large organisations the staff knows the beneficiaries better than the
board. Exchanging information and streamlining policies with the government and other
development organisations will create more social support for the development intervention
and contribute to its sustainability. Finally, although the material needs of the beneficiaries
are met, they could receive some more personal attention, there should be space for
everyone’s religion and beneficiaries should have the opportunity to see their relatives more
often. More organisations could start income generating activities to become self sustainable.
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APPENDIX 1: PRELIMINARY INTERVIEWS
CORDAID
Mieke van Tilburg, front office employee (19-09-2008)
HIVOS
Marianne van der Pol, front office employee (30-09-2008)
Impulsis
Gerhard Schuil, front office employee (6-10-2008)
NCDO
KPA employee (19-09-2008)
Oxfam Novib
Christel de Vries, front office employee (23-09-2008)
Seva Network Foundation
Radj Bhondoe, director (16-09-2008)
Sheela Khoesial, project employee (31-10-2008)
Wilde Ganzen
Lyda Res, front office employee (30-09-2008)
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW TOPIC LIST
Capacity
- How have you previously been involved with: the theme of the project, the target group and
fund raising activities?
- Are you satisfied with your own skills to run an organisation? Why (not)?
- How can your skills be improved?
- How many people of your organisation are (voluntary) involved in the project?
- How much time is spent on your organisation?
- What is the annual budget of your project?
- Would you characterise your organisation as formal or informal? Why?
- How do people involved in the organisation know what is going on in the organisation and in
the project?
- Does everybody in your organisation know their role and responsibilities? Why (not)?
- Are you satisfied with your organisation? Why (not)?
- What can be done to improve the organisation?
- Is your organisation able to see what the target group needs? Why (not)?
- Is your organisation able to fit the project in the local context? Why (not)?
- How can your organisation be improved?
Ownership
- How are decisions made in the project?
- What is your role in the decision making process?
- Who makes the final decisions in the project?
- In what way does the final decision maker influence the project?
- Is the final decision maker able to see what the target group needs? Why (not)?
- Is the final decision maker able to fit the project in the local context? Why (not)?
- Are you satisfied with how decisions are made?
- What should be the best way to make decisions?
- How can this be accomplished?
Participation
- Which persons and organisations are involved in the project?
- When and in what activities were these persons/organisations involved?
- In what way do they participate in the project?
- Are you satisfied with your role in the development project? Why (not)?
- Are there important persons/organisations missing in the project?
- Would you like to involve these persons/organisations and in what way?
- Do you think that when people of the target group, the local government and other NGOs
that are working in the same field are involved in the development project, the project will
better meet the needs of the target group?
- Do you think that when these people are involved in the development project, the project will
better fit in the local context?
Rootedness
- Is the local partner registered in India? Why (not)?
- What is the policy of the local government concerning the subject of your project?
- To what extent is your project in line with the policy of the local government?
- How can this be explained?
- Do you think that the project fits with the local habits, norms & values and religion of the
local population? Why (not)?
- How can this be explained?
- Where are the products that you use made and bought?
- What are de the main characteristics of the local economy?
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- Do you think that the project fits in the local economy of the region? Why (not)?
- How can this be explained?
- In what way can the project be improved to fit even better in the local context?
Local partner
- Why did you choose to cooperate with this organisation?
- Can you name some advantages and disadvantages of working with an organisation that
already existed before the PI had contact with them compared to working with a partner
which is founded by the PI?
- In what way does the type local partner influence the project?
- What do you think is best for the durability of the project: to cooperate with a partner that
already existed or a partner founded by the PI? Why?
Origin of founder PI
- Can you give some advantages and disadvantages of having Indian people/only Dutch
people involved in your organisation?
- In what way does the origin of people involved in the PI (Indian or Dutch) influence the
project?
- What do you think is best for the durability of the development intervention: a PI that exist of
Dutch people or a PI that exists of Indian migrants? Why?
Intercultural sensitivity
- How do you experience the cooperation with your local partner?
- Can you give examples of positive and negative aspects in the cooperation?
- How do you deal with the negative aspects?
- What are the reasons for misunderstandings?
- In what way do cultural differences influence your project?
Type of donor
- What are the main sponsors of your development project?
- Does your organisation have to meet conditions before receiving funds for the project?
- What are those criteria?
- In what way do conditions of donors influence your project?
- What do you think is best for the durability of the development intervention: funding from
donors that have conditions or funding from donors that do not? Why?
Donor dependency
- Can the development intervention be continued without support from donors?
- In what way does dependency on funding from donors influence the project?
- What can be done to decrease dependency on funding from donors?
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APPENDIX 3: LIST OF RESPONDENTS
Dileep Foundation and Melchiorre Bangalore
Petra, co-founder Dileep Foundation (12-12-2008)
Father Harrry, director one of the shelters of Melchiorre Bangalore (9/14-01-2009)
Father William, director Melchiorre Bangalore (10-01-2009)
Councillor Melchiorre Bangalore (13-01-2009)
Two motivators Melchiorre Bangalore (13-01-2009)
Four project workers Melchiorre Bangalore (8/9/12/14-01-2009)
English volunteer Melchiorre Bangalore (10-01-2009)
Six children of Melchiorre Bangalore (10/11-01-2009)
Four people of cooperating organisations Melchiorre Bangalore (8/912/13/-01-2009)
RIDHA and Mannane
Pranit, director RIDHA (24-12-2008)
Ashok and Sundra, founders Manane (16-01-2009)
Children of Mannane (17-01-2009)
One person of a cooperating organisation Mannane (18-01-2009)
Ravi Foundation Netherlands, Ravi Foundation India, Order of Bernardone
Inge, chair woman Ravi Foundation Netherlands (23-12-2008)
Vaishaly and Jonathan, Ravi Foundation India (20/23-01-2009)
Father Jacob, order of Bernardone (20/23-01-2009)
Teacher of the school which is sponsored (21-01-2009)
Two head mistresses of the school which is sponsored (21-01-2009)
Messenger Foundation Netherlands, Messenger Foundation India
Willem and Maria, founders Messenger Foundation Netherlands (07-04-2009)
Father Raji, founder Messenger Foundation India (28-01-2009)
Four school teachers of Messenger Foundation India (28-01-2009)
Four school children of Messenger Foundation India (28-01-2009)
Four children of children’s home Messenger Foundation India (28-01-2009)
Akkinimalai Foundation and Aimputam Trust
Toon, founder Akkinimalai Foundation (16-12-2008)
Vishal, founder Aimputam Trust (1-02-2009)
Care taker of children Aimputam Trust (3-02-2009)
Teacher of children Aimputam Trust (3-02-2009)
Six children of Aimputam Trust (3-02-2009)
Friends of Grace Residency and Grace Residency Trust
Anja, founder Friends of Grace Residency (9-04-2009)
Leon and Grace, founders Grace Residency Trust (4-02-2009)
Six children of the children’s home (4-02-2009)
Eight people of cooperating organisations Grace Residency Trust (6-02-2009)
Government official DWCD Thiruvannamalai (20-02-2009)
Bio-dynamic Farm Netherlands and Bio-dynamic Farm India
Frits, founder Bio-dynamic Farm Netherlands (16-12-2008)
Piet and Dhara, founders Bio-dynamic Farm India (13-02-2009)
Watch man Bio-dynamic Farm India (15-02-2009)
Two teachers Bio-dynamic Farm India (14/16-02-2009)
Three farm workers (14-02-2009)
Children of the evening tuition (13-02-2009)
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One person of a cooperating organisation Bio-dynamic Farm India (15-02-2009)
Sparkeling Kids and the Nuns of Vaudreuil
Jaap, founder Sparkling kids (15-12-2008)
Sister Amber, director the house for mentally retarded children (23-02-2009)
Two other sister who run the house for mentally retarded children (23-02-2009)
Teachers of the children in the house for mentally retarded children (18/23-02-2009)
Parents of children in the house for mentally retarded children (19-02-2009)
Two day scholars in the house for mentally retarded children (20-02-2009)
Two hostel children in the house for mentally retarded children (20-02-2009)
Two persons cooperating organisations Nuns of Vaudreuil (19/20-02-2009)
Government official DWCD Trichy (19-02-2009)
Ekakantamay Netherlands and Ekakantamay India
Marieke, founder Ekakantamay Netherlands (30-12-2008)
Parvati, treasurer Ekakantamay India (25-02-2009)
President Ekakantamay India (25-03-2009)
General member Ekakantamay India (02-03-2009)
Head mistress Ekakantamay India (25-02-2009)
Two wardens hostel students (27-02-2009
Head of the house (03-03-2009)
Ex-hostel student (26-02-2009)
Three hostel students sponsored by Ekakantamay Netherlands (26-02-2009)
One hostel student not sponsored by Ekakantamay Netherlands (27-02-2009)
Alokam Trust and PECO Trust
Froukje, founder Alokam Trust (12-12-2008)
Father Judah, director PECO Trust (4/6-03-2009)
Secretary PECO Trust (06-03-2009)
Treasurer PECO Trust (06-03-2009)
German volunteer (07-03-2009)
Teacher of the children in PECO Trust (06-03-2009)
Three children of PECO Trust (07-03-2009)
Strong Foundation, ADII and DEERA
Nanda, founder Strong Foundation (14/15-04-2009)
Cor, founder ADII (15-12-2009)
Jason, founder DEERA (10-03-2009)
Two teachers of DEERA (11-03-2009)
Parents of mentally retarded children in DEERA (13-03-2009)
Two ‘normal’ children in DEERA (11-03-2009)
Three persons of cooperating organisations (10-03-2009)
Four village people involved in DEERA programs (12-03-2009)
Government official DWCD Dharmapuram (13-03-2009)
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APPENDIX 4: ELECTRONIC QUESTIONNAIRE
1 De gegevens van uw organisatie:
Naam organisatie
Naam contactpersoon
Website (indien van toepassing)
2 Oprichtingsjaar van uw organisatie
3 Wat is de doelstelling van uw organisatie?
4 Hoeveel medewerkers en/of vrijwilligers zijn bij uw organisatie betrokken?
0-5 personen
6-10 personen
Meer dan 10 personen
5 Is iemand van uw organisatie afkomstig uit India?
Ja, uit het gebied waar het project plaatsvindt
Ja, maar niet uit het gebied waar het project plaatsvindt
Nee
Weet niet
6 Hoeveel projecten heeft u lopen in India?
Vanaf de volgende vraag zal worden gefocust op één project dat u onderneemt in India. Indien u meerdere
projecten heeft, kies dan het project dat voor u het belangrijkst is of dat op dit moment geïmplementeerd wordt.

7 Heeft u een lokale partner in India?
Ja, ik heb een organisatie als partner
Ja, ik heb één of meerdere individu(en) als partner
Nee (slaat vraag 8 t/m 12 over)
8 Contactgegevens van uw partner:
Naam organisatie (indien van toepassing)
Naam contactpersoon
E-mailadres
Website (indien van toepassing)
9 Oprichtingsjaar van uw partner:
10 Bestond uw lokale partner al voordat u contact me haar had?
Ja
Nee
Weet niet
11 Sinds welk jaar werkt u samen met uw lokale partner?
12 Is de partner geregistreerd (als organisatie) in India?
Ja
Nee
Weet niet
13 Doelstelling van het project
14 Korte omschrijving van het project. Bijvoorbeeld: "het bouwen van een basisschool
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15 Deelstaat van project:
Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir

Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Orissa

Punjab
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Tripura
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengalen
Weet niet
Anders, namelijk:

16 District en plaats van het project
17 Thematische focus van het project (meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)
Vluchtelingen
Water
Positie van vrouwen
Religie en kerken
Kinderen / jongeren
Cultuur
Kinderarbeid
Goed bestuur
Vrede en veiligheid
Handel en bedrijvigheid, ook microkrediet
Mensenrechten
Sport
Onderwijs
Discriminatie
Gezondheid en HIV / Aids
Woningbouw
Duurzame ontwikkeling, natuur en milieu
Anders, namelijk:
18 Doelgroep:
19 Jaar waarin de implementatie van het project begon:
20 Het project dat u ondersteunt is:
Structureel
Periodiek
Incidenteel
Weet niet
Anders, namelijk
21 Van welke donoren krijgt uw project fondsen/giften (meerdere antwoorden mogelijk)
Cordaid / Hivos / Impulsis / Oxfam Novib / Plan Nederland / NCDO
Wilde Ganzen / Seva Network foundation
Andere (internationale) NGO’s
Indiase overheid
Scholen
Bedrijven
Religieuze instellingen (kerk, moskee)
Private fondsen (familie, vrienden, andere burgers)
Anders, namelijk::
22 Hoeveel procent van het budget van het project is afkomstig van donoren?
0-20%
21-40%
41-60%
61-80%
81-100%
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23 Wat is de rol van uw organisatie en uw partner in het project (meerdere antwoorden
mogelijk)?
Eigen organisatie
Partner
Initiatiefnemer
Initiatiefnemer
Aanvrager
Aanvrager
Uitvoerder
Uitvoerder
Adviseur
Adviseur
Rapporteur
Rapporteur
Initiatiefnemer: organisatie die het initiatief neemt om het project op te zetten
Aanvrager: organisatie die fondsen werft en tevens de contact persoon is voor die fondsen
Uitvoerder: organisatie die het project uitvoert in India
Adviseur: organisatie die advies geeft (bijvoorbeeld aan de uitvoerder of aanvrager)
Rapporteur: organisatie die uiteindelijke verantwoordelijk is en tevens evaluaties schrijft naar de fondsen

24 Zijn andere stakeholders betrokken bij het project?
Andere stakeholders zijn bijvoorbeeld: mensen van de doelgroep, lokale overheid en andere organisaties

Nee, ze worden niet betrokken bij het project
Ja, ze worden over het project geïnformeerd (Onze organisatie/ partner informeren ze over het project
Ja, ze worden over het project geconsulteerd (ze kunnen hun mening geven)
Ja, ze nemen samen met ons beslissingen over het project
Ja, ze kunnen zelf beslissingen over het project nemen
Weet niet
25 Geef van de volgende stellingen aan in hoeverre u het ermee eens bent.
Helemaal
Mee
Neutraal Mee
mee
oneens
eens
oneens
Ik heb vaak misverstanden met mijn
lokale partner door culturele
verschillen
Mijn organisatie is professioneel
Mijn organisatie heeft veel ervaring
met het thema van het project
Mijn organisatie heeft veel ervaring
met de doelgroep van het project
Mijn organisatie heeft veel ervaring
fondswervende activiteiten
Mijn lokale partner neemt de
beslissingen in het project
De voor mijn project belangrijke
organisaties en instituties (zoals
lokale overheid, andere NGOs)
worden betrokken bij mijn project
Mijn project slaagt erin in de
behoeften van de doelgroep te
voorzien
Mijn project past binnen de cultuur
van de doelgroep
Mijn project past binnen de lokale
economie
Mijn project past binnen het beleid
van de lokale overheid

Helemaal
mee eens

26 Hoe zou uw project nog verbeterd kunnen worden?
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27 Heeft u naast dit project een project in de staat Karnataka en/of Tamil Nadu?
Ja
Nee
Het tweede deel van dit onderzoek is bestaat veldwerk in Nederland en India. Dit betekent dat er interviews
worden gedaan met iemand van uw organisatie (duur is ongeveer een uur). Bovendien zal de onderzoeker op
bezoek gaat bij uw lokale partner in India, waar interviews worden gehouden met uw lokale partner en andere
stakeholders van het project (bijvoorbeeld mensen van de doelgroep en organisaties waarmee samengewerkt
wordt in het project. Dit bezoek in India zal plaatsvinden tussen januari en april 2009.
Voor het onderzoek is het van belang dat u mee wilt werken aan de veldwerkfase, omdat tijdens dit veldwerk
dieper wordt ingegaan op uw project(en). Hierdoor wordt er meer inzicht verkregen in deze projecten, waardoor ze
nog beter ingebed kunnen worden.
Vanzelfsprekend wordt met de resultaten van deze interviews vertrouwelijk omgegaan. Deze worden niet aan
derden verstrekt en zullen in geanonimiseerd worden. Daarnaast kunt de resultaten ervan inzien voordat de
scriptie in definitieve vorm aan de begeleiders van de universiteit wordt voorgelegd.

28 Zou u willen meewerken aan de tweede fase van dit onderzoek?
Ja
Nee (naar vraag 30)
Eén antwoord mogelijk
29 Aangezien u heeft aangegeven mee te willen werken aan de tweede fase van het
onderzoek, zouden we graag uw contactgegevens ontvangen.
Telefoonnummer
E-mailadres
30 Heeft u nog vragen / opmerkingen over dit onderzoek of onderwerp?
Ja, namelijk
Nee
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APPENDIX 5: MAIN CODES INTERVIEWS IN MAXQDA
Definition embeddedness
Information joint intervention
Background information society
Start Dutch PI
Year of foundation
How PI is founded
Individual capacity PI
Experience target group/theme
Experience needs Indian partner
Experience fund raising
Experience management
Experience with cooperation in profession
Improve experience
Organisational capacity PI
Number of board
Number of volunteers
Time spend on organisation
Annual budget
Formal/informal
Meetings
Roles board
Improve organisation
Able meet needs beneficiaries
Able fit intervention in context
Start Indian partner
Year of foundation
How Indian organisation is founded
Individual capacity Indian partner
Experience target group/theme
Experience fund raising
Experience management
Experience with cooperation in profession
Capacity building/work at other NGOs
Improve experience
Organisational capacity Indian partner
Number of board
Number of volunteers
Expertise
Time spend on organisation
Annual budget
Formal/informal
Meetings
Roles board
Improve organisation
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Able meet needs beneficiaries
Able fit intervention in context
Ownership
How decisions made
Why (not) support interventions
Influence decision maker on intervention
Best decision making process
Improvement current decision making process
Decision maker able meet needs beneficiaries
Decision maker able fit intervention in context
Participation of stakeholders
Beneficiaries
Role in participation
Satisfied with their role
Why no cooperation
Relatives/staff
Role in participation
Satisfied with their role
Why no cooperation
Government
Kind of activities
Role in participation
Satisfied with their role
Government rules
Why no cooperation
Other organisations
Kind of activities
Role in participation
How is cooperation going?
Satisfied with their role
Why no cooperation
All important stakeholders involved
How to involve more stakeholders
Value of stakeholder involvement
No value/disadvantages
Advantages
Stakeholders able to meet needs beneficiaries
Stakeholders able fit intervention in context
Rootedness
Registered government
Institutional synchronisation
Cultural synchronisation
Leisure
Talent stimulation
Norms and values
Habits
Education
Religion and tension religion
Sports
Future beneficiaries
Attention beneficiaries
Material needs
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Beneficiaries happy
See relatives
Economic synchronisation
Buy local products
Fit in local economic structure
Comparable interventions
Selection of beneficiaries
Type of partner
Start cooperation PI and Indian partner
Advantages
Cooperation existing organisation
Cooperation mirror organisation
Cooperation individuals
Disadvantages
Cooperation existing organisation
Cooperation mirror organisation
Cooperation individuals
Influence type of partner on intervention
Best type of partner
Origin founders
Advantages
Migrants
Only Dutch/Indian
Disadvantages
Migrants
Only Dutch/Indian
Influence origin founder on intervention
Cultural differences
Negative aspects cooperation
Geographic distance
Different mentality
Indirectness
Discrepancy PI and partner about intervention
Suddenly new ideas
How to continue in future
Reporting
Language and communication problems
Not flexible
Limited contact
Positive aspects of cooperation
Lot of work is done
Respect
Inspiration
Freedom
Understanding
Good communication
Trust
Dutch influence on intervention
Diminishing cultural differences
Influence cultural differences on intervention
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Type of funding PI
Type of funding
Front offices
Wilde Ganzen/Seva Network Foundation
Other NGOs/vermogensstichtingen
Family/friends/individuals
Clubs (e.g. Rotary)
Religious institutions
Companies
Schools
Other
Conditions donors
What kind of conditions
Conditions never thought about/new ideas
Advantages conditions
Disadvantages conditions
Influence type of funding on intervention
Type of funding Indian partner
Type of funding
PI
Relatives of beneficiaries
Family/friends/individuals
Indian government
Other NGOs
Clubs (e.g. Rotary)
Religious institutions
Companies
Other
Conditions donors
What kind of conditions
Conditions never thought about/new ideas
Advantages conditions
Disadvantages conditions
Influence type of funding on intervention
Donor dependency
Dependency on PI (in %)
Continuation
Decrease donor dependency
Never thought about
Relatives of beneficiaries pay
Ex-beneficiaries/staff as donors
Searching other donors
Self sufficient
Income generating activities
Lobby government
Influence donor dependency on intervention
Improvement of intervention
Influence PI on intervention
Limitations research
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APPENDIX 6: SUMMARY OF THE DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTIONS OF THE ELEVEN PIS AND THEIR INDIAN PARTNERS
Name Dutch PI
Dileep Foundation (2001)

Name people
Dutch PI
Petra

Name Indian partner
organisation
Melchiorre Bangalore (1980)

Name people Indian
organisation
Father William and
father Harry

RIDHA (1998)

Pranit

Mannane (2000)

Ashok and Sundra

Ravi Foundation
Netherlands (2000)

Inge

Messenger Foundation
Netherlands (1996)
Akkinimalai Foundation
(2000)

Willem and
Maria
Toon

1 Ravi Foundation India
(2000)
2 Order of Bernardone (1985)
Messenger Foundation India
(1996)
Aimputam Trust (2000)

1 Vaishaly and
Jonathan
2 Father James
Father Raji

Friends of Grace Residency
(2002)

Anja

Grace Residency Trust (1968)

Leon and Grace

Bio-dynamic Farm
Netherlands (2003)
Sparkling Kids (2006)

Frits

Bio-dynamic Farm India (2003) Piet and Dhara

Jaap

Nuns of Vaudreuil (1903)

Sister Amber

Ekakantamay Netherlands
(1978)
Alokam Foundation (2004)

Marieke

Ekakantamay India (1948)

Parvati

Froukje

PECO Trust (2004)

Father Judah

(Rural India Development in Health
and Academics)

Vishal

(Progressive education for children’s
orientation Trust)

1 Strong Foundation (2005)
2 ADII (1994)
(Agency for Dutch Interns to India)

1 Nanda
2 Cor

DEERA (1994)
(Development on education and
environment in rural areas)

Jason

Joint development intervention
8 shelters for street children and
related projects (e.g. missing child
network) in Bangalore.
Children’s home for 15 girls in
Bangalore.
Supporting 300 school children of a
school in Bangalore.
School, children’s home (70 children)
and church in Periyampatti.
Financial support for 26 children in
villages near Thiruvannamalai. They
were first in a children’s home.
Support 42 children and their facilities
in a children’s home in
Thiruvannamalai.
Organic farm and evening school in
Veerapermanalur.
Hostel and school for mentally
retarded children in Trichy. 6 schools
for handicapped children in villages.
Support for 110 girls in hostel in
Trichy.
Children’s home with 25 children in
Kuttapatti.
Hostel for normal (39) and mentally
retarded (27) children, school for
retarded children and village support
in Dharampuram.
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